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Abstract
The performance of conventional receivers for wireless communications may severely deteriorate in
the presence of unaccounted interference. The effectiveness of methods for mitigating these effects
greatly depends on the knowledge that is available about the interference and signal-of-interest (SOI),
therefore making the design of robust receivers a great challenge. This thesis focuses on receiver
structures for channel coded systems that exploit different levels of knowledge about the SOI and
interference in an iterative fashion. This achieves both robustness and overall performance
improvement compared to non-iterative receivers. Code division multiple access (CDMA) and spatial
division multiple access (SDMA) systems are considered.

The overlay of a turbo coded direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DS-SS) system and strong
digitally modulated tone interference is studied. An iterative receiver, which is capable of blind
cancellation of both wideband and narrowband interference is proposed based on the adaptive self-
reconfigurable -filter scheme. Asymptotic performance analysis of the iterative receiver shows that
significant iteration gains are possible if the signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) is
relatively large and the processing gain (PG) of the SOI is relatively small.

Robust diversity detection in turbo-coded DS-SS system with statistically modeled interference is
studied. A non-parametric type-based iterative receiver that estimates the probability density function
(PDF) of interference-plus-noise is proposed. Its performance is shown to be rather robust to the
number of interferers and their distances from the victim receiver and very similar to the performance
of a clairvoyant receiver. Amazingly, this is achievable with no prior knowledge about the
interference parameters. Furthermore, iteration gain is shown to significantly reduce the length of the
pilot sequence needed for the PDF estimation.

A family of iterative minimum-mean-squared-error (MMSE) and maximum-likelihood (ML)
receivers for convolutionally and space-time coded SDMA systems is proposed. Joint iterative
multiuser-detection (MUD), equalization and interference suppression are proposed to jointly combat
co-channel interference (CCI), inter-symbol-interference (ISI) and unknown CCI (UCCI) in
broadband single-carrier systems. It is shown that both in convolutional and space-time coded
systems the ISI and CCI interference can be completely eliminated if UCCI is absent. This is
achievable with a number of receive antennas equal to the number of users of interest and not to the
total number of transmit antennas. In case UCCI is present, the effectiveness of CCI and ISI
cancellation and UCCI suppression depends on the effective degrees of freedom of the receiver.
Receiver robustness can be significantly preserved by using hybrid MMSE/ML detection for the
signals of interest, or by using estimation of the PDF of the UCCI-plus-noise.

A low complexity hybrid MMSE/ML iterative receiver for SDMA is proposed. It is shown that its
performance is not significantly degraded compared to the optimal ML receiver. Its sensitivity to
spatial correlation and a timing offset is assessed by using field measurement data. It was shown that
the hybrid MMSE/ML receiver is robust against spatial correlation. The sensitivity to the timing
offset is significantly reduced if the receiver performs UCCI suppression. 

Keywords: equalization, interference suppression, MIMO, PDF estimation, SDMA
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List of symbols and abbreviations

AA impulsive index of the Middleton class A noise
Ak(i) coefficients of an equivalent channel after MMSE filter, (NT ×NT )
bk(i) modulated symbols of the kth user at the ith time instant, take

values from Q
b
(n)
k (i) symbols transmitted from the the kth user’s nth transmit antenna

at the ith time instant, take values from Q
Bk frame length of the kth user
B frame length of users indexed by k = 1, ...,K
BI frame length of users indexed by k = K + 1, ...,K +KI

ck(i) binary uncoded information symbol of kth user at the ith time
instant

dk(i) binary encoded sequences of the kth user at the ith time instant
f0 frequency offset of the users indexed by k = K + 1, ...,K +KI

f
(m,n)
k (p) chip-spaced discrete time channel impulse response between the

nth antenna of the kth user and mth receive antenna
fr(r) PDF of the interference distances from the receiver in a Middleton

class A model interpretation
2F + 1 length of the linear interpolating filter

g
(m,n)
k channel impulse response between nth transmit antenna of the kth

user and mth receive antenna
g
(m,n)
kl complex channel gain of the lth multipath component of g(m,n)

k

G spreading factor of the users indexed by k = 1, ...,K
GI ratio between TsI and Ts

h
(m,n)
k (p) chip-spaced discrete convolution of sk(t) and f (m,n)

k (p)
H Toeplitz channel matrix of the users indexed by k = 1, ...,K,

(LGNR ×KNT (2L− 1))
Ĥ estimate of H, (LGNR ×KNT (2L− 1))
Hd channel matrix of desired part of CIR



Hu channel matrix of desired part of CIR
H(l) channel matrix of the users indexed by k = 1, ...,K that corre-

sponds to the lth multipath component, (GNR ×KNT )

H(m)
k (l) channel matrix of the kth user that corresponds to the mth receive

antenna and lth multipath component, (GNR ×KNT )
HI Toeplitz channel matrix of the users indexed by k = K+1, ...,K+

KI , (LGNR ×KNT (L+ LI − 1))
HI(l) channel matrix of the users indexed by k = K+1, ...,K+KI that

corresponds to the lth multipath component, (GNR ×KINT )

H(m)
kI (l) channel matrix of the kth user that corresponds to the mth receive

antenna and lth multipath component, (G×NT )

H(m)
kjI (l) channel matrix of the kth user, k = K + 1, ...,K +KI that corre-

sponds to the mth receive antenna, lth multipath component and
jth chip interval, (1×NT )

i time instant index
j time instant index
J WBI signal vector, (G(T +B)× 1)
Jj WBI interference sample at the jth time instant

Ĵj estimate of the WBI interference sample at the jth time instant,
obtained by Wiener filtering

k user index
K number of desired users
Keff effective number of interference sources in Middleton class A model

interpretation
KI number of undesired users (interferers)
l multipath index

Lk number of multipath components contained in g(m,n)
k

L number of consecutive symbols spanned by the maximum channel
impulse response length of all users indexed by k = 1, ...,K

LI number of consecutive symbols spanned by the maximum channel
impulse response length of all users indexed by k = K+1, ...,K+
KI

Leff length of the effective part of the CIR
m receive antenna index
M cardinality of the constellation set
Mk(i) covariance matrix of the residual interference, UCCI and noise,

(LNR × LNR)
n transmit antenna index
n(i) additive white noise vector, (LNR × 1)
neff (i) additive white noise vector
ne(i) vector of the sum of AWGN and residual WBI interference, (G×1)



NR number of receive antennas
NT number of transmit antennas for each user
N AWGN vector, (G(T +B)× 1)

P
(n)
k average power of the signal b(n)

k (i)
P ext

1 (·) extrinsic probability of the argument produced by the detection
block

P app
1 (·) a posteriori probability of the argument produced by the detection

block
P ext

2 (·) extrinsic probability of the argument produced by the channel
decoding block

P app
2 (·) a posteriori probability of the argument produced by the channel

decoding block
P̂(·)(ql) multidimensional type value of the argument in the point ql

Q constellation set
Qext parameter of a turbo equalizer
r(m)(t) received signal at the mth receive antenna

r
(m)
j (i) received signal at the jth chip interval of the ith symbol at themth

receive antenna obtained after chip-matcehd filtering and sampling

r
(m)
k (t) received noiseless signal component at the mth receive antenna

due to the kth user
r(i) received signal vector corresponding to NR receive antennas and

G chip intervals at the time instant i, (GNR × 1)
r(i) received signal vector corresponding to the mth receive antenna

and G chip intervals at the time instant i, (G× 1)
R rate of channel code
R covariance matrix of the UCCI plus noise
RI covariance matrix of the UCCI
RMIMO spatial correlation matrix
sk signature waveform of the kth user
sk(j) jth chip of the kth user
S desired signal vector, (G(T +B)× 1)
tk(i) training sequence of the kth user at the ith time instant
T training sequence length of the users indexed by k = 1, ...,K
Tc chip duration
TI training sequence length of the users indexed by k = K+1, ...,K+

KI

Tk training sequence length of the kth user

Tsk duration of the symbols b(n)
k of the kth user

Ts duration of the symbols b(n)
k of the users indexed by k = 1, ...,K

TsI duration of the symbols b(n)
k of the users indexed by k = K +



1, ...,K +KI

u(i) signal vector of users indexed by k = 1, ...,K, (KNT (2L− 1)× 1)
u(i) signal vector of users indexed by k = K+1, ...,K+KI , (KINT (L+

LI − 1)× 1)
Wj coefficients of a Wiener filter for linear WBI interpolation at the

jth time instant, (2F × 1)
Wsj switching coefficients of a self reconfigurable scheme, (2F × 1)
Wk(i) coefficients of an MMSE filter, (LNR ×NT )
y(i) space-time sampled received signal vector (LGNR × 1)
yeff (i) space-time sampled received signal vector
ŷ(i) WBI-free received signal vector, (G× 1)

y(m)
l vector of received signal samples for the mth receive antenna and

lth multipath component, (G× 1)
yd decision statistic vector for TBD, (GNRd τ1L1

Tc
e × 1)

Yj received signal vector contained in the linear interpolating filter
at the jth time instant, (2F × 1)

Yj received signal sample at the jth time instant

Ŷj WBI-free received signal sample at the jth time instant
z(m)(t) additive white noise
zk(i) output of MMSE filter, (NT × 1)
αq qth element of a constellation set
βk(i) vector of transmitted symbols from the NT transmit antennas of

the kth user
Γ ratio of the Gaussian and impulsive components of the Middleton

class A noise
Γ(n) constraint matrix
δ(t) Dirac impulse function
∆k(i− l) covariance matrix of a signal obtained after soft cancellation, (KNT (2L−

1)×KNT (2L− 1))
ΩA power of the impulsive component of the Middleton class A noise
Ωk(i) equivalent Gaussian channel coefficients, (NT ×NT )
π interleaving
π−1 de-interleaving
Ψk(i) equivalent Gaussian noise
σ2 additive white noise variance
σ2

k variance of the kth mixture term in Middleton class A noise model
ψ(t) chip waveform of the users indexed by k = 1, ...,K
ψI(t) symbol waveform of the users indexed by k = K + 1, ...,KI

τkl relative delay of the lth multipath component of g(m,n)
k (t)

Θk(i) covariance matrix of the equivalent Gaussian noise, (NT ×NT )



Ξ quantizer alphabet
ACGN additive correlated Gaussian noise
ACM approximate conditional mean
AWGN additive white Gaussian noise
AWN additive white noise
BCJR Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv
BER bit error rate
BLAST Bell labs layered space-time
BPSK binary phase shift keying
CA collision avoidance
CC convolutional code
CCI co-channel interference
CD collision detection
CDMA code division multiple access
CIR channel impulse response
CSI channel state information
CSMA carrier sense multiple access
DF decision feedback
DFE decision feedback equalizer
D-NLOS dynamic non-line-of-sight
DoF degree of freedom
DS direct-sequence
EM expectation-maximization
FDE frequency domain equalization
FDMA frequency division multiple access
FER frame error rate
FH frequency hopping
FIR finite impulse response
GP generator polynomial
HLLC hard limited linear correlator
IIR infinite impulse response
ISI inter-symbol interference
KL Kullback-Leibler
LC linear correlator
LOBD locally optimal Bayes detector
LOS line-of-sight
LS least squares
NBI narrowband interference
MAI multiaccess interference
MAP maximum-a-posteriori



MC multicarrier
MIMO multiple-input multiple-output
MISE mean-integrated-squared error
ML maximum-likelihood
MLSE maximum-likelihood sequence estimation
MMSE minimum-mean-squared error
M-PSK M-ary phase-shift-keying
MRC maximum-ratio-combining
MUD multiuser detection
OD optimal detector
PEP pairwise error probability
PDF probability density function
PG processing gain
QAM quadrature-amplitude modulation
QPSK quadrature-phase-shift-keying
RBF radial basis function
SAGE space alternating generalized EM
SC soft cancellation
SDMA space division multiple access
SER symbol error rate
SfISfO soft-input soft-output
SINR signal to interference plus noise ratio
SIR signal to interference ratio
S-NLOS static non-line-of-sight
SNR signal to noise ratio
SOI signal of interest
SS spread-spectrum
STTr space-time-trellis
STTu space-time-turbo
SVD singular value decomposition
TBD type-based detector
TDMA time division multiple access
TH time hopping
UCA uniform circular array
UCCI unknown co-channel interference
ULA uniform linear array
WBI wideband interference
WLAN wireless local area network
ZFE zero forcing equalization
� elementwise vector product



d·e the smallest integer greater or equal to the argument
b·c the largest integer smaller or equal to the argument
|Ξ| cardinality of Ξ
| · | absolute value of the argument
|| · || Euclidian norm of the the argument
(·)Ξ quantized argument
(·)H Hermitian transpose of the argument
(·)T transpose of the argument
(·)−1 inverse of the argument
(·)∗ complex conjugate of the argument
(·)<γ> argument related to the γth transmit antenna set
(·)i,j element at the ith row and the jth column of the argument
(·)αq

argument related to the constellation symbol αq

(·)CISI argument related to the sum of CCI and ISI

(̃·) soft extrinsic estimate of the argument
(·) soft a posteriori estimate of the argument
I(·) indicator function
max(·) maximum of the argument
min(·) minimum of the argument
M bit to symbol modulation mapping function
Re(·) real part of the argument
Im(·) imaginary part of the argument
D(·||·) KL distance between arguments
H(·) entropy of the argument
diag(·) diagonal matrix with argument vector elements on a main diagonal
r(·) rank of the argument
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1 Introduction

By targeting the basic need for voice conversation, wireless telecommunications
have become a very important part of people’s everyday life. Apart from satisfy-
ing this basic need in a way that was barely imaginable only several decades ago,
communication technology has amazingly changed the way people think, behave,
work, entertain etc., by further extending the range of offered services. As a conse-
quence, modern communication networks are designed to carry much more diverse
contents than those imposed by traditional voice communications, and the current
evidence suggests the trend to continue.

The frequency resources that enable cost efficient communications are not only
limited, but their use is also strictly regulated by standardization bodies. There-
fore, the requirements in terms of the bandwidth efficiency of future wireless net-
works are expected to be very stringent. These requirements can be fulfilled at
different levels of network development. As possible examples, we mention net-
work planing and transceiver design. Although all these approaches are in essence
competing with each other, in practice their combinations are both desirable and
necessary.

This thesis focuses on receiver design for the efficient use of bandwidth. From
that perspective, the main factor that limits bandwidth efficiency is interference,
which can originate from other users of the same communication system, other
systems overlayed in frequency, non-linearities in the transmitter and receiver,
man-made noise etc. If not appropriately treated at the receiver, it can significantly
degrade the performance of the communication system. Furthermore, interference
cancellation and suppression receivers are studied in this thesis in more detail. In
Section 1.1 a brief introduction to signal detection in unknown interference is given.
Section 1.2 briefly overviews the existing multiple access techniques. Section 1.3
presents scope and aims of the thesis, whereas its outline is presented in Section
1.4. Section 1.5 gives the overview of the author’s contributions to the original
publications.
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1.1 Signal detection in the presence of interference

The receiver performance in the presence of interference is dominated by the knowl-
edge it has about the interference structure. Depending on this knowledge, ap-
propriate algorithms can be applied to use the receiver’s degrees-of-freedom 1 to
mitigate the degrading effects of interference. In this section, a general overview of
the existing receiver techniques designed to cope with interference is given, while
the more detailed literature survey is postponed to Chapter 2.

In many situations, interference can be modelled as additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) that has structure neither in space nor in time/frequency domains.
This is the extreme case which is well known to be the worst case interference both
from the detection [1] and information theoretic point of view [2]. The matched
filter [3] is well known to be the optimal receiver for that scenario, if the pulse
shape of the signal of interest is known at the receiver.

In case that the interference possesses any kind of structure in space and/or
time, the matched filter designed for AWGN noise is not capable of exploiting
it. This fact has been the driving force for development of advanced algorithms
that can improve the receiver’s performance by exploiting this structure. Man-
made signals are non-Gaussian in nature, which is a property that can be used for
interference mitigation. Examples are digitally modulated signals that exhibit a
finite constellation property and many other sources of man-made interference that
usually occur as impulses of certain average frequency and duration [4, 5, 6]. The
extreme cases of non-Gaussian interference are multiaccess interference (MAI) and
intersymbol interference (ISI). The optimal receiver for MAI is known to be the
multiuser detector [7], where all the interfering signals are detected jointly with the
signal of interest (SOI). For ISI the optimal detector is the maximum-likelihood
sequence estimator (MLSE) [8, 9]. Note that these methods require knowledge of
channel state information (CSI) at the receiver side. In case that the CSI is not
available but the signals are still of interest, one could resort to the rich literature
on blind deconvolution [10] with blind source separation [11], blind equalization
[12] and blind multiuser detection [13, 14] as special cases.

Another situation where statistical non-Gaussian interference models are more
appropriate is the case where many interfering sources transmit in an uncoordi-
nated fashion. For that case, numerous receivers that exploit this non-Gaussian
nature have been proposed [15, 16, 17, 18]. Unlike the techniques that exploit the
finite constellation property of the interference in this case the receiver exploits
the property of discontinuous (bursty) transmission in time.

Signal correlation is another property which resulted in a variety of wide-band-
and narrow-band-interference (WBI and NBI, respectively) suppression techniques
that exploit interference correlation in time [19, 20], frequency [21] and spatial do-
mains [22]. Numerous combinations of the methods described above that simulta-
neously make use of several signal properties and perform processing in several do-
mains have attracted considerable attention. The examples are space-time interfer-
ence suppression [23], time-frequency interference suppression [24] and joint MUD

1The degrees of freedom domains are space and time. The frequency domain is dual with time
through the Fourier transform.
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of SOI and interference for NBI and WBI interference suppression [25, 20, 26].
In channel coded systems, the complexity of an optimal receiver that jointly

performs signal and interference detection with channel decoding is prohibitively
complex [27]. However, the complexity can be significantly reduced by means of
the suboptimal iterative receiver structures. This trend has been triggered by the
discovery of turbo codes in [28] and has been applied to a wide variety of problems
ever since. The underlying idea is to approximate a jointly optimal receiver with
a concatenation of low complexity locally optimal receiver blocks which exchange
information in an iterative fashion. In most of the cases the performance of the
suboptimal iterative receivers is close to that of the globally optimal receiver due
to the very reliable signal estimates obtained after channel decoding. Possible ap-
plications, the basis of which have been used in this theses, are iterative multiuser
detection and decoding [29], iterative equalization and decoding [30] and iterative
channel estimation, equalization and decoding [31, 32, 33]2.

1.2 Multiple-access techniques

Multiple-access refers to a technique that allows several users to share a com-
mon communications channel. The available domains for multiple access are space,
time and frequency. The most traditional multiple-access techniques are based on
user separation using different signature waveforms. The oldest multiple access
technique is frequency division multiple access (FDMA) where different signature
waveforms use different frequency. The user separation is then performed simply
by bandpass filtering.

The introduction of digital modulations enabled the appearance of time division
multiple access (TDMA) where each user’s signature waveform is limited to a pre-
determined time interval. The user separation is then performed by synchronizing
and correlating with the corresponding user’s signature waveform.

The appearance of spread-spectrum techniques for anti-jamming and low prob-
ability of interception capabilities has led to the development of code division
multiple access (CDMA) [35]. CDMA can be implemented using frequency hop-
ping (FH), time hopping (TH), direct-sequence (DS) spread-spectrum (SS) as well
as multicarrier (MC) techniques. In FH-CDMA users’ signature waveforms are lo-
cated at different center frequencies at different time intervals. The hopping from
one frequency to another is controlled by user-specific hopping sequences. In DS-
CDMA, different users’ signature waveforms are allowed to overlap both in time
and in frequency, but they are orthogonal in the code domain. This can be achieved
by allocating each user a unique spreading sequence, whereby the signal redun-
dancy is achieved in time domain. On the contrary, in MC-CDMA the redundancy
of each user’s data is achieved in frequency domain [36].

The simplest way to achieve spatial multiple access is to simply separate multi-
2It is worth mentioning that all these applications can be viewed as instances of the summary-

product (or belief propagation) algorithm which operates by message passing between parts of a
graphical model [34].
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ple users far apart in order to allow for sufficient attenuation of the signals. More
advanced techniques include space division multiple access (SDMA) [37], or beam-
forming, which is based on the use of closely spaced antennas to spatially isolate
the users or spatial multiplexing [38] which relies on antennas spaced far apart and
the rich scattering environment to perform user separation. Unlike in the former
case, where it was necessary for different users to be placed in different spatial
directions, this is not necessary for the latter one3. With a slight abuse of notation
the term SDMA will be used throughout this thesis for the latter approach (spatial
multiplexing). This can be justified by the fact that, similarly to the conventional
SDMA case, it is essentially the spatial position of different users that allows for
their separation at the receiver. Moreover, SDMA can be seen as an analogy to
DS-CDMA where the spreading sequences in time are replaced by the unique4

spreading sequences in space.
The use of multiple receive antennas theoretically enables multiple access us-

ing only a single carrier frequency. In wideband system, however, the frequency
selectivity of the channel becomes one of the factors that dominates receiver perfor-
mance. MC techniques are an effective way to mitigate this problem by converting
a frequency selective channel into a set of frequency flat fading channels. Another
possible way, that is the focus of the last part of this thesis, is to use a single car-
rier approach [39] with powerful equalization techniques. By doing so, the channel
frequency selectivity can be exploited to achieve additional diversity gains.

1.3 Scope and aims of the thesis

Iterative receivers for the cancellation and suppression of unknown interference in
channel-coded CDMA and SDMA systems are studied in this thesis. The main
goal is to develop robust receivers that can provide reliable communications under
different interference conditions. The receivers are expected to perform better than
the conventional single and multiuser receivers at a cost of reasonable computa-
tional complexity increase. The main emphasis is on the interference sources that
do not originate from the communication system of interest.

Linear prediction and interpolation filters for NBI and WBI suppression offer
lower complexity finite impulse response (FIR) approximations of Kalman-Bucy
filters that are infinite impulse response (IIR) in nature. However, due to their
underlying linear nature, they do not utilize the non-Gaussian nature of the SOI.
Nonlinear versions thereof exploit this information and offer significantly better
performance by employing a certain nonlinearity function to the error signal that
is used in minimum-mean-squared-error (MMSE) optimality criterion. The price to
be paid is the increased receiver complexity, due to the used non-linearity and due
to the fact that it requires online estimation of the interference parameters. Deci-
sion feedback linear interpolation and prediction filters in uncoded systems have

3In fact, only in the case of users being in exactly the same spatial positions it is not possible
to distinguish between them.

4Determined by the spatial location of each user.
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been shown to achieve a similar effect by cancelling the signal of interest prior to
the interference estimation. Thereby the non-Gaussian nature of the SOI is taken
into account implicitly, through its cancellation. In a channel coded-system, the
soft feedback obtained after channel decoding can be used in a similar manner.
The channel decoder is expected to provide a very reliable soft feedback estimate
and the iterative (turbo) scheme is a potential low complexity alternative to the
non-linear solutions. Further study is required to determine the iterative receiver
performance and its limitations in practical CDMA overlay situations. This prob-
lem is a subject of the first section of Chapter 4 of the thesis.

In the case of non-Gaussian interference that originates from several uncoordi-
nated transmissions, the problem of interference suppression becomes equivalent
to that of interference probability density function (PDF) estimation. Linear re-
ceivers are not capable of exploiting the non-Gaussian nature of interference and
non-linear solutions in general offer better performance and robustness against
changes of interference parameters. In order to design a receiver that is robust to a
variety of interference sources, the knowledge of interference statistics is required
in general. Histogram estimation based receivers are an attractive solution, since
they require no prior knowledge about the interference PDF. Their drawback is,
however, that the number of training samples required for histogram estimation
can be prohibitively large, resulting in reduced bandwidth efficiency of the system.
For that purpose, iterative receivers can be particularly useful since the feedback
obtained after channel decoding can be used as additional training samples for
histogram estimation. Therefore, the turbo receiver can potentially provide im-
provement both in terms of interference PDF estimation and the overall system
performance, and in terms of the bandwidth efficiency. A more detailed study
is required to assess the performance, robustness, and practical realizability of
the histogram estimation iterative receiver in different interference scenarios. This
problem is considered in the second section of Chapter 4.

The greatest challenge that is to be faced in the design of a broadband wire-
less access system based on single carrier communications is receiver complexity.
The iterative (turbo) soft-cancellation MMSE (SC-MMSE) based receiver for joint
multiuser detection and equalization in SDMA systems offers a reasonable trade-
off between complexity and performance in the presence of co-channel interference
(CCI) and ISI. The results from the literature show that the CCI and ISI can
be almost completely removed in the case of convolutionally coded systems. Ad-
ditionally, in multipath-rich environments the SC-MMSE iterative receiver offers
relatively good unknown co-channel interference (UCCI) capability due to the
large number of effective degrees-of-freedom guaranteed by performing spatial and
temporal sampling. However, if the channel is not multipath rich, the number
of effective degrees of freedom becomes significantly smaller and the performance
can be significantly degraded in the presence of UCCI. Robust receivers that are
capable of preserving the effective degrees of freedom by means of interference sup-
pression and cancellation are, therefore, highly desirable. This is especially true in
high data rate scenarios in which CCI, ISI and UCCI originates from users that are
all equipped with multiple transmit antennas. Robust iterative receiver design for
such scenarios is the subject of Chapter 5. Estimation of the PDF of UCCI-plus-
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noise can be seen as one possible way to preserve the effective degrees of freedom
in channels with low frequency selectivity and a relatively small number of UCCI
signals. The hybrid SC-MMSE maximum a posteriori (SC-MMSE-MAP) iterative
receiver is another potential robust solution. Receiver complexity, performance,
and sensitivity to different design and channel imperfections are to be considered
in detail.

1.4 Outline of the thesis

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive literature
review of previous and parallel work. Reviews of NBI and WBI interference sup-
pression and cancellation methods for CDMA and SDMA, non-Gaussian detection
and iterative processing are given in more detail.

Chapter 3 presents a generic system model for CDMA and SDMA systems. The
special cases of CDMA and SDMA, which are considered in more detail throughout
the thesis, are defined.

In the first part of Chapter 4, which is in part included in Paper I, an extension
of the adaptive self-reconfigurable ξ-filter scheme for NBI and WBI cancellation
to its iterative version is given. Using the signal-to-interference plus noise ratio
(SINR) at the canceller output as a performance measure, the SINR region is
determined in which the iterative interference cancellation outperforms the non-
iterative one. The performance of an iterative receiver based on the ξ-filter with a
turbo code is evaluated in an AWGN channel through computer simulations.

In the second part of Chapter 4, which is partly presented in Papers II-IV, the
iterative receiver based on type detection is developed for mitigating statistically
modelled interference with no knowledge of interference statistics. An iterative
receiver is proposed to reduce the length of training overhead and to improve
the interference suppression process. The soft information that is passed from the
detector to the soft-input soft-output (SfISfO) channel decoder is derived in closed
form. The performance of the receiver is compared to the conventional Rake and
optimal receivers in static and Rayleigh fading channels with additive Gaussian
and non-Gaussian noise through computer simulations.

In Chapter 5, part of which is presented in Papers V-IX and XI, a framework
for joint iterative multiuser detection, equalization and unknown interference sup-
pression in single-carrier SDMA systems is presented. Unknown interference sup-
pression methods based on covariance matrix estimation, PDF estimation and
joint detection are developed. PDF estimation and joint detection methods are
developed to increase the equivalent diversity order of the covariance matrix es-
timation method. Their performance is evaluated in quasistatic Rayleigh fading
AWGN channels through computer simulations. Results are given for convolutional
and space-time coded systems. The pairwise error probability (PEP) of space-time
coded systems in the asymptotic case of ideal feedback is developed in the presence
of unknown interference.

In Chapter 6, which is partly presented in Paper X, the issues related to real-
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istic performance evaluation and practical implementation of the turbo receiver
are considered. The framework for realistic performance evaluation using field
measurement data is presented. A reduced complexity time-domain hybrid SC-
MMSE-MAP turbo equalizer is developed by taking into account only significant
portions of the channel impulse response. Finally, the performance sensitivity of
the proposed turbo equalizer to the spatial correlation and timing offset is studied.

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. The main results are summarized and discussed.
Some open questions and directions for future research work are given.

1.5 Author’s contribution to the publications

The thesis is in part based on ten original publications. The author has had the
main responsibility for making the analysis and writing all the Papers I-X. The
author has developed MATLAB and C++ software for computer simulations in
all the papers. In papers I-IV the simulation software was developed based on the
existing software for turbo codes, which is due to Dr. Djordje Tujkovic.

In Paper I the author developed ideas and analysis together with the help
of other authors. In Papers II-IV the idea of applying type-based detection for
unknown interference is due to the second author. The first author has developed
the idea, performed analysis and created examples. In Papers V-VII and IX the
author has invented main ideas, produced examples and performed analysis. Other
authors have provided guidance, help and criticism during the process. The ideas
of applying joint detection in space and time for preserving the effective receiver’s
degrees of freedom in Papers VII, VIII and X are due to the second author. The
first author has developed the ideas, and performed analysis. These were extended
further by the author to unknown interference suppression and spatial correlation
sensitivity reduction. The second author of Paper X has provided guidance for the
use of filed measurement data. Other authors provided help and criticism during
the process. The asymptotic performance analysis in the presence of unknown
interference presented in Paper XI is due to the first author.



2 Review of earlier and parallel work

This chapter gives a literature overview of different iterative and non-iterative sig-
nal processing techniques for interference suppression and cancellation. Through-
out the thesis, interference suppression stands for methods that reduce the detri-
mental effects of interference without prior estimation of its instantaneous value.
On the other hand, interference cancellation stands for methods that first estimate
the interference and then cancel it from the total received signal. The overview
of the methods is given according to the interference model and, correspondingly,
interference properties that are used for its cancellation or suppression. Section
2.1 reviews the rich literature of blind narrowband and wideband interference sup-
pression methods. Section 2.2 gives an overview of the detection methods in the
presence of impulsive noise. In Section 2.3 an overview of iterative (turbo) pro-
cessing methods and their application in interference suppression is given.

2.1 WBI and NBI interference cancellation and suppression
in uncoded systems

The progress in the area of NBI suppression and cancellation for spread-spectrum
communications up until the late 1980’s was reviewed in [19]. The main interference
property that is used for interference mitigation is signal correlation in time. The
main techniques at the time were frequency-domain techniques [40, 41, 42, 43, 44,
45], which are based on estimating and cancelling interference in frequency, and lin-
ear predictive or interpolative techniques [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56],
that are based on the linear prediction and cancellation of interference in the
time-domain. Further work in this area was based on better exploitation of the
properties of the signal of interest and interference in time, frequency and vari-
ous transform domains. More recent overviews of these techniques can be found
in [57, 20]. Improved adaptive and optimal time-domain linear predictive and in-
terpolative techniques are proposed in [58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64]. Kalman-Bucy
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filtering, which is known to be the best linear estimator1 of the signal based on
its past values, is proposed for NBI estimation and cancellation in [65]. Non-
linear NBI suppression methods were proposed in [66] and [67]. These methods
take into account the non-Gaussian nature of the SOI and they use the approxi-
mate conditional mean (ACM) algorithm [66] to derive non-linear versions of the
Kalman-Bucy and linear prediction and interpolation algorithms. The linear adap-
tive version thereof [66] can be seen as a generalization of the decision-feedback
(DF) based solutions proposed in [50] and [68]. The non-linear filter was shown to
perform remarkably better than its linear counterpart. Moreover, improvements
of the non-linear schemes have been proposed based on neural networks in [69].
A linear interpolation filter with an adjustable center weight has been proposed
in [70]. It was shown to significantly outperform its counterparts that pose strin-
gent constraints on the filter center weight. A linear code-aided MMSE technique
was proposed in [71] and it was shown to outperform all the linear and non-linear
prediction and interpolation approaches.

With the growing commercial interest in CDMA communications during the
last decade the suppression of digitally modulated interference has attracted con-
siderable attention. Modifications to the linear code-aided approach are proposed
in [72] where the modified MMSE criterion is used to exploit the property of im-
properness (rotational variance [73]) of digitally modulated NBI. Although it was
shown that significant performance improvement can be achieved compared to the
conventional MMSE code-aided techniques, the proposed technique is restricted
only to real, binary phase shift keying (BPSK), modulations. Different cyclosta-
tionarity properties of the signal and interference were exploited in [21, 74, 75],
showing that the complete elimination of the NBI is possible using periodically
time-variant filtering. Another important NBI suppression technique relies on mul-
tiuser detection (MUD) [76] and it has been proposed in [77] and [25]. The MUD
technique is known to be the optimal way to simultaneously separate SOI from the
interference, if the interferers are digitally modulated and their CSIs are known
to the receiver. This NBI cancellation technique models NBI as the sum of virtual
CDMA users and detects them jointly with the SOI. This technique uses essen-
tially all the knowledge that is available about the NBI for its cancellation, thereby
resulting in the best error rate performance. A performance comparison with the
linear predictive techniques performed in [78] showed the superiority of the MUD-
based technique. Although only a decorrelating MUD receiver [79] was considered
there, essentially any of the MUD techniques can be used for this purpose. We
refer to [80, 81] for a more detailed overview of conventional MUD techniques
and to [82] for a recent excellent overview and performance comparison of novel
MUD algorithms2. A further example of the application of MUD techniques for
NBI suppression is the maximum-likelihood (ML) technique proposed in [90] in
terms of multirate systems and in [20] for code-aided NBI suppression. There, the
”onion peeling” technique is applied, where the NBI is detected first and then
subtracted from the received signal prior to despreading. This method, in turn, is

1In the MMSE sense.
2These, among others, include powerful genetic algorithms [83, 84, 85], particle filter detectors

[86, 87] and probabilistic data association algorithms [88, 89].
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very similar to the iterative3 MUD techniques [91, 92, 93] that are based on serial
or parallel interference cancellation. Adaptive self-reconfigurable schemes robust
to the change of interference bandwidth and power are proposed in [26] and [94].
They can be seen as a combination of ML estimation of interference and con-
ventional linear interpolation techniques. A more recent overview of different NBI
suppression techniques including polar suppression and consecutive mean excision
algorithms can be found in [95]. These techniques have been constructed with the
assumption of rapidly changing interference and they are particularly suited for
DS-FH systems.

The developments of frequency-domain techniques after late 80’s were mostly
based on the further improvements of conventional frequency domain techniques,
examples of which can be found in [96, 97, 98]. The exploitation of other transform
domains has also attracted the attention of some authors, with the main examples
being wavelet transforms [99, 100], lapped transforms [101], orthogonal transforms
[102, 103] and convex projections [104]. A general framework for projection-based
NBI suppression receivers was studied in [75] and the special cases of receivers
based on the Fourier transform and singular value decomposition (SVD) are pro-
posed and studied. It should be noted that the a similar study was done in [105],
where the multiuser projection based receivers were proposed. Blind multiuser de-
tection was proposed in [106, 107]. An order statistics-based projection receiver for
NBI suppression has been proposed in [108]. Adaptive projection based receivers
have been the subject of study in [109]. Hybrid solutions that combine signal pro-
cessing in time and frequency domains have also drawn the attention of some
authors [110, 24] showing additional improvements in terms of robustness against
interference. Other research directions and algorithm improvements were based
on more accurate interference modelling. The examples are techniques which are
based on the hidden-Markov modelling of non-stationary NBI that were proposed
in [111, 112] and [113].

Exploiting the spatial domain in wireless communications using antenna ar-
rays has attracted enormous attention in commercial wireless communications in
recent years. The assumptions that were posed by original military applications
more than two decades ago were closely spaced spatially correlated antennas allow-
ing for steering the antenna beam to a certain direction [114]. This, in turn, allows
for the reception of the SOI that has a certain spatial position, and rejecting the in-
terference coming from the other directions [37]. Modern applications have opened
a large area of research by assuming largely separated and uncorrelated antennas
allowing for diversity gain and CCI suppression [22]. This in turn offers higher link
reliability and huge potentials both for a link [115, 116] and system capacity in-
crease [117]. More recently the capacity benefits of multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) channels [116] have triggered an enormous amount of research on channel
coding and signal processing techniques capable of approaching this capacity. The
most significant directions are the Bell Labs layered space-time (BLAST) architec-
ture [118] and space-time coding [119, 120]. The spatial domain in NBI suppression
was exploited in CDMA overlay situations in [121, 122] where the NBI was mod-
elled as a digitally modulated tone and in [123, 124, 125] where the autoregressive

3Note that these iterative techniques do not make use of a channel code.
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model was used for the NBI. The appearance of the spatial domain was shown to
offer additional robustness against the interference with varying power and band-
widths.

In case that the delay spread of the channel becomes greater than the symbol
duration, ISI becomes another factor that limits the performance. The optimal
way of mitigating ISI is the well known MLSE proposed in [8, 9]. In case that the
optimality criterion is that of minimizing the symbol error rate based on the whole
block of received data, a MAP equalizer becomes more appropriate [126, 127, 128].
The main drawback of the above mentioned schemes is that their complexity in-
creases exponentially with the length of the channel impulse response. Many low
complexity linear schemes have been proposed which include either zero forcing
equalization (ZFE) [129], which is capable of perfectly removing ISI if the filter
is infinitely long or MMSE equalization [130], which always results in some resid-
ual interference at the filter output, but it reduces to the ZFE for infinitely large
signal to noise ratios. Non-linear decision feedback equalization (DFE) has been
studied in [131, 132] (see [133] and [134] for a review on equalization techniques).
More recently frequency domain equalization has attracted considerable attention
[135, 136, 137, 39] due to its low complexity in channels with large delay spreads4.
Zero-forcing and MMSE receivers for multiuser detection in multipath channels
have been considered in [138]. The performance of equalization schemes in the pres-
ence of unknown co-channel interference has been studied in [139, 140, 141, 142].
Exploiting the spatial domain resulted in space-time equalization that was studied
in [143, 144, 145]. A more detailed overview of space-time equalization can be found
in [23]. In the presence of co-channel interference the detection and equalization
techniques that can be applied to mitigate its effect depend on whether the CCI is
not of interest, or if it is to be detected. Performance of the space-time equalization
in the presence of unknown5 dispersive interference has been studied in [146] and
[147, 148, 149]. It was shown there that the length of the optimal6 equalizers is pro-
portional to the number of multipaths, number of co-channel interferers and signal
to noise ratio. Improving the performance of space-time equalizers in the presence
of interference by means of decoupled schemes was studied in [150, 151, 152]. The
basic idea behind decoupled schemes was to preserve degrees of freedom of linear
MMSE receivers by performing CCI suppression only in the spatial domain, while
ISI was suppressed by means of optimal MLSE equalization. This receiver is based
on a property of the MLSE receiver that it can achieve a maximal diversity order
guaranteed by spatial and temporal sampling. Several results supporting this fact
can be found in [153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158] for single and multicarrier SDMA.
Another family of powerful linear equalizers that is based on the minimum-error-
rate (MER) criterion was studied in [159, 160, 161, 162]. Those receivers are based
on explicitly minimizing the error probability at the filter output, instead of do-
ing so implicitly through MMSE filtering, thereby achieving better performance
in general. Non-linear equalization using multilayer perceptron neural networks,

4In this thesis only time domain equalization is considered.
5Throughout this thesis the unknown interference is considered to be of no interest to be

detected.
6In the MMSE sense.
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polynomial perceptron neural networks and radial basis function (RBF) networks
have been proposed and analyzed in [163, 164, 165], showing that rather signifi-
cant performance improvements are possible with neural network based equalizers
when compared to conventional linear and DFE equalizers. This is due to the fact
that the equalization can be viewed as a classification problem, which is inher-
ently non-linear. In [166, 167], it was described how RBF equalization can be used
for the simultaneous mitigation of ISI and unknown CCI, while in [168] adaptive
Bayesian equalization in conjunction with the K-means clustering algorithm has
been used for the same purpose. The support vector machine approach to non-
linear equalization has been considered in [169], where it was shown that support
vector machine equalizers perform as well as neural network based approaches.

Non-linear detection of CDMA signals in the presence of CCI was considered
recently in [170, 171]. The actual PDF of the interference was used there to im-
prove the performance of the conventional matched filter and soft interference
cancellation based receivers. A non-parametric method for CCI suppression and
equalization in a narrowband system, based on a kernel-smoothing method has
been proposed in [172], showing very robust performance against CCI. If the co-
channel interference is of interest and it is to be detected, different blind algorithms
can be applied. The examples are blind multiuser detection and equalization [14],
blind source separation [11] and algorithms that exploit finite alphabet (FA) or
constant modulus (CM) properties of the SOI and CCI [23].

2.2 Signal detection with non-Gaussian noise in uncoded
systems

In many situations of interest the unknown interference can be accurately mod-
elled either as a random signal with known statistics7 or as a white or correlated
random process with a Gaussian distribution. There exist, however, many situa-
tions where this model is not appropriate. Man-made electromagnetic noise and
ocean ambient noise are some of the typical examples. One of the major results
in the non-Gaussian noise theory was the development of a tractable and accu-
rate model in an impressive research effort in the 1960’s and 1970’s, reported in
[173, 174, 4]. The Middleton class A model [4] is the widely adopted one for use
in communication theory, since it was derived having in mind the real physical
mechanisms that generate noise in communication receivers. The appropriateness
of this model has been confirmed by many measurement campaigns [4]. An ex-
tension to multiple antenna reception was studied independently in and [175] and
[176], however the lack of measurement campaigns caused these models not to be
used much in practice. Different ad-hoc extensions of Middleton class A models
are presented in [177], although without any physical background. The general
problem of optimal and suboptimal detection in Middleton class A non-Gaussian
noise has been considered in [178, 179, 180, 181, 1]. In general, the optimal detec-

7A digitally modulated signal, for example.
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tor in non-Gaussian noise is non-linear, thereby being of higher complexity than
its linear counterparts. The mitigation of such interference in general assumes the
estimation of its PDF in order to find the optimal non-linearity, that in turn is to
be used as a preprocessing stage for the conventional linear receiver. The perfor-
mance of linear8 and low complexity hard-limited9 correlating receivers in CDMA
with Gaussian mixture10 impulsive noise was considered in [182, 183]. Diversity
detection in non-Gaussian noise modelled as a correlated Gaussian mixture has
been considered in [18] and [184]. There the optimal receiver is approximated by a
receiver based on the expectation-maximization (EM) [185] and space alternating
generalized EM (SAGE) algorithms [186] that are used to determine the PDF of
the noise. A receiver that is based on the Huber influence functions for robust di-
versity detection in Gaussian mixture noise was proposed in [187] showing superior
performance compared to its linear counterpart.

Among the other non-Gaussian noise models it is important to mention alpha-
stable noise models [188] that have also been studied by some authors [189]. Spher-
ically invariant random processes have more recently attracted the attention of
some authors as a more generic impulsive interference model [190, 17] with alpha-
stable and Gaussian mixture models as special cases. Interestingly, it was shown
that the optimal receiver assuming this noise model is canonical and independent
of the actual noise statistics.

Note that the receivers mentioned above implicitly assume knowledge of the
model of the interference PDF, and that they estimate the PDF through estima-
tion of the parameters of that model. Therefore, they can be regarded as parametric
methods. In case that the knowledge about the model can not be assumed, then
non-parametric PDF estimation methods are more appropriate. An example is
the theory of asymptotically optimal classification using a training sequence [191],
which has been applied both for single and multiuser detection in non-Gaussian
noise in CDMA in [192, 193, 194, 195]. It has been shown to always mimic the
performance of the optimal receiver, without any prior knowledge about the in-
terference distribution. However, the training sequence is needed for PDF esti-
mation. The kernel-smoothing method is another non-parametric method [196],
where the PDF estimate is made based on the weighted sum of the available in-
terference observations. A comparative overview of kernel-smoothing and several
other non-parametric methods including the projection pursuit method and radial
basis functions method can be found in [197]11.

8Optimal for Gaussian noise.
9This detector tries to approximate the optimum non-linearity by hard-limiting the strong

interference components.
10It should be mentioned that the Middleton class A noise is a special case of the Gaussian

mixture model.
11Only non-parametric methods are considered in this thesis.
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2.3 Iterative interference suppression and cancellation in
channel-coded systems

Iterative receiver processing has attracted significant attention since the discovery
of turbo codes in [28]. It was shown there to be an effective solution for approx-
imating the computationally intractable optimal decoding of turbo codes. After
that it was realized that the principle of exchanging probabilities between differ-
ent receiver blocks is more general and can be applied to reduce the complexity
of a variety of global optimization problems [198, 199]. The examples are joint
equalization and decoding [30], multiuser detection and decoding [29, 200], chan-
nel estimation and decoding [16, 201], NBI interference cancellation and decoding
[202, 203], demodulation and decoding [204] etc.

2.3.1 Iterative suppression of NBI in channel coded
CDMA systems

Multiuser MMSE detection in convolutionally coded DS-CDMA system with NBI
has been considered in [202]. The iterative detection and cancellation of MAI is
performed, while NBI cancellation is performed in a non–iterative fashion, and only
once prior to the detection of multiple users. An interpolation filter [19] is used
there for NBI estimation. Therefore, the iteration gain comes only from the MAI
suppression. In [203] the iterative cancellation of NBI is performed using interpola-
tion and frequency domain filters. It was observed there that iterative cancellation
of NBI results in a performance improvement when compared to the non iterative
solution. Iterative NBI suppression in a single-user hybrid DS-FH system using
subspace projections has been considered in [205]. There it was demonstrated that
the applied NBI interference suppression method can eliminate NBI almost com-
pletely. However, since no direct comparison between iterative and non iterative
methods is made, itis not clear if the iteration gain comes only form the decoding
or from the iterative NBI suppression as well.

2.3.2 Iterative mitigation of non-Gaussian interference in
channel coded CDMA systems

The problem of MAP iterative decoding of turbo codes in Gaussian interference
with a signal to noise ratio (SNR) mismatch has been studied in [206, 207, 208, 209]
where it was shown that a turbo decoder can tolerate a certain level of SNR mis-
match. The general conclusion is that the tolerance against SNR mismatch is better
if the SNR value is underestimated than if it was overestimated. Different solutions
for SNR estimation have also been proposed there and also in [210, 211]. Simpler
implementations of the MAP decoder in the form of max-log-MAP and min-log-
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MAP are shown not to depend on the SNR at all [211], at the expense of only a
slight loss in performance compared to the optimal log-MAP. Iterative decoding
sensitivity to the noise PDF mismatch has been studied for narrowband system in
[212, 213, 214, 215]. It was shown that severe performance degradation can occur
if the noise PDF mismatch is present. Another important result is that the opti-
mal decoder in non-Gaussian noise is the conventional decoder for Gaussian noise
preceded by the noise-specific non-linearity function. Different robust decoders are
proposed, where in [212] it was proposed to approximate the optimal non-linearity
by a step-wise linear function. In [213] it was proposed to blindly estimate the
histogram of the underlying noise PDF prior to decoding. The estimation proce-
dure, however, is ad hoc, and it requires long frames for accurate PDF estimation.
A minimax decoding approach was proposed in [214], where it was assumed that
the decoder has knowledge about the family of possible PDFs that can occur in
the channel. Although relatively robust performance was observed, for some noise
PDFs it was relatively far from the optimal case.

The robust receivers proposed above are in essence non-iterative, since they
do not use decoder feedback to re-estimate the parameters of the noise. Iterative
PDF estimation and decoding for a CDMA system with MAI being observed as
non–Gaussian noise has been studied in [216]. It was shown there that iterative
PDF estimation using the kernel-smoothing technique was capable of achieving
significant iteration gains.

2.3.3 Iterative equalization, multiuser detection, and
UCCI suppression in wideband single carrier

systems

The most critical part of the receiver for a broadband single-carrier system is
the channel equalizer. In highly dispersive environments the complexity of the
MLSE equalizer is prohibitively large. This has triggered a large amount of re-
search to reduce the complexity of classical equalization approaches. The research
on iterative (turbo) equalization in channel coded systems originated from [30],
where an MLSE equalizer and SfISfO channel decoder were connected in a serially
concatenated scheme. Similar work was done on iterative MUD and decoding in
CDMA with multipath fading channels in [217, 200]. The common finding of this
research was that the iterative low complexity schemes were capable of achieving
interference-free performance. Lower complexity MMSE-based turbo equalization
was studied in [218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225]. Similar work on MMSE
multiuser detection in CDMA with multipath fading channels was done in [29]
and further evaluated in [226] in the presence of unknown interference. Even with
reduced complexity MMSE equalization the iterative scheme was shown to be
capable of achieving ISI and CCI free performance. In the presence of UCCI the
schemes were shown to remove ISI and CCI and to significantly suppress the UCCI
by means of optimum combining. Optimum combining based results for OFDM
transmission and non iterative receiver processing can be found in [227] and [228].
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The optimum combining approach was shown there to be very sensitive to the
actual channel variations of UCCI in time and frequency. Therefore it is more
difficult to accurately estimate the interference covariance matrix in OFDM than
in single-carrier due to the need of per subcarrier estimation if the channel is fre-
quency selective. More recently schemes for higher-order modulation formats were
proposed in [229], again with interference-free performance after a sufficient num-
ber of iterations. Further complexity reduction schemes were proposed in terms
of channel shortening filters [230, 231], matched filter approximations [232], and
core matrix inversion techniques [233]. Turbo equalization applying RBF networks
was proposed and analyzed in [234], where it was shown that RBF equalizers can
achieve very similar performance as the optimal MAP equalization with signifi-
cantly reduced complexity. Turbo frequency domain equalization (FDE) schemes
attracted considerable attention [220] recently, due to their low complexity in
channels with large delay spreads.

Space-time trellis (STTr) codes have originally been developed for frequency
flat fading channels. In order to meet the requirements for high data rate trans-
mission their extensions to frequency selective channels is of great importance.
Their performance in unequalized multipath fading channels has been studied in
[235] and [236]. There it was shown that the ISI is a limiting factor on the perfor-
mance, and it causes an inevitable error floor at high SNR regions. The sensitivity
of STTr codes to spatial correlation has been studied in [237],[238, 239] and it
was shown there that they can tolerate relatively high levels of spatial correlation.
Turbo equalization for STTr codes has been considered in [230, 231] with chan-
nel shortening filters, and in [240] with decision feedback equalizers. Although
significant iteration gains were demonstrated there, only single user systems were
considered. Multiuser scenarios in narrowband systems with STTr codes have been
considered only for flat fading channels in [241], where it was shown that the it-
erative receiver is capable of achieving a single user bound at the expense of the
required number of receive antennas being equal to the total number of transmit
antennas. A multiuser uplink with STTr codes was considered in terms of CDMA
in [242]. An iterative MMSE receiver was proposed there and it was shown that
it achieves a considerable capacity increase when compared to the conventional
Rake receiver. Although they have not been a subject of this thesis, we mention
that the iterative receivers employing BLAST architectures have been the subject
of many recent studies, examples of which are convolutionally and turbo coded
single user systems [243], multiuser space-time turbo (STTu) coded systems for
CDMA uplink [244, 245], TDMA downlink [246] and multiuser convolutionally
coded TDMA/FDMA downlink systems [247].



3 Problem and system definitions

In the first section of this chapter the detailed problem formulation is given with
respect to the results previously published. In the second section of this chapter a
generic system model for CDMA and SDMA uplinks is presented. In order to ease
the readability, special cases of the generic model for only CDMA and SDMA are
derived in the beginning of Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

3.1 Problem formulation

The decision feedback filters for NBI cancellation proposed in [50] and [68] are low
complexity approximations of the nonlinear NBI cancellation filters of [66] and [67],
that exploit the non-Gaussian nature of the SOI. The fact that, in general, more
reliable soft feedback can be obtained in channel coded systems has been utilized
in [202, 203, 205] for NBI cancellation. However, there are several important issues
that have not been considered in the references mentioned above. First, only NBI
cancellation was studied. Since in practice the interference can be WBI as well, a
scheme that is robust to the interference bandwidth is considered in Section 4.1.
Second, in [202] NBI suppression is performed only once prior to MUD. Therefore
it is not clear what would be the potential benefit of iterative NBI cancellation
itself. Iterative NBI cancellation was studied in [205] but no comparison with the
non-iterative solution was made. The partial answer to that question is given in
[203] where it was shown that in a convolutionaly coded system and for a certain
value of interference power iteration gains can be substantial. However, the studies
there are performed only with convolutional coding which operates in a region of
relatively high SNRs1. Therefore it is still not clear how the iterative receiver would
perform in a system employing more powerful codes2 that operate in a region of
low SNRs. Moreover, it is of particular interest to determine for which range of

1In high SNR region the non-Gaussian nature of the SOI has more impact than in low SNR
region.

2Turbo coding is considered in this thesis.
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interference and noise powers the iteration gain becomes significant. These issues
are studied in Section 4.1 as well.

Middleton class A noise has been widely adopted as a model for man-made
interference in communications receivers [248]. To perform robust CDMA single
and multiuser detection in man-made noise, type based detection has been pro-
posed in [192, 249, 193]. It was shown to mimic the performance of an optimal
receiver in many different interference scenarios both in cases with and without
multiantnenna and/or multipath diversity. However, its main drawback is that
the length of the required training sequence can be prohibitively long, thereby
reducing the bandwidth efficiency of the system. An iterative (turbo) receiver in
a channel coded system appears to be a natural solution to this problem, whereby
the decoded data can be used as an extension of the training sequence. Since the
type based detector’s performance has not been studied in channel coded systems
the main design issue is the optimal transmission of soft information from the
detector to a decoder. Another important issue is the amount of bandwidth effi-
ciency that can be preserved by the iterative receiver. These are the main subjects
of consideration in Section 4.2.

An interesting Middleton class A model interpretation is presented in [250]
where an interference scenario is presented that results in a Middleton class A
distribution. Thereby it is possible to establish correspondence between the number
of interferers and their distances from the receiver on one side and the parameters
of the model on the other side. This approach, in turn, allows for the evaluation
of the proposed receiver’s performance with respect to the number of interfering
sources and their positions and distances from the receiver. This is another issue
considered in Section 4.2.

There is an active debate in the research community about the advantages and
disadvantages of single- and multi-carrier broadband communications [251, 252,
253]. One of the greatest drawbacks of the single–carrier broadband wireless ac-
cess is the receiver (equalizer) complexity. On the other hand, by using advanced
iterative techniques it can exploit the multipath diversity of the channel [254],
which is not possible with multi-carrier signalling. An iterative (turbo) SC-MMSE
based receiver for joint multiuser detection and equalization in CDMA systems [29]
offers a reasonable tradeoff between complexity and performance in the presence
of CCI and ISI. The further results presented in [218] for SISO and in [223] for
the MIMO case show that the CCI and ISI can be almost completely removed in
case of convolutionally coded SDMA systems. Note that with SDMA there is no
requirement for orthogonality between different users, thus allowing for increased
link capacity. Additionally, in multipath-rich environments the SC-MMSE itera-
tive receiver offers relatively good CCI and UCCI suppression capability due to
the large number of effective degrees of freedom guaranteed by performing spatial
and temporal sampling [22, 226, 224]. It was demonstrated in [223, 255] that in
a multiuser uplink scenario with each user having a single antenna the iterative
receiver can achieve the single user performance bound even if the number of users
is larger than the number of receive antennas. As far as single carrier is concerned
the performance of an iterative receiver in the multiuser uplink scenario with each
user having multiple antennas was studied only in flat fading [241] with STTrC
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and STBC3. Moreover, most of the multiuser MIMO scenarios have considered
orthogonal transmission in order to separate users [256] in the downlink or appro-
priate constellation design for the same purpose [257] in the uplink, to name a
few4. Since the iterative processing is potentially capable of removing interference
at the receiver without additional transmitter complexity5, it is of interest to study
its performance in the multiuser MIMO scenario. That fact has been exploited in
multiuser STTr and STTu coded systems for CDMA uplink [244, 245, 242], TDMA
downlink [246] and multiuser convolutionally coded TDMA/FDMA downlink sys-
tems [247]. Therefore, Section 5.2.2 is devoted to the STTr coded uplink multiuser
scenario6.

A large number of degrees of freedom of the iterative SC-MMSE receiver makes
it possible to efficiently suppress UCCI. However, if either the number of UC-
CIs or their powers are large, the degrees of freedom may not be sufficient to
achieve satisfactory performance. It is known for the MLSE receiver the max-
imal diversity order can be achieved with the temporal and spatial sampling
[153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158]. This fact has been used in [150, 151, 152] where
a two stage MMSE/MLSE receiver was proposed to increase the degrees of free-
dom for non-iterative receivers and improve UCCI suppression. In the first stage
only a CCI is suppressed by spatial filtering while in the second stage an optimal
MLSE equalizer is applied to eliminate ISI. However, the complexity of the MLSE
second stage may be prohibitive in broadband channels. On the other hand, the
SC-MMSE iterative receiver can make use of the soft feedback to reduce the com-
plexity of the second stage. This fact has been the motivation for studies presented
in Section 5.3.1, where a hybrid SC-MMSE-MAP iterative receiver is proposed for
the multiuser MIMO uplink. The signals can be detected jointly both in space and
time in order to reduce the degrees of freedom of the MMSE receiver and enhance
the UCCI suppression capability of the receiver. Also, only a portion of the signals
in space and time can be detected jointly, depending on the amount of UCCI. The
goal is to design an iterative receiver that is robust with respect to CCI and UCCI.

In case of the channel not being sufficiently multipath rich the number of ef-
fective degrees of freedom of the SC-MMSE receiver becomes relatively small.
Therefore, the UCCI may have detrimental effects on performance. However, in
that case the non-Gaussian nature of the UCCI can potentially provide us with
more robust performance. This fact has been used in several studies including [168]
and [172] for equalization in narrowband systems and [170, 171, 216] in CDMA.
In all the cases the performance was shown to be significantly improved compared
to linear receivers. These results naturally motivate a study of the achievable di-
versity order of non-linear receivers in the presence of UCCI. That is the subject
of Section 5.3.2.

3Note that in the space-time coding case each user is equipped with multiple antennas. This
scenario is often referred to as multiuser MIMO and will be used in the sequel as well.

4STBC is another technique that can be used in the uplink due to its simplicity.
5Complexity can be introduced either by a multiple access scheme like CDMA or by the

orthogonal designs mentioned above.
6We will focus on the STTr coded system, since unlike STBC, it involves orthogonality neither

in space nor in time and relies purely on the properties of the different users’ and transmit
antennas’ channels.
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A further complexity reduction of the proposed receivers can be achieved in
various ways. Some of the proposals are channel shortening filters [231], square
root filtering [233] and more recently frequency domain equalization techniques
[39]. Complexity reduction can also be achieved by using only a significant portion
of the channel impulse response in the equalization process. This is the subject of
Section 6.2. As it is also of interest to determine the proposed receiver’s perfor-
mance in a realistic scenario, it is necessary to investigate its performance using
field measurement data, which is an approach that has attracted some attention
recently [258]. Evaluating a receiver’s behavior in the presence of imperfections
of synchronization is of particular interest, since it can have particularly harmful
effects in single carrier communications. Spatial correlation is another practical
impairment that can have detrimental effects on the SC-MMSE receiver, which
is inherently based on spatial separation between users. These issues have been
considered in Sections 6.3 and 6.4.

3.2 Generic system model for CDMA and SDMA

Figure 3.1 describes the system model for the signal received at the mth receive
antenna. Each of K +KI users indexed by k = 1, ...,K +KI encodes the binary
information sequence ck(i), k = 1, ...,KI , i = 1, ..., BkRNT logM using a rate
R channel code, where M , NT and Bk are the cardinality of constellation set
Q = {α1, . . . , αM}7, the number of transmit antennas and frame length of the kth
user in modulated symbols, respectively. The users indexed by k = 1, ...,K are the
users of interest to be detected and the others indexed by k = K + 1, ...,K +KI

are unknown users. For simplicity of notation frame durations Bk of users indexed
by k = 1, ...,K are assumed to be the same and equal to B. Similarly, the frame
lengths of users indexed by k = K + 1, ...,K + KI are assumed to be the same
and equal to BI , where in general B 6= BI . Also for simplicity of notation all
K +KI users are assumed to use the same channel encoder and the same number
of transmit antennas.

The binary encoded sequences dk(i), i = 1, ..., BkNT logM are first interleaved
by the user specific bit-interleaver pattern, and then modulated resulting in se-
quences of symbols bk(i) = M{dk((i − 1) ∗ logM + 1), ..., dk((i − 1) ∗ logM +
logM)} ∈ Q, i = 1, ..., BkNT for k = 1, ...,K + KI . The symbol M denotes the
bit to symbol mapping function. The coded and modulated symbols are further
interleaved according to the user-specific symbol-interleaver pattern. The inter-
leaved sequences are then headed by user-specific training sequences tk(i) ∈ Q,
i = 1, ..., TkNT of length Tk, for k = 1, ...,K+KI . Training sequence lengths Tk for
k = 1, ...,K are all assumed to be equal to T while those for k = K+1, ...,K+KI

are all assumed to be equal to TI , with T 6= TI . The entire frame is serial-to-parallel
7In this thesis only M-ary phase-shift-keying (M-PSK) is studied. However, the extension to

the more general quadrature-amplitude modulation (QAM) schemes is straightforward.
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converted, resulting in the sequences b(n)
k (i), n = 1, .., NT , defined as

b
(n)
k (i) =

{
tk(b i

NT
c+ n) i = 1, ..., Tk,

bk(b i−Tk

NT
c+ n) i = Tk + 1, ..., Tk +Bk.

}
(3.1)

for k = 1, ...,K +KI ,

which are transmitted using NT transmit antennas. The signal transmitted from
the n-th antenna of the k-th user in the time interval t ∈ [(i− 1)Tsk, iTsk} is given
by

b
(n)
k (i)

√
P

(n)
k sk(t), (3.2)

where P (n)
k is the power of the signal transmitted from the n-th antenna of the

k-th user, sk(t) is the k-th user’s signature waveform and Tsk is the duration of the
kth user’s symbol. It is assumed that the symbol durations Tsk of users indexed by
k = 1, ...,K are the same and equal to Ts. On the other hand the symbol durations
Tsk, for k = K+1, ...,K+KI are all equal to TsI . The signature waveform for the
kth user, k = 1, ...,K is given as

sk(t) =
G−1∑
j=0

sk(j)ψ(t− jTc), (3.3)

where sk(j) is the jth chip of user k, Tc is the chip duration, G = Ts/Tc is the
spreading factor and ψ(t) is the chip waveform with support [0, Tc] and∫ Tc

0

|ψ(t)|2dt = 1. (3.4)

The users indexed by k = 1, ...,K are assumed to have the same spreading factor
G, their chips are assumed to be binary, i.e., sk(j) ∈ {−1,+1} and the signa-
ture waveforms sk(t) are assumed to be periodic with period Ts. The signature
waveforms for the users indexed by k = K + 1, ...,K +KI are given by

sk(t) = ψI(t)e
√
−12πf0t, (3.5)

where ψI(t) has a support [0, TsI ] with∫ TsI

0

|ψI(t)|2dt = 1, (3.6)

and f0 is the frequency offset with respect to the carrier frequency. For simplicity of
notation we will assume that TsI = GITc, with GI being an integer that satisfies8

GI(TI +BI) = G(T +B).

8It is assumed that the frames of all K + KI users are of equal duration, from where the
condition above follows.
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The channel between the nth transmit antenna of the kth user and the mth re-
ceive antenna is assumed to appear as a FIR filter whose channel impulse response
(CIR) is given by

g
(m,n)
k (t) =

Lk−1∑
l=0

g
(m,n)
kl δ(t− τkl), (3.7)

where Lk is the number of multipath components for the kth user and g
(m,n)
kl

and τkl are the complex channel gain and relative delay for the lth multipath
component. It is assumed that the values g(m,n)

kl are independent and identically
Gaussian distributed and normalized so that

Lk−1∑
l=0

E{|g(m,n)
kl |2} = 1. (3.8)

The received noiseless signal component at the mth receive antenna due to the
kth user is given by

r
(m)
k (t) =

NT∑
n=1

B+T∑
i=1

b
(n)
k (i)

√
P

(n)
k sk(t− iTs) ∗ g(m,n)

k (t) (3.9)

=
NT∑
n=1

B+T∑
i=1

b
(n)
k (i)

√
P

(n)
k

G∑
j=1

ck(j)g(m,n)
k (t) (3.10)

for k = 1, ...,K, (3.11)

and

r
(m)
k (t) =

NT∑
n=1

BI+TI∑
i=1

b
(n)
k (i)

√
P

(n)
k sk(t− iTI) ∗ g(m,n)

k (t) (3.12)

=
NT∑
n=1

BI+TI∑
i=1

b
(n)
k (i)

√
P

(n)
k g

(m,n)
k (t) (3.13)

for k = K + 1, ...,K +KI , (3.14)

where

g
(m,n)
k (t) = ψ(t) ∗ g(m,n)

k (t) =
Lk−1∑
l=0

g
(m,n)
kl ψ(t− τkl) (3.15)

for k = 1, ...,K, (3.16)

and

g
(m,n)
k (t) = ψI(t) ∗ g(m,n)

k (t) =
Lk−1∑
l=0

g
(m,n)
kl ψI(t− τkl)e

√
−12π(t−τkl)f0 (3.17)

for k = K + 1, ...,K +KI . (3.18)
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Without loss of generality we will assume that τk1 < τk2 < ... < τkLk
. Let us

now denote the discrete-time channel response between the the nth antenna of the
kth user and the mth receive antenna as

f
(m,n)
k (p) =

∫ Tc

0

g
(m,n)
k (t+ pTc)ψ(t)dt, (3.19)

which for k = 1, ...,K becomes

f
(m,n)
k (p) =

Lk∑
l=1

∫ Tc

0

g
(m,n)
kl ψ(t− τkl + pTc)ψ(t)dt, (3.20)

which is non zero for p = 0, ..., d τkLk

Tc
e. In case of k = K + 1, ...,K + KI (3.19)

becomes

f
(m,n)
k (p) =

Lk∑
l=1

∫ Tc

0

g
(m,n)
kl ψI(t− τkl + pTc)ψ(t)e

√
−12π(t−τkl+pTc)f0dt, (3.21)

and it has non zero values for p = 0, ..., d τkLk

Tc
e+GI − 1.

It is known that a sufficient decision statistic can be obtained by sampling the
outputs of the chip-matched filter once per chip interval. Let us denote the total
received signal as

r(m)(t) =
K+KI∑

k=1

r
(m)
k (t) + z(m)(t), (3.22)

where z(m)(t) is the additive white noise with variance σ2. The signal corresponding
to the jth chip interval of the ith symbol of the signal received at the mth receive
antenna is obtained by chip-matched filtering and sampling and is given by

r
(m)
j (i) =

∫ iTs+(j+1)Tc

iTs+jTc

r(m)(t)ψ(t− iTs − jTc)dt, j = 0, ..., G− 1. (3.23)

Let us also define the convolution of the spreading sequence sk(j) for k = 1, ...,K
with the equivalent discrete channel impulse response f (m,n)

k (p) as

h
(m,n)
k (p) =

√
P

(n)
k {sk(p)} ∗ {f (m,n)

k (p)}, (3.24)

which has non-zero values for p = 0, ..., G+ d τkLk

Tc
e. For k = K + 1, ...,K +KI we

define

h
(m,n)
k (p) =

√
P

(n)
k f

(m,n)
k (p), (3.25)

which has non zero values for p = 0, ..., d τkLk

Tc
e+GI − 1.
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Fig. 3.1. System model for the received signal at the mth receive antenna.

Using (3.24), (3.22) can be expressed as

r
(m)
j (i) =

K∑
k=1

L−1∑
l=0

NT∑
n=1

h
(m,n)
k (lG+ j)b(m,n)

k (i− l) (3.26)

+ e
√
−12πf0(iG+j)Tc

K+KI∑
k=K+1

LI−1∑
l=0

NT∑
n=1

h
(m,n)
k (lGI + µj)b

(m,n)
k (b iG+ j

GI
c − l)

+ z
(m)
j (i),

where µj = lG+j−b lG+j
GI

cGI , j = 0, ..., G−1, L = maxk=1,...,K{1+ddτkLK
/Tce/Ge},

LI = maxk=K+1,...,K+KI
{1 + ddτkLK

/Tce/GIe} and z
(m)
j (i) is the additive noise

component with variance σ2.
Arranging the signals in vector form we make the space-time representation of

the received signal at time instant i given by

y(i) = Hu(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired

+ HIuI(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
UCCI

+ n(i)︸︷︷︸
noise

, i = 1, ..., T +B, (3.27)

where y(i) is space-time sampled received signal vector, given by

y(i) = [rT (i+ L− 1), . . . , rT (i)]T ∈ CLGNR×1 (3.28)

with r(i) being

r(i) = [r(1)(i), . . . , r(NR)(i)]T ∈ CGNR×1, (3.29)

and

rm(i) = [r(m)
1 (i), . . . , r(m)

G (i)]T ∈ CG×1. (3.30)
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H is a channel matrix with the form of

H =

 H(0) . . . H(L− 1) . . . 0
...

. . . . . .
...

0 . . . H(0) . . . H(L− 1)

 ∈ CLGNR×KNT (2L−1),

and

H(l) =


H(1)

1 (l) . . . H(1)
K (l)

...
. . .

...
H(NR)

1 (l) . . .H(NR)
K (l)

 ∈ CNRG×KNT ,

with

H(m)
k (l) =


h

(m,1)
k (lG) . . . h

(m,NT )
k (lG)

...
. . .

...
h

(m,1)
k (lG+G− 1) . . . h(m,NT )

k (lG+G− 1)

 ∈ CG×NT .

The matrix HI is defined as

HI =

 HI(0) . . . HI(LI − 1) . . . 0
...

. . . . . .
...

0 . . . HI(0) . . . HI(LI − 1)

 ∈ CLGNR×KINT (L+LI−1)

where

HI(l) =


H(1)

K+1(l) . . .H
(NR)
K+KI

(l)
...

. . .
...

H(NR)
K+1 (l) . . .H(NR)

K+KI
(l)

 ∈ CNRG×KINT ,

with

H(m)
k (l) =


H(m)

k1 (l) . . . 0
...

. . .
...

0 . . .H(m)
kG (l)

 ∈ CGNT×NT .

and

H(m)
kj (l) = e

√
−12πf0(iG+j)Tc [h(m,1)

k (lGI + µj) . . . h
(m,NT )
k (lGI + µj)].

The vectors u(i) and uI(i) denote desired and unknown users’ sequences, re-
spectively, and they are defined as

u(i) = [bT (i+ L− 1), . . . ,bT (i), . . . ,bT (i− L+ 1)]T ∈ QKNT (2L−1)×1 (3.31)

and

uI(i) = [bT
I (i+L−1), . . . ,bT

I (i), . . . ,bT
I (i−LI+1)]T ∈ QKINT (L+LI−1)×1, (3.32)
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with

b(i) = [b(1)1 (i), . . . , b(NT )
1 (i), . . . , b(1)K (i), . . . , b(NT )

K (i)]T ,∈ QKNT×1 (3.33)

and

bI(i− l) = [bT
I1(i− l), . . . ,bT

IG(i− l)]T ∈ QKIGNT×1, (3.34)

where

bIj(i− l) = [b(1)K+1(b
iG+ j

GI
c − l), . . . , b(NT )

K+1 (b iG+ j

GI
c − l), . . . , (3.35)

b
(1)
K+KI

(b iG+ j

GI
c − l), . . . , b(NT )

K+KI
(b iG+ j

GI
c − l)]T ∈ QKINT×1.

Vector n(i) ∈ CLNR×1 contains additive white noise (AWN) with covariance
E{n(i)nH(i)} = σ2I. Note that the noise PDF is not restricted to be Gaussian,
as some parts of the thesis will deal with non-Gaussian noise.



4 Iterative interference suppression and
cancellation in CDMA

The common assumption made in this chapter is that of redundancy in time,
introduced by spreading the signal using the DS-SS technique. Different levels of
knowledge about the interference are assumed, resulting in different optimal and
suboptimal ways for interference mitigation.

The chapter is organized in two sections, with the basic difference being in
the interference model considered. In Section 4.1, interference is assumed to have
a time correlation property, which allows for the estimation of its instantaneous
value. This, in turn, allows for interference cancellation, or equivalently, for the ML
detection conditioned on the instantaneous value of the interference. On the other
hand, in Section 4.2 the interference is modelled statistically, using a PDF, and
interference cancellation is no longer possible. Instead, either parametric or non
parametric PDF estimation can be applied. The chapter is concluded in Section
4.3.

4.1 Blind iterative NBI and WBI cancellation in
spread-spectrum systems

In this section the unknown interference will be assumed to posses a property that
allows for its blind estimation and active cancellation. In this context, the problem
of spectral overlay of NBI and the DS-SS signal of interest will be considered. Cor-
respondingly, the property of NBI correlation in time will be used for interference
cancellation. For clarity of presentation, a special case of the generic system model
is given in Section 4.1.1. Linear prediction and interpolation filters are introduced
in Section 4.1.2. An extended version thereof that is robust to the interference
bandwidth and can cope both with NBI and WBI is described in Section 4.1.3. An
iterative robust receiver is introduced in the same section. A performance analysis
of the iterative receiver are presented in Section 4.1.4. The major results of Section
4.1 are summarized in Section 4.3.
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4.1.1 Special case of generic model - overlay of the SS
signal and WBI

Let us consider the generic model presented in Chapter 3.2 for the special case
of K = 1, KI = 1. It will be further assumed that both the SOI and WBI are
experiencing a flat-fading channel, which results in Lk = 1, k = 1, 2. A further
assumption will be that the SOI and WBI consume the same bandwidth, which
results in TsI = Tc and correspondingly GI = 1. The received signal given by
(3.17) now reduces to

y(i) = Hu(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired

+ HIuI(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
UCCI

+ n(i)︸︷︷︸
noise

, i = 1, ..., T +B, (4.1)

where

y(i) = [r(1)1 (i), . . . , r(1)G (i)]T ∈ CG×1 (4.2)
= [r1(i), . . . , rG(i)]T ,

H = g
(1,1)
1 [s1(1), . . . , s1(G)]T ∈ CG×1 (4.3)

= g1[s1(1), . . . , s1(G)]T ,

and

u(i) = b
(1)
1 (i) = b1(i), (4.4)

where dependence on m, n, and l is omitted for simplicity of notation. Furthermore

HI = g
(1,1)
2 diag(e

√
−12πf0(iG+1)Tc , . . . , e

√
−12πf0(iG+G)Tc)T ∈ CG×G (4.5)

= g2diag(e
√
−12πf0(iG+1)Tc , . . . , e

√
−12πf0(iG+G)Tc)T ,

and

u(i) = [b(1)2 (iG+ 1), . . . , b(1)2 (iG+G)]T (4.6)
= [b2(iG+ 1), . . . , b2(iG+G)]T ,

with n(i) being AWGN with covariance matrix E{n(i)n(i)H} = σ2I. After stack-
ing all the signal vectors into a single vector we obtain

Y = S + J + N, (4.7)

where

Y = [yT (1), . . . ,yT (T +B)]T ∈ CG(T+B)×1, (4.8)

S = [(Hu(1))T , . . . , (Hu(T +B))T ]T CG(T+B)×1, (4.9)

J = [(HIuI(1))T , . . . , (HIuI(T +B))T ]T CG(T+B)×1, (4.10)

and

N = [nT (1), . . . ,nT (T +B)]T CG(T+B)×1. (4.11)
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4.1.2 Linear prediction and interpolation filters for NBI
cancellation

A linear interpolation filter tries to estimate the interference sample Jj based on
the future and past values of the received signal relative to the time instant j. Let
us denote by Yj the vector containing these past and future samples as follows

Yj = [Yj−F , . . . , Yj−1, Yj+1, . . . , Yj+F ]T , (4.12)

where F is the linear interpolator estimation window length. The optimal linear
estimator in the MMSE sense produces the interference estimate as follows

Ĵj = WH
j Yj , (4.13)

where the tap weights of the linear estimator are obtained so as to satisfy the
following optimality criterion

Wj = arg min
W∈C2F

||WHYj − Yj ||2, (4.14)

which results in the well known Wiener solution [259]

Wj = E{YjYH
j }−1E{YjY

∗
j }. (4.15)

A linear prediction filter has a very similar form, with the only difference being
that the vector Yj contains either the past or future values of the received signal.
In the former case the receiver is called a forward predictor while in the latter one
it is a backward predictor.

The interference estimate Ĵj is subtracted from the received signal resulting in
an interference-free signal obtained by

Ŷj = Yj − Ĵj (4.16)

= Sj + Jj − Ĵj +Nj .

After that the signals Ŷj are grouped into the vectors corresponding to the trans-
mitted symbols b(i), i = 1, . . . , T +B as follows

ŷ(i) = [ŶiG+1, . . . , ŶiG+G]T = Hb(i) + ne(i), (4.17)

where ne(i) contains the sum of residual interference and AWGN.

4.1.3 Self-reconfigurable iterative receiver for SS signal
detection and NBI and WBI cancellation

The linear prediction and interpolation schemes described above are capable of
suppressing interference whose bandwidth is narrower than the bandwidth of the
SOI, so that the Wiener filter output contains mainly an interference estimate. An
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Fig. 4.1. Principal block-diagram of the iterative self-reconfigurable receiver.

extension thereof, called a self-reconfigurable Wiener filter is proposed in [24] and
shown to be capable of suppressing interference whose bandwidth is even the same
as the SOI bandwidth. Instead of only one weighting vector Wj ∈ C2F×1 as in
case of linear interpolation filters, the self-reconfigurable scheme uses an additional
weighting vector Wsj ∈ Q2F×1 of switching coefficients, where again F denotes
the filter length. The purpose of the vector Wj is to adapt to the slowly time
varying interference parameters, while the switching coefficients Wsj adapt to the
rapidly changing interference parameters. The optimal filter coefficients are found
as follows [26]

[Wj ,Wsj ] = arg min
[W,Ws]∈[C2F×1,Q2F×1]

||WH(W∗
s �Yj)− Yj ||2, (4.18)

with � denoting the element-wise vector product. This can be equivalently ex-
pressed as

Wsj = arg min
Ws∈Q2F×1

Ysj=W∗
s�Yj

W=E{YsjY
H
sj}

−1E{YsjY ∗j }

||WHYsj − Yj ||2, (4.19)

Wj = E{(W∗
sj �Yj)(W∗

sj � Yj)H}−1E{(W∗
sj � Yj)Y ∗j }.

The interference estimate is then produced as follows

Ĵm = WH
m(W∗

sm �Ym). (4.20)

It is then subtracted from the received signal as in (4.16), again resulting in (4.17).
The conditional PDF that is required for the SfISfO decoder can be given as

P ext
1 (b(i) = αq) = p(y(i)|H, αq) = pne

(y(i)−Hαq). (4.21)

Assuming that the residual interference at the output of the linear interpolation
filter is small, we can assume that the equivalent noise ne consists only of the
AWGN component with covariance matrix E{ne(i)ne(i)H} = σ2I.
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The procedure described above is performed in the first iteration of the iterative
receiver, the general scheme of which is presented in Section 4.1. In the subsequent
iterations, we make use of the soft estimate b̃(i) of b(i) given by

b̃(i) =
∑

αq∈Q
αqP

app
2 (b(i) = αq), (4.22)

where P app
2 (b(i) = αq) is the a posteriori probability produced by the iterative

decoder. The estimate of the SOI is first produced in the form of Hb̃(i). After
that, the soft cancellation of the estimate of SOI from the total received signal is
performed, resulting in

ỹ(i) = H(u(i)− ũ(i)) + HIuI(i) + n(i), i = 1, ..., T +B. (4.23)

The vectors ỹ(i) are then used to make vector Ỹ which is given as

Ỹ = S− S̃ + J + N, (4.24)

where S, J and N are defined with (4.15), (4.16) and (4.17), respectively, and
S̃ obtained by replacing the corresponding true values b(i) in S with their soft
estimates b̃(i). The interference estimate is now obtained by performing (4.18)-
(4.20) with Yj and Yj being replaced by Ỹj and Ỹj . After obtaining the soft
estimate Ĵj of the interference the soft cancellation is performed as in (4.16).
The conditional PDF to be supplied to the SfISfO decoder is again produced as
described by (4.21).

Based on the extrinsic information obtained after the detection stage the SfISfO
decoder produces a posteriori probabilities about the symbols b(i) as follows

P app
2 (b(i) = αq) = p(b(i) = αq|y(i),H, i = 1, ..., T +B), (4.25)

which is used in the soft cancellation process. A detailed description of the turbo
codes can be found in [28] and will not be restated here.

4.1.4 Performance analysis

The performance of the proposed iterative receivers is evaluated both analytically
and by means of computer simulations. For the analytical performance evaluation
SINR at the decoder input is used as the performance measure. An analytical
expression for SINR at the output of the linear interpolation filter in the presence
of tone interference can be found in [19] and [260] and it is expressed by

γout =
P

(1)
1

P
(1)
2

1+
P

(1)
2

2(P
(1)
1 +σ2)

[2F−1+
sin (2F+1)2πf0Tc

sin 2πf0Tc
]

+ σ2
, (4.26)
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in the first iteration (no feedback), and

γout =
P

(1)
1

P
(1)
2

1+
P

(1)
2

2σ2 [2F−1+
sin (2F+1)2πf0Tc

sin 2πf0Tc
]

+ σ2
, (4.27)

in the case of ideal feedback. Note that for sufficiently strong interference it can
be expected that the self-reconfigurable receiver will correctly adjust the switching
coefficients, thereby eliminating the effect of rapidly changing interference param-
eters. Thereby, the performance of the self reconfigurable receiver can be expected
to be similar to that of the linear interpolator with a tone jammer. Figs. 4.2 and
4.3 show the SINR at the decoder input vs. Eb/N0 with G and the input signal to
interference ratio (SIR) as parameters. It can be seen from these figures that the
iterative receiver with perfect feedback significantly outperforms the non-iterative
receiver if both the Eb/N0 and input SINR are relatively large. If that is not the
case, the iterative receiver does not offer performance improvement. Furthermore,
the larger the processing gain the better the interference suppression capability of
the non iterative receiver and the less gain from the iterative receiver that can be
expected.

The results obtained from the asymptotic analysis above indicate that in typical
overlay situations where the interfering signal is much stronger from the signal
of interest [261] no significant improvement can be expected from the use of an
iterative receiver. Moreover, since the iterative receiver makes use of the channel
code, the operating Eb/N0 point is expected to be relatively small. In Fig. 4.4 the
bit error rate (BER) performance vs. Eb/N0 is presented for the case of a spread
spectrum signal overlayed with a strong interferer whose bandwidth is equal to
the bandwidth of the SOI. The frequency offset of the interferer is assumed to be
changed at the beginning of every frame, uniformly taking random values from the
interval [0, 1/2Tc]. The receiver employs the iterative self reconfigurable scheme
presented above. The results for non-iterative interference cancellation (type I,
cancellation performed only once, iterations performed only within the decoder)
and iterative interference cancellation (type II, cancellation performed at every
iteration) are presented. It can be concluded from these results that the iterative
receiver does not offer performance improvement in the observed SNR region,
thereby justifying the speculation from above.

4.2 Iterative decoding of turbo-coded spread-spectrum
signals in man-made noise

The interference model assumed in the previous section is suitable for the represen-
tation of a legacy or competing communication signal that directly overlays with
the signal of interest. The interference prediction was possible thanks to the fact
that the interference constellation consisted of a finite number of points and that
the interference possibly remains in the same state for a long period of time. Section
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Fig. 4.2. SINR at the decoder input vs. Eb/N0, (K, KI , NR, NT ) = (1, 1, 1, 1),

channel is static both for SOI and NBI, noise is AWGN, input SIR= −20dB,

G = 7 and 31, frequency offset f0 = 1/4Tc.

4.1 and Chapter 5 focus on this kind of interference model. However, there exist
many situations in which the conditions for predictability of the interfering signal
may not be satisfied. An example is man-made noise which is usually characterized
by impulses of random occurrence and duration. The source of interference can be
any electrical equipment used in everyday life (printers, microwave ovens, power
lines etc.). Another example may occur in wireless local area networks (WLAN)
in the case of several users contesting for the channel in an uncoordinated fash-
ion. There, the packets are transmitted in a random fashion and collisions may
occur. Although the collisions are usually handled at higher layers by means of
different multiple access methods1, that problem could also be handled at the
physical layer, by means of interference suppression and cancellation. Since the
interference pulses are random they impose the need for statistical modelling and
the prediction of the instantaneous interference level is not possible. Among the
statistical interference models the most credited and used one is the Middleton
class A model [4]. The main beauty of that model is that it was developed based
on the statistical and physical mechanisms that drive the interference process in
communication receivers.

1Possible examples are carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) with or without collision detec-
tion (CD) or collision avoidance (CA) [262]
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Fig. 4.3. SINR at the decoder input vs. Eb/N0, (K, KI , NR, NT ) = (1, 1, 1, 1),

channel is static both for SOI and NBI, noise is AWGN, input SIR= 0dB,

G = 7 and 31, frequency offset f0 = 1/4Tc.

This section discusses receivers that are capable of dealing with statistically
modelled interference processes. In Section 4.2.1 the special case of the generic
system model is restated for the purpose of signal detection in non-Gaussian noise.
The Middleton class A interference model is presented and its physical interpreta-
tion is given in the same section. Section 4.2.2 presents optimal and locally optimal
receivers. Section 4.2.3 describes the principles of type-based detection and an it-
erative receiver based on it. Section 4.2.4 presents numerical results, and, finally,
Section 4.3 concludes the whole chapter.

4.2.1 Special case of the generic model - DS-SS signal in
non-Gaussian noise

Assuming the system model given in Chapter 3.2 for K = 1, KI = 0, NT = 1 we
can write the received signal at time instant i as

y(i) = Hu(i) + n(i), i = 1, ..., T +B, (4.28)
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Fig. 4.4. BER performance vs. Eb/N0, (K, KI , NT , NR) = (1, 1, 1, 1), channel

is static both for SOI and NBI, noise is AWGN, self reconfigurable iterative

receiver, data-like interference with relative bandwidth 100%, frequency offset

f0 changes every frame taking values from the interval [0, 1/2Tc] uniformly,

turbo coded system.

where vector y(i) is given by the Eq. (3.28) and equivalent channel matrix H has
the form of

H =

 H(0) . . . H(L− 1) . . . 0
...

. . . . . .
...

0 . . . H(0) . . . H(L− 1)

 ∈ CLGNR×(2L−1),

and

H(l) =

 H(1)(l)
...

H(NR)(l)

 ∈ CNRG×1,

with

H(m)(l) =

 h(m)(lG)
...

h(m)(lG+G− 1)

 ∈ CG×1.
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Note that the dependence of h(m,n)
k (lG) and H(m)

k (l) on k and n is omitted for
the simplicity of notation. Vector u(i) that denotes the desired signal is described
in (3.31) and the noise is assumed to be additive white, possibly non-Gaussian,
with covariance matrix σ2I. In order to capture the lth multipath component at
the mth receive antenna of the signal transmitted at the time instant i, where
l = 1, ..., dτ1L1/Tce, we form the vectors y(m)

l , l = 1, ..., dτ1L1/Tce in the following
way

y(m)
l = [yb τ1l

GTc
cGNR+(m−1)G+d τ1l

Tc
e−Gb τ1l

GTc
c, ...,yb τ1l

GTc
cGNR+(m−1)G+G−1,(4.29)

y(b τ1l
GTc

c+1)GNR+(m−1)G, ...,y(b τ1l
GTc

c+1)GNR+(m−1)G−d τ1l
Tc
e+G(1+b τ1l

GTc
c)]

T ∈ CG×1.

Let us denote with c1 the vector containing the first user’s spreading sequence.
After multiplying all y(m)

l , l = 1, ..., d τ1L1
Tc

e, m = 1, ..., NR elementwise with c1 and
stacking them into a vector, we obtain a decision statistic

yd = [y(1)
1 � c1

T
, ...,y(NR)

1 � c1

T
, ...,y(1)

d
τ1L1

Tc
e
� c1

T
, ...,y(NR)

d
τ1L1

Tc
e
� c1

T
]. (4.30)

Assuming that the autocorrelation of the user’s spreading sequence is zero for
non-zero tags, the decision statistic can be rewritten as

yd(i) = hdb(i) + nd(i) ∈ CGNRd τ1L1
Tc

e×1, (4.31)

where

hd = [h(1)
1

T
, ...,h(NR)

1

T
, ...,h(1)

d
τ1L1

Tc
e

T
, ...,h(NR)

d
τ1L1

Tc
e

T
], (4.32)

and nd(i) is additive noise, which is assumed to be Middleton class A in this case.
The PDF of the instantaneous amplitude of the multivariate class A noise, with

the assumption of statistically independent noise samples between multipaths and
receive antennas2, is given by [4, 177]

pnd
(nd(i)) ∼= e−AA

LNRG∏
j=1

∞∑
k=0

Ak
A

k!
1√

2πσ2
k

e
−

n∗dj(i)ndj(i)

2σ2
k , (4.33)

where AA is the impulsive index, defined as the product of the average number
of radiation events per second and the mean duration of the typical interference
source emission. The larger the value of AA, the closer the noise to the Gaussian.
The variance σk is defined as

σ2
k =

k
AA

+ Γ
1 + Γ

, (4.34)

2Although the independency assumption cannot be justified in some situations [177] since
interference can in practice be correlated in space and time, it provides the limiting case of the
worst case scenario for the performance evaluation. This is due to the fact that the dependency
and correlation between noise samples can be used to suppress or cancel the interference, resulting
in better performance.
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Table 4.1. p(k on) vs. k and AA, pmin = 10−8.

AA p(0 on) p(1 on) p(2 on) Keff

0.1 9.048 · 10−1 9.05 · 10−2 4.5 · 10−3 6
0.001 9.99 · 10−1 9.99 · 10−4 4.995 · 10−7 2

Table 4.2. rmp vs. Γ, AA = 0.1, γ = 1.5, P0 = 0.125mW .

Γ Γ10−1 10−2 10−3 10−4 10−5

rmp[meters] 269 127 58 27 12

with Γ = σ2
0

ΩA
being the ratio of the average power of the Gaussian component of

the noise σ2
0 to that of the impulsive component (Ω2

A). Note that the total noise
power σ2

0 + Ω2
A is equal to σ2.

An interesting physical interpretation of the model presented above is given in
[250]. The scenario can be summarized as follows:

• There are infinitely many potential interfering sources with the same effec-
tive radiated power and isotropic radiation antenna. Interference power at
the receiver site is proportional to the ratio P (r) = P0

r2γ , where P0 is the in-
terference power, r is the distance between interfering source and the victim
receiver and γ is the propagation exponent.

• Interfering sources are randomly located in space, and the PDF of their
distances from the victim receiver is given by

fr(r) = 2γP0θ
e−

P0θ

r2γ

r2γ+1
, θ =

(
ΩA

AA
+ σ2

G

)−1

. (4.35)

• Interferer emission times are Poisson distributed. AA � 1, in practice AA can
be as large as 0.25 for the model to be valid. When two or more interferers
are turned on simultaneously, the total noise-plus-interference is Gaussian
distributed. The background instantaneous noise amplitude is Gaussian dis-
tributed.

The probability that exactly k interferers are turned on is now given by

p(k on) = e−AA
Ak

A

k!
. (4.36)
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Table 4.1 shows p(k on) vs. k for two different parameters AA. The smaller
AA the faster P (k on) decreases with respect to k. We can define the maximum
effective number of interference sources as a function of AA, as

Keff = max argk{P (k on) > pmin}, (4.37)

where we assume that all events {k on|p(k on) < pmin} are not likely to happen.
Table 4.2 shows the most probable distance rmp between interference sources

and the victim receiver, based on (4.35) for fixed parameters AA and γ, and
parameter Γ variable. We can see that the smaller the Γ (that corresponds to
increasing the power of the impulsive noise relative to the Gaussian) the smaller
the distance rmp.

4.2.2 Optimal, locally optimal and hard limited correlating
iterative detectors

The optimal detector (OD) in a minimum error rate sense is the ML detector [1],
regardless of the PDF of the noise. The ML receiver defined over the finite set Q
can now be defined as follows

b̂(i) = arg max
αq∈Q

p(yd|hd, αq) (4.38)

= arg max
αq∈Q

pnd
(yd − hdαq), (4.39)

and it will result in the decision about the transmitted bit. However, the SfISfO
iterative decoder requires soft channel information that can be produced directly
as

P ext
1 (αq) = P ext

1 (b(i) = αq) = pnd
(yd − hdαq), αq ∈ Q. (4.40)

The locally optimal Bayes detector (LOBD) is proposed and analyzed in [15].
Based on a small-signal assumption the likelihood function given in (4.40) can be
developed in a Taylor series in the vicinity of αq = 0 as follows [15]

pnd
(yd − hdαq) ≈ pnd

(yd)−
dpnd

(yd)
dyd

αq, αq ∈ Q, (4.41)

where all the terms after the second one in the Taylor series are neglected.
A hard limited linear correlator (HLLC) is a modification of the linear correlat-

ing (LC) receiver. The linear correlating receiver is a base for the vast majority
of spread-spectrum receivers used so far, due to its simplicity and optimality in
AWGN. However, its performance is degraded significantly in a non-Gaussian, im-
pulsive environment. To combat the deteriorating effects of impulsive interference,
a simple, non-linear modification of the linear correlator can be applied, using hard
limiting after chip-matched filtering and sampling, and before correlating with the
spreading sequence. Its detailed description and performance analysis can be found
in [183].
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Fig. 4.5. Principal block-diagram of the iterative type-based receiver.

4.2.3 Type-based iterative detector

A type-based detector (TBD) for spread-spectrum is proposed in [194]. Its principal
block diagram is presented in Fig. 4.5. A more detailed illustration of the receiver
is given in Fig. 4.6. The received signal yd(i), i = T +1, ..., T +B is first quantized
resulting in the sequence yΞ(i) and is used to form the multidimensional type (i.e.,
an estimate of the underlying discrete PDF) of the received symbol, defined by

P̂yΞ(i)(q) =
1
G

G−1∑
j=0

I(xj(i) = q),q ∈ ΞLcNR , (4.42)

where Lc = d τ1L1
Tc

e and xj is defined as

xj(i) = [yΞ,j(i),yΞ,G+j(i), ...,yΞ,(LNR−1)G+j(i)]T ∈ ΞLcNR , (4.43)

and I(·) is an indicator function which has a value of 1 if its argument is true and
0 otherwise.

Prior to the detection of the signals, a training sequence is used to deter-
mine the types corresponding to all the signal constellation points. To make the
type for constellation point αq the vectors yd(i), i = 1, ..., T are multiplied by
e−

√
−1(∠b∗(i)+∠αq) in order to remove the known phase of the desired signal. The

signal obtained in such a way is then quantized, resulting in yαqΞ(i), i = 1, ..., T .
The type corresponding to the constellation point αq is now obtained by

P̂αq
(q) =

1
TG

T∑
i=0

G−1∑
j=0

I(xαqj(i) = q),q ∈ ΞLcNR , (4.44)

where xαqj(i) is defined as

xαqj(i) = [yαqΞ,j(i),yαqΞ,G+j(i), ...,yαqΞ,(LNR−1)G+j(i)]T ∈ ΞLcNR . (4.45)
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Let us also define

P̂αqyΞ(i)(q) =
TGP̂αq

(q) +GP̂yΞ(i)(q)
TG+G

,q ∈ ΞLcNR . (4.46)

The type-based detector now forms the decision statistics given by [191]

Sαq (i) = D(P̂yΞ(i)||P̂αqyΞ(i))− TD(P̂αq ||P̂αqyΞ(i)), (4.47)

where D(P̂ ||Q̂) is the Kulback-Leibler distance (the relative entropy [2]) between
types P̂ and Q̂, defined as D(P̂ ||Q̂) =

∑
q∈ΞLcNR P̂ (q) log P̂ (q)

Q̂(q)
. In the uncoded

case, a hard decision is made in favor of constellation point αq for which the
statistic Sαq

(i) is smallest, i.e.

b̂(i) = arg min
αq∈Q

Sαq (i), (4.48)

where b̂(i) denotes an estimate of the originally transmitted symbol b(i). In case of
a coded system, an estimate of conditional probability pnd

(yd − hdαq) is needed
for αq ∈ Q. The discrete approximation of this probability can be obtained as
follows

pnd
(yd(i)− hdαq) ≈ P̂αqnd

(Φ{yd(i)}), (4.49)

where Φ(·) denotes a quantization function and P̂αqnd
(q) denotes a discrete approx-

imation of the continuous conditional PDF p(yd(i)|hd, αq) = pnd
(yd(i)− hdαq)

which is defined by

P̂αqnd
(q) =

∫
Φ−1(q)

pnd
(y − hdαq)dy, (4.50)

with y being a dummy variable. It is shown in Appendix 1 that the righthand side
of (4.49) can be approximated using types by

P̂αqnd
(Φ{yd(i)}) ≈ G(H(P̂yΞ(i))− Sαq

(i)). (4.51)

The iterative decoder of a turbo code based on the LogMap algorithm uses the
lefthand side of (4.48) in calculating extrinsic information and appropriate metrics
[212, 28]. We use the righthand side of (4.48) in the decoder as an estimate of the
conditional PDF to achieve asymptotically optimal performance regardless of the
noise environment.

The receiver above represents the first iteration of the iterative receiver. In sec-
ond and subsequent iterations we make use of the soft feedback b̃(i) produced
by the SfISfO channel decoder as described by (4.22). The enlarged set of train-
ing samples is used to produce the types for different constellation points αq.
The vector made by the concatenation of yd(i)e−

√
−1(∠b∗(i)+∠αq), i = 1, ..., T and

yd(i)e−
√
−1(∠b̃∗(i)+∠αq), i = T + 1, ..., T + B is quantized, resulting in yαqΞ(i),
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Fig. 4.6. Type-based detector with iterative decoding.

i = 1, ..., T + B. The type corresponding to the constellation point αq is now
obtained by

P̂αq (q) =
1

(T +B)G

T+B∑
i=1

G−1∑
j=0

I(xj(i) = q),q ∈ ΞLcNR , (4.52)

where xαqj(i) is defined as in 4.43. Eqs. (4.46) and (4.47) now become

P̂αqyΞ(i) =
(T +B)GP̂αq

+GP̂yΞ(i)

(T +B)G+G
, (4.53)

Sαq
(i) = D(P̂yΞ(i)||P̂αqyΞ(i))− (T +B)D(P̂αq

||P̂αqyΞ(i)), (4.54)

and (4.51) is used to pass the information to the SfISfO decoder.

4.2.4 Performance analysis

The performance of the receivers was studied by means of computer simulations.
Simulation parameters are summarized in Table 4.3.

In Figs. 4.7 and 4.8, the bit error rate performance vs. Eb/N0 is presented
for AWGN and Middleton class A interference, respectively. Channel is assumed
to be static over the whole simulation time. The scenario with (K,KI , NR, L) =
(1, 0, 1, 1) is considered. The performance of LC, HLLC, LOBD, and TBD are
compared. The training sequence length for TBD is 100 symbols (6400 samples).
In Gaussian noise the TBD can be seen to mimic the performance of the optimal
one, which is the LC. Similar behavior can be observed in both uncoded and coded
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Table 4.3. Simulation parameters.

two RSC (7, 5)8 encoders, first trellis terminated, second open,
Turbo Encoder pseudorandom interleaver of length 100 symbols,

code rate R=1/3

Turbo Decoder two LogMap SfISfO decoders, 5 iterations

Modulation BPSK

Processing gain G 64

Type detector uniform quantizer, 8 levels,
1-dimensional quantizer optimization [193]

Channel static or Rayleigh i.i.d. between taps and antennas

cases. A simple HLLC suffers from a performance loss due to the fact that it is
not optimal for Gaussian interference3. In Middleton class A interference the TBD
again performs very close to the LOBD. On the other hand, both LC and HLLC
perform significantly worse, due to the fact that they are optimal only in Gaussian
and Laplacian noise, respectively.

In Figs. 4.9 and 4.10, the bit error rate performance vs. Eb/N0 is presented for
AWGN and Middleton class A interference, respectively. The channel gains are
assumed to be Rayleigh distributed, independent between paths and receive an-
tennas. In addition, the fading is assumed to be fully interleaved so that the chan-
nels at consecutive symbol intervals are also independent. Cases (K,KI , NR, L) =
(1, 0, 1, 1), (K,KI , NR, L) = (1, 0, 2, 1) and (K,KI , NR, L) = (1, 0, 1, 2) are com-
pared. The training sequence length for TBD is 100 symbols (6400 samples). Again,
it can be seen that in case of both AWGN and Middleton class A interferences,
the TBD mimics the performance of the LC and LOBD detectors, respectively.
However, due to the fact that the TBD now estimates the joint effect of fast fad-
ing and interference, a performance loss of approximately 2dB compared to the
optimal receivers can be observed. Note that in our simulations it was assumed
that the optimal receivers have ideal knowledge about the interference PDFs and
about the instantaneous channel state information.

Fig. 4.11 presents a comparison of the BER performance of iterative and non-
iterative TBD receivers. Performance is plotted vs. the iteration index for Eb/N0 =
5dB and T as a parameter. Interference is assumed to be AWGN. The assumed

3In fact, the HLLC is an optimal detector only for Laplacian noise.
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Fig. 4.7. BER performance vs. Eb/N0, (K, KI , NR, NT , L) = (1, 0, 1, 1, 1), (B, T ) =

(300, 100), channel is static for SOI, interference and noise jointly modelled as

AWGN, LC, HLLC and TBD receivers, turbo coded system, 5 iterations of

turbo decoder, no diversity.

scenario is (K,KI , NR, L) = (1, 0, 1, 1). Since a training sequence of finite length
can, in general, give different estimates of the type, we show the BER curves for
the best, worst and mean performance for 10 independent simulation runs, for both
T = 20 and T = 70. As expected, the performance is less robust to different noise
realizations if T is larger. Furthermore, it can be seen that the TBD performance
significantly improves as the number of iterations increases. This is especially the
case for smaller values of T .

Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 show the BER performance dependence on the parameters
AA and Γ of the Middleton class A interference. The channel is assumed to be
static over the whole simulation time. The training sequence length is assumed
to be T = 100 symbols. The assumed scenario is (K,KI , NR, L) = (1, 0, 1, 1).
An uncoded system and correspondingly, non iterative receivers are considered.
From Fig. 4.12 it can be seen that the performance of LOBD, TBD and HLLC is
relatively independent of the parameter AA, if AA < 0.1. As an example, taking
into account the parameters from Tables 4.1 and 4.2 it can be concluded that
the above three detectors can provide relatively good performance if the effective
number of interferers is smaller then or equal to 6. LOBD performs the best,
but TBD does not suffer from large performance degradation either. From Fig.
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Fig. 4.8. BER performance vs. Eb/N0, (K, KI , NR, NT , L) = (1, 0, 1, 1, 1), (B, T ) =

(300, 100), channel is static for SOI, interference and noise jointly modelled

as Middleton class A noise with AA = Γ = 0.1, LC, HLLC, LOBD and TBD

receivers, turbo coded system, 5 iterations of turbo decoder, no diversity.

4.13 it can be seen that for a given AA, which is for the given number of effective
interferers, the BER performance is relatively insensitive to the parameter Γ, which
is the distance of the interferers and the victim receiver.

4.3 Summary and conclusions

This chapter focused on blind interference cancellation and suppression in channel
coded spread-spectrum system. The chapter is organized according to the consid-
ered interference models.

In Section 4.1 interference was assumed to be a digitally modulated tone that
can originate from the same or a competing communication system. The worst
case scenario of interference bandwidth being the same as that of the SOI was
considered. An iterative interference cancelling receiver based on the combination
of a turbo decoder and a self-reconfigurable filter was proposed. The main novelty
of the proposed scheme lies in the fact that it is robust to the interference band-
width. Thereby, in contrast to the previous results of [202, 203, 205], the proposed
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Fig. 4.9. BER performance vs. Eb/N0, (K, KI , NR, NT , L) = (1, 0, 1, 1, 2) and

(1, 0, 2, 1, 1), (B, T ) = (300, 100), channel is fast Rayleigh fading for SOI, inter-

ference and noise jointly modelled as AWGN, LC and TBD receivers, turbo

coded system, 5 iterations of turbo decoder, second order diversity.

scheme is capable of cancelling WBI as well as NBI. At the same time by using
an iterative receiver structure the performance of the receiver can be potentially
significantly improved.

Based on the simple asymptotic analysis performed in Section 4.1 it can be
concluded that the proposed iterative receiver can provide significant performance
improvement in the large SINR and Eb/N0 regions and for relatively small pro-
cessing gains. This is illustrated in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3. However, in channel coded
systems with an overlay situation, these conditions are usually not fulfilled, since
channel codes operate in the small Eb/N0 regions and the interference is usu-
ally much stronger than the signal of interest. This speculation was verified by
computer simulations, the results of which are presented in Fig. 4.4. This result
complements those of [202, 203, 205] where only NBI is considered, and it was
not explicitly shown in which SINR regions the iterative receiver can offer a per-
formance improvement. Moreover, from the conclusions above it can be predicted
that the iterative receiver can provide considerable gains if the number of signals
of interest is relatively large. This is due to the their subtraction prior to the esti-
mation of WBI having larger impact than in the single SOI case. Furthermore, by
the results presented in Fig. 4.4 it was verified that the proposed scheme is capable
of cancelling WBI that is of the same bandwidth as the SOI.
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Fig. 4.10. BER performance vs. Eb/N0, (K, KI , NR, NT , L) = (1, 0, 1, 1, 2) and

(1, 0, 2, 1, 1), (B, T ) = (300, 100), channel is fast Rayleigh fading for SOI, interfer-

ence and noise jointly modelled as Middleton class A noise with AA = Γ = 0.1,

LOBD and TBD receivers, turbo coded system, 5 iterations of turbo decoder,

second order diversity.

In Section 4.2, the interference is modelled statistically by using Middleton
class A noise. A new iterative interference mitigation scheme was proposed. The
scheme is an extension of the work from [191, 194] to the channel coded case,
where soft information is transmitted between the detection and decoding stage
in an iterative (turbo) manner. An analytical expression for the soft information
at the output of the type based detector was derived in this section, which has not
been considered before, up to the author’s best knowledge. The main novelty when
compared to the iterative and non iterative schemes of [216, 213] and [212, 215] is
that the proposed scheme requires neither the knowledge of the noise distribution
nor SNR estimation prior to decoding. Unlike the blind PDF estimation scheme
of [213], the proposed scheme uses a training sequence and is expected to achieve
accurate PDF estimation with shorter frames than its blind counterpart.

A comparative simulation study of LC, HLLC, LOBD and TBD receivers was
done for a turbo-coded DS-SS system with AWGN and Middleton class A noise
models. Close to optimal performance of the type-based detector was obtained in
various interference scenarios both in static and i.i.d Rayleigh fading channels, with
and without multiple receive antennas or multipath diversity. The performance loss
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Fig. 4.11. BER performance of iterative TBD receiver vs. number of itera-

tions, (K, KI , NR, NT , L) = (1, 0, 1, 1, 1), (B, T ) = (300, 100), (300, 70) and (300, 20),

static channel for SOI, interference and noise jointly modelled as AWGN,

Eb/N0 = 2dB, turbo coded system, 5 iterations of turbo decoder, no diversity.

comparing to the optimal case is within the span of 0.5 dB in a static channel and
2 dB in a Rayleigh fading channel as can be verified from Figs. 4.7-4.10. This result
is consistent with the results obtained in [212, 215] for ML detectors with iterative
decoding.

The iterative receiver that uses the decoder outputs to improve the interference
PDF estimation is shown to outperform the non iterative one, especially for short
training sequences, thereby improving the bandwidth efficiency of the system. As
can be seen from Fig. 4.11 a relative improvement in bandwidth efficiency of 15%
can be obtained with only a modest degradation in performance.

A particularly interesting result can be observed from Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 where
the performance of different detectors was evaluated by using a suitable physical
interpretation of the Middleton class A noise model. It is used there to model
multiple interferers that transmit in an uncoordinated fashion. It was shown that
the TBD scheme is very robust both to the number of interference sources and to
the distances from the interferers to the receiver of interest. While the results in
Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 were shown for the uncoded case, a similar trend is expected
in the coded case. It should be noted that this behavior is not specific to the
TBD alone, but seems to be the property of the optimal receiver in this kind of
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Fig. 4.12. BER performance vs. AA (number of effective interferers),

(K, KI , NR, NT , L) = (1, 0, 1, 1, 1), (B, T ) = (300, 100), static channel for SOI, inter-

ference and noise jointly modelled as Middleton class A noise with Γ = 0.0001,

Eb/N0 = 5dB, TBD receiver, uncoded system.

interference. To the author’s best knowledge, no similar result is available in the
literature so far.
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receiver), (K, KI , NR, NT , L) = (1, 0, 1, 1, 1), (B, T ) = (300, 100), static channel for

SOI, interference and noise jointly modelled as Middleton class A noise with
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5 Iterative interference suppression and
cancellation in SDMA

The common assumption made in the previous chapter was that the redundancy
in time is introduced by spreading the signal using the DS-SS technique. This
redundancy is introduced in a controlled way, to allow for orthogonality between
different users and to obtain resistance against narrowband interference. In this
chapter, this assumption will be relaxed and no time redundancy will be assumed
in terms of spectrum spreading. Instead, the signals of different users will be sepa-
rated based on their different spatial signatures, which are obtained by employing
multiple transmit and receive antennas. In analogy to time-domain redundancy,
the receiver will provide inherent resistance against interference that has small
angular spread, by averaging interference over receive antennas.

Similarly to Chapter 4, different levels of knowledge about the interference are
assumed. Only data-like interference is assumed, originating from either the same
or a competing communication system. Several robust optimal and suboptimal
iterative receiver schemes are studied.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, the special case of the generic sys-
tem model is restated in Section 5.1, for simplicity of notation. Section 5.2 gives
an overview of optimal and low complexity turbo receivers for equalization and
multiuser detection, both for convolutional and space-time codes. Therefore, the
focus of that section is known interference, i.e., CCI or the interference coming
from other users that are also of interest. On the other hand, in Section 5.3 the
focus is on unknown interference, i.e., UCCI or interference originating from unde-
tected users. In Section 5.3.1, the interference is modelled as correlated Gaussian
noise, and hybrid MMSE-MAP receivers are presented to cope with it. In Section
5.3.2, a more detailed structure of the interference is used by modelling it as a
random process having a multimodal Gaussian PDF. A PDF estimation receiver
is therefore presented in that section. Section 5.3.3 presents numerical results and
Section 5.3.4 concludes this chapter.
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5.1 Special case of the generic system model - SDMA

In this section, a special case of the generic model is presented for use in single-
carrier broadband systems. We will assume that G = 1 and GI = G which results
in Tc = Ts = TsI , B = BI and T = TI . For simplicity of notation we will also
assume that the channels for all users have similar delays so that L = LI . We will
also make an assumption that the unknown users k = K + 1, ...,KI operate at
the same carrier frequency as the users of interest, which results in the frequency
offset f0 = 0. Therefore, the generic model presented in Section 3.2 reduces to

y(i) = Hu(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired

+ HIuI(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
UCCI

+ n(i)︸︷︷︸
noise

, i = 1, ..., T +B, (5.1)

where y(i) is given by

y(i) = [rT (i+ L− 1), . . . , rT (i)]T ∈ CLNR×1 (5.2)

with r(i) being

r(i) = [r(1)(i), . . . , r(NR)(i)]T ∈ CNR×1, (5.3)

and

r(m)(i) = r
(m)
1 (i). (5.4)

H is the equivalent channel matrix of the form

H =

 H(0) . . . H(L− 1) . . . 0
...

. . . . . .
...

0 . . . H(0) . . . H(L− 1)

 ∈ CLNR×KNT (2L−1),

and

H(l) =


H(1)

1 (l) . . . H(1)
K (l)

...
. . .

...
H(NR)

1 (l) . . .H(NR)
K (l)

 ∈ CNR×KNT ,

with
H(m,n)

k (l) = [h(m,1)
k (l)...h(m,NT )

k (l)] ∈ C1×NT .

Similarly, matrix HI becomes

HI =

 HI(0) . . . HI(L− 1) . . . 0
...

. . . . . .
...

0 . . . HI(0) . . . HI(L− 1)

 ∈ CLNR×KINT (2L−1)

where

HI(l) =


H(1)

K+1(l) . . .H
(1)
K+KI

(l)
...

. . .
...

H(NR)
K+1 (l) . . .H(NR)

K+KI
(l)

 ∈ CNR×KINT ,
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with
H(m,n)

k (l) = [h(m,1)
k (l)...h(m,NT )

k (l)] ∈ C1×NT .

Entries h(m,n)
k are assumed to be mutually independent complex Gaussian ran-

dom variables with zero means and equal variances. It is also assumed that the
variances for each transmit-receive antenna pair are normalized so that

L−1∑
l=0

E{|h(m,n)
k (l)|2} = P

(m,n)
k .

The vectors u(i) and uI(i) become

u(i) = [bT (i+ L− 1), . . . ,bT (i), . . . ,bT (i− L+ 1)]T ∈ QKNT (2L−1)×1 (5.5)

and

uI(i) = [bT
I (i+ L− 1), . . . ,bT

I (i), . . . ,bT
I (i− LI + 1)]T ∈ QKINT (L+LI−1)×1,(5.6)

with

b(i) = [b(1)1 (i), . . . , b(NT )
1 (i), . . . , b(1)K (i), . . . , b(NT )

K (i)]T ,∈ QKNT×1 (5.7)

and

bI(i− l) = [b(1)K+1(i− l), . . . , b(NT )
K+1 (i− l), . . . , (5.8)

b
(1)
K+KI

(i− l), . . . , b(NT )
K+KI

(i− l)]T ∈ QKINT×1.

In this special case we will assume that the vector n(i) ∈ CLNR×1 contains additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with covariance E{n(i)nH(i)} = σ2I.

5.2 Known interference suppression/cancellation

In situations in which the interference originates from the same communications
system, its channel coding, modulation and signalling format can be assumed to
be known in the receiver. That, in turn, makes it possible to perform multiuser
detection [263] which is the optimal technique (in the minimum error probability
sense) to detect the desired signal buried in interference. In other words, the prob-
ability that is required by the channel decoder part of the iterative scheme can be
conditioned on the instantaneous value of the interference. Section 5.2.1 presents
an iterative (turbo) receiver based on optimal (in the minimum probability of error
sense) MUD and equalization techniques. The receiver principal block diagram is
presented in Fig. 5.1. In Section 5.2.2 a low complexity turbo receiver is presented,
which is based on soft interference cancellation followed by MMSE filtering. Sf-
ISfO bit-level and symbol-level channel decoders are presented in Sections 5.2.3
and 5.2.4, respectively.
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Fig. 5.1. Principal block diagram of a receiver for turbo MUD and equaliza-

tion.

5.2.1 MAP-based turbo equalization and multiuser
detection

The turbo equalization and multiuser detection receiver based on MAP equaliza-
tion is presented in Fig. 5.1. It consists of two stages, a multiuser detector and
equalizer that are followed by SfISfO decoding. Let us denote the vector of signals
transmitted from NT antennas of the kth user as

βk(i) = [b(1)k (i), ..., b(NT )
k ]T ∈ QNT . (5.9)

The first stage produces a posteriori estimates of the transmitted vector βk(i) as

P app
1 (βk(i) = αq) = P (βk(i) = αq|y(i), i = T + 1, ..., T +B) (5.10)

= P (y(i), i = T + 1, ..., T +B|βk(i) = αq)︸ ︷︷ ︸
P ext

1 (βk=αq)

·

·P (βk(i) = αq)︸ ︷︷ ︸
P ext

2 (βk(i)=αq)

for αq ∈ QNT .

The quantity P app
1 (βk(i) = αq) can be obtained by the MAP algorithm, proposed

in [128, 264]. It should be noted that the operation of the MAP receiver is based on
construction of a joint trellis diagram for all users and their multipath channels.
Therefore, its complexity grows exponentially with the product KNTLM . This
becomes prohibitively complex even for a moderately large number of users and
their channel impulse response lengths. However, the MAP receiver serves as a
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Fig. 5.2. Block diagram of a convolutionally coded system.

lower bound on the BER performance for lower complexity solutions that will be
proposed in the subsequent sections.

The extrinsic information P ext
2 (βk(i) = αq) is provided by the channel decoder

in the previous iteration step, as described in Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4. The detector
extrinsic information

P ext
1 (βk(i) = αq) =

P app
1 (βk(i) = αq)
P ext

2 (βk(i) = αq)
, (5.11)

is passed to the SfISfO decoder for the next iteration. The calculation of the
extrinsic information in general depends on the channel coding schemes used and
it will be described for the cases of convolutional and STTr codes in the sequel.

Convolutional code. Throughout this thesis it is assumed that when convolu-
tional coding is used each user has a single transmit antenna, resulting in NT = 1.
The extension to the case where each user employs several transmit antennas is
straightforward. The system block diagram for that special case is presented in Fig.
5.2 where convolutional coding is performed first, followed by bit-interleaving and
modulation mapping. In order to produce extrinsic information to be used in the
SfISfO decoder a conversion from symbol to bit probability has to be performed af-
ter the equalization stage. For NT = 1 the extrinsic information P ext

1 (βk(i) = αq)
becomes

P ext
1 (βk(i) = αq) = P ext

1 (bk(i) = αq), αq ∈ Q, (5.12)

where the dependency of bk(i) on the transmit antenna is omitted for simplicity
of notation. Denoting by bk(i) = M{dk(j), j = j1, ..., jlog M} the mapping from
logM binary symbols dk(j) to symbol bk(i), the conversion from symbol to bit
extrinsic probability is performed according to

P ext
1 (dk(jl) = +1) =

∑
αq∈z+1

jl

P ext
1 (bk(i) = αq), (5.13)

where z+1
jl

is a subset of Q containing 2log M−1 symbols that are obtained by
mapping all the binary symbol sequences dk(j), j = j1, ..., jlog M for which jl = +1.
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Fig. 5.3. Block diagram of an STTr coded system.

A similar procedure is performed to obtain P ext
1 (dk(jl) = −1). These probabilities

are then used in the bit-level SfISfO decoder described in Section 5.2.3.
STTr code. In case of an STTr code the whole vector βk(i) is treated as one

virtual symbol, and neither the conversion from virtual symbol βk(i) to the sym-
bols b(n)

k , n = 1, ..., NT , nor the conversion from each of the symbols b(n)
k to their

corresponding bits is needed. The system block diagram for an STTr coded system
is presented in Fig. 5.3. Therefore, the extrinsic probability (5.11) is used directly
in the symbol-level SfISfO decoder described in Section 5.2.4.

5.2.2 SC-MMSE-based turbo equalization and multiuser
detection

As mentioned previously, the MAP receiver requires prohibitive computational
complexity. In this section a low complexity receiver will be derived. It is based
on soft interference cancellation used to cancel CCI and ISI, which is followed by
MMSE filtering that is used to suppress the interference which results from the
inaccurate soft cancellation. Fig. 5.1 shows the principal block diagram of the low
complexity iterative receiver block diagram. Let us assume at this stage that no
UCCI is present, resulting in KI = 0. Without loss of generality we will assume
that the kth user is the user of interest.

Let us denote

uk(i) = ũ(i)− ũ(i)� ek, (5.14)

where

ek = [ 0, ..., 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
[(L−1)K+k−1]NT

, 1, ..., 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
NT

, 0, ..., 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(LK−k+1)NT

]T , (5.15)

and � denotes the elementwise vector product. The vectors ũ(i) are obtained by
replacing the elements of u(i) by their soft estimates. The soft estimates corre-
sponding to the signals of NT transmit antennas of the kth user are defined as

β̃k(i) =
∑

αq∈QNT

αqP
ext
2 (βk(i) = αq). (5.16)
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P ext
2 denotes the extrinsic information obtained after SfISfO decoding (to be

defined in (5.33) of Section 5.2.4). Soft cancellation of the kth user’s ISI and its
CCI components that originate from the remaining K − 1 users and their ISI
components is performed by

yk(i) = y(i)− Ĥuk(i), i = T + 1, ..., B + T. (5.17)

The signals b(n)
k (i), n = 1, ..., NT , are then jointly detected by filtering the sig-

nal yk(i) using a linear MMSE filter whose weighting matrix Wk(i) satisfies the
following criterion

[Wk(i),Ak(i)] = arg min
W,A

||WHyk(i)−AHβk(i)||2, (5.18)

where matrices Wk(i) and Ak(i) are subject to different constraints in order to
avoid the trivial solution [Wk(i),Ak(i)] = [0,0]. The constraints can be imposed
depending on their physical meaning. For example, the constraints imposed on the
elements of the matrix Ak(i) mean that the parameters of the equivalent Gaussian
channel obtained after MMSE filtering are shaped in a desirable way.

For the receiver derived in this section the constraint will be imposed on the part
of the equivalent channel obtained after MMSE filtering. It is shown in Appendix
3 (norm constraint, special case of (n0, l0) = (NT , 1)) that the matrix Wk(i) ∈
CLNR×NT under the constraint akjj(i) = 1, j = 1, ..., NT can be derived as

Wk(i) =

 Mk(i)−1h(1)
k

1 + h(1)
k

H
Mk(i)−1h(1)

k

...
Mk(i)−1h(NT )

k

1 + h(NT )
k

H
Mk(i)−1h(NT )

k

 , (5.19)

where

Mk(i) = ĤΛk(i)ĤH + σ2I︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rcov

−
NT∑
n=1

h(n)
k h(n)

k

H
, (5.20)

and h(n)
k is the [(L− 1)KNT + kNT + n]th column of matrix Ĥ. Matrix Λk(i) is

defined as

Λk(i) = E{[uk(i)− ũk(i)][uk(i)− ũk(i)]H} (5.21)

= E{uk(i)uk(i)H} − E{ũk(i)ũk(i)}
= diag{∆1(i+ L− 1), ...,∆K(i+ L− 1),

...,

∆1(i− L+ 1), ...,∆K(i− L+ 1), },

where

∆k(i− l) = E{βk(i− l)βk(i− l)H}−̃βk(i− l)β̃k(i− l)
H
, (5.22)

and E{βk(i− l)βk(i− l)H} is defined as

E{βk−j(i− l)βk−j(i− l)H} =
∑

αq∈QNT

αqα
H
q P

ext
2 (βk−j(i− l) = αq), (5.23)
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for j 6= k and all l = 0, ..., L− 1, with

E{βk(i)βk(i)H} =
∑

αq∈QNT

αqα
H
q (5.24)

for j = 0, l = 0.
A detailed derivation of the optimal solution for a pair of matrices [Wk(i),Ak(i)]

for other constraints is given in Appendix 4. Assuming that the MMSE filter output
zk(i) ∈ CNT×1 can be viewed as the output of the equivalent Gaussian channel
[265] we can write

zk(i) = Wk
H(i)yk(i) (5.25)

= Ωk(i)βk(i) + Ψk(i),

where matrix Ωk(i) ∈ CNT×NT contains the gains of the equivalent channel defined
as

Ωk(i) = E{zk(i)βk
H(i)} = Wk

H(i)Πk (5.26)

with Πk(i) = [h(1)
k . . .h(NT )

k ]. The vector Ψk(i) ∈ CNT×1 is the equivalent additive
Gaussian noise with covariance matrix

Θk(i) = E{Ψk(i)Ψk
H(i)} (5.27)

= Wk
H(i)RcovWk(i)−Ωk(i)Ωk

H(i).

The output of the equivalent channel zk(i) and its parameters Ωk(i) and Θk(i)
are used to calculate the extrinsic information

P ext
1 (βk(i) = αq) = p(zk(i)|αq) (5.28)

= e−(zk(i)−Ωk(i)αq)HΘk
−1(i)(zk(i)−Ωk(i)αq),

which is to be used in the SfISfO decoding. If a convolutional code is used, further
conversion from symbol to bit probability is needed, as described in 5.2.1.

5.2.3 Bit-level SfISfO decoding for convolutional codes

For decoding of the convolutional code a bit-level MAP algorithm from [28, 264] is
used. For the sake of simplicity we omit the full derivation of the MAP algorithm
and we refer to [28, 264] for more explanation. Given the a priori1 information
about the binary symbols dk(i) for i = 1, ..., B logM and k = 1, ...,K the decoder
of the kth user calculates the a posteriori probability of the binary symbol dk(i)
as follows

P app
2 (dk(i) = +1) = p(dk(i) = +1|P ext

1 (dk(j)), j = 1, ..., B logM) (5.29)
= p(P ext

1 (dk(j)), j = 1, ..., B logM |dk(i) = +1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
P ext

2 (dk(i)=+1)

p(dk(i) = +1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
P ext

1 (dk(i)=+1)

,

1A priori information is obtained as the extrinsic information produced by the detection
block.
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where P ext
1 (dk(j)) denotes a pair P ext

1 (dk(j) = +1), P ext
1 (dk(j) = −1). The de-

coder a posteriori probabilities are calculated by using the Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-
Raviv (BCJR) algorithm [128, 266]. After performing the BCJR algorithm the
decoder extrinsic probability to be used in the detector stage2 is calculated as

P ext
2 (dk(i) = +1) =

P app
2 (dk(i) = +1))
P ext

1 (dk(i) = +1)
. (5.30)

The calculation for P ext
2 (dk(i) = −1) is performed in a similar way. In order to

produce the extrinsic probability of a symbol bk(i) to be used in the next receiver
iteration a bit to symbol conversion is performed as follows

P ext
2 (bk(i) = αq) =

∏
dk(jl)∈M−1{bk(i)}

αqjl
∈M−1{αq}

P ext
2 (dk(jl) = αqjl

). (5.31)

5.2.4 Symbol-level SfISfO decoding for STTr codes

The single user SfISfO channel decoding algorithm used in this thesis is a symbol-
level MAP algorithm from [264]. For the sake of simplicity we omit the full deriva-
tion of the MAP algorithm and we refer to [264] and [267] for more explanation.
Given the a priori information about the vectors βk(i) for all symbol intervals
i = T +1, ..., T +B and all users k = 1, ...,K the decoder of the kth user calculates
the a posteriori probability of the vector βk(i) as follows

P app
2 (βk(i) = αq) = p(βk(i) = αq|P ext

1 (βk(i) = αq), i = T + 1, ..., T +B) (5.32)
= p(P ext

1 (βk(i) = αq), i = T + 1, ..., T +B|αq)︸ ︷︷ ︸
P ext

2 (βk(i)=αq)

p(βk(i) = αq)︸ ︷︷ ︸
P ext

1 (βk(i)=αq)

.

The decoder a posteriori probabilities are calculated by using the BCJR algorithm
[128, 266]. After performing the BCJR algorithm the decoder extrinsic probability
to be used in the detector stage is calculated as

P ext
2 (βk(i) = αq) =

P app
2 (βk(i) = αq))

[P ext
1 (βk(i) = αq)]

Qext
, (5.33)

where Qext is an ad hoc parameter that was first introduced in [30] and further
used in [267], where it was shown that the parameter Qext significantly improves
the iterative receiver performance. Choosing the value of Qext to be within the
interval [0, 1] will result in slower convergence of the receiver. However, the effect
of inaccurate extrinsic information, especially for low SNR values and low iteration
indexes, can be significantly reduced. In some cases the convergence of the iterative
receiver will be possible only by using the appropriate value of the Qext parameter.

2For MAP detection or for soft cancellation.
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Table 5.1. Simulation parameters for Section 5.2.5.

CC with generator polynomial (GP) (7, 5)8,
Encoder code rate 1/3, trellis terminated; STTrC with NT = 2,

2bps/Hz, B = 150 symbols, trellis terminated

Decoder LogMap SfISfO bit-level decoder for CC;
LogMap SfISfO symbol-level decoder for STTrC

Modulation BPSK if CC used, and
quadrature-phase-shift-keying (QPSK) if STTr code used

Bit interleaver for CC random, user-specific;
for STTrC not used;

Symbol interleaver for CC not used;
for STTrC random, user-specific

(B,T) CC coded system (1000,100);
STTrC coded system (15,150)

Channel quasi-static, Rayleigh i.i.d. between taps and antennas,
L=2 or 5, depending on the simulation scenario

Channel Estimation ideal or least squares (LS) with re-estimation after
each iteration (see Appendix 2)

5.2.5 Numerical examples

The performance of the proposed low complexity iterative SC-MMSE receiver is
evaluated using computer simulations. Simulation parameters that are common to
all numerical examples are given in Table 5.1. Parameters that are specific to the
particular simulation scenario are explicitly pointed out in the text that follows.

Fig. 5.4 presents BER performance vs. per antenna Eb/N0 for the convolu-
tionally coded system with (K,KI , NR) = (3, 0, 3). Perfect channel estimation is
assumed. Each user has NT = 1 transmit antennas, and the number of assumed
multipath components is L = 5. For comparison, the single user performance
with (K,KI , NR) = (1, 0, 3) and the performance of the maximum-ratio-combining
(MRC) lower bound for LNR = 15 independent diversity branches in a convolu-
tionally coded system are presented as well. It can be seen from Fig. 5.4 that
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Fig. 5.4. BER vs. received per antenna Eb/N0, convolutionally coded system

with SC-MMSE iterative receiver, (K, KI , NR) = (3, 0, 3), (B, T ) = (900, 100),

NT = 1, frequency selective channel with L = 5 Rayleigh distributed paths,

i.i.d. between paths and antennas. All paths are of equal average power.

the iterative MMSE receiver in the multiuser scenario can achieve the single user
bound. Moreover, the single user performance is very close to the MRC lower
bound on performance.

It is mentioned in Section 5.2.4 that the performance of an iterative receiver
can be significantly improved if the parameter Qext is used in calculation of the
decoder’s extrinsic information. In Fig. 5.5, the symbol error rate (SER) perfor-
mance of the iterative SC-MMSE receiver vs. the factor Qext is presented for
(K,KI , NR) = (1, 0, 1) and L = 5. It can be seen that the value Qext = 0.5 gives
the minimum SER performance of the iterative receiver. This comes at the ex-
pense of a larger number of iterations required to achieve convergence. This is
due to the fact that if the values of extrinsic information P ext

1 (βk(i) = αq) for
αq ∈ QNT are all similar to each other3 the parameter Qext will have a tendency
to make them even more similar, by increasing small and decreasing large values
of P ext

1 (βk(i) = αq). The soft estimates of the transmitted bits will, in turn, be
closer to zero, and they will have a less harmful effect on the soft cancellation pro-
cess. Thereby the receiver convergence will be slowed down. The value Qext = 0.5

3This, in turn, means that the soft decisions corresponding to different constellation symbols
are not reliable.
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Fig. 5.5. Dependence of the iterative SC-MMSE receivers’ performance

on the parameter Qext, STTr coded system, (K, KI , NR) = (1, 0, 1), (B, T ) =

(150, 15), NT = 2,frequency selective channel with L = 5 Rayleigh distributed

paths, i.i.d. between paths and antennas. All paths are of equal average

power.

is used as a parameter for all the simulation scenarios that involve STTr codes.
In Fig. 5.6 the SER and frame error rate (FER) performances are compared

for different simulation scenarios. The number of multipath components is L =
2. The simulation scenarios (K,KI , NR) = (1, 0, 1), (K,KI , NR) = (3, 0, 3) and
(K,KI , NR) = (5, 0, 5) are compared. The performance of the receiver obtained
with assumption of perfect feedback, resulting in ideal ISI and CCI removal prior to
decoding, is presented for comparison. It can clearly be seen that the simultaneous
increase in the number of users and the number of receive antennas yields almost
the same performance of the iterative receiver and the corresponding ML lower
bound. Note that the required number of receive antennas is thereby equal to the
number of users and not to the total number of transmit antennas.

Fig. 5.7 shows the SER and FER performance of the joint anten
based receiver in different overloaded scenarios4. The scenarios with (N

na detection
R, L) =

(3, 5) and K as a parameter are considered. It can be seen that the receiver with
NR = 3 receive antennas can properly separate up to 4 users without severe
performance degradation. However, as the number of users K increases to 5 the
performance significantly degrades, and the receiver is not capable of separating
different users’ signals.

4The term overloaded stands for scenarios in which K > NR.
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Fig. 5.6. Performance of the iterative SC-MMSE receiver in an STTr coded

system, KI = 0, (K, NR) = (1, 1), (3, 3) and (5, 5), (B, T ) = (150, 15), NT = 2,

frequency selective channel with L = 2 Rayleigh distributed paths, i.i.d. be-

tween paths and antennas, all paths are of equal average powers: (a) SER

performance vs. per antenna Es/N0, (b) FER performance vs. per antenna

Es/N0.
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Fig. 5.7. Performance of the iterative SC-MMSE receiver in an STTr coded

system, KI = 0, NR = 3, K = 3, 4 and 5, (B, T ) = (150, 15), NT = 2, frequency

selective channel with L = 2 Rayleigh distributed paths, i.i.d. between paths

and antennas, all paths are of equal average powers: (a) SER performance

vs. per antenna Es/N0, (b) FER performance vs. per antenna Es/N0.
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5.3 Unknown interference suppression/cancellation

Unlike in the previous section where the unknown interference was assumed to be
absent, in this section this assumption will be relaxed. The unknown interference
is assumed to originate either form the undetected users of the same system, or
from other communication systems. The section is organized according to the level
of knowledge that is used about the interference structure at the receiver. Corre-
spondingly, the receivers that appropriately exploit that structure are introduced.
First, the worst case scenario will be considered, where the interference is modelled
as additive correlated Gaussian noise (ACGN). A family of low complexity MMSE
and hybrid MMSE-MAP turbo receivers will be introduced in Section 5.3.1. Sec-
ond, interference is modelled as multimodal Gaussian, and the ML receiver that
can capitalize on this structure is presented in Section 5.3.2.

5.3.1 A family of hybrid SC-MMSE-MAP iterative
receivers for interference suppression

In this section an MMSE receiver that makes use of the ACGN model of interfer-
ence is derived. The receiver is based on the extensions and generalizations of the
receiver proposed in Section 5.2.2. The extensions are based on:

• incorporation of the available knowledge about the unknown interference into
the receiver of Section 5.2.2,

• generalization of the receiver so that it detects an arbitrary number of trans-
mit antennas jointly, regardless of the used channel coding scheme, and

• generalization of the receiver so that it detects the symbol of interest together
with part of its ISI.

The interference suppression capability of SC-MMSE filtering depends on the
reliability of the soft feedback and on the effective degrees of freedom. Only in case
of perfect feedback can the receiver make use of all effective degrees of freedom for
UCCI suppression. However, this is seldom achievable in real systems. The purpose
of joint detection of several transmit antennas and/or signals together with its ISI
is to preserve the effective degrees of freedom of the receiver. Since the interfer-
ence suppression capability of the SC-MMSE receiver depends on the reliability
of the soft cancellation, the basic idea is to cancel only a part of the total known
interference (ISI and CCI) at the receiver using soft cancellation. The remaining
part of the interference is detected jointly with the desired signal. Separation of
the jointly detected signals is then performed in an optimal manner, using MAP
detection. Joint detection only in time and only in space will be addressed as a
special case of the general receiver in more detail in the sequel. In general, the
number of preserved degrees of freedom is equal to the number of jointly detected
transmit antennas’ signals multiplied by the number of jointly detected multipath
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Fig. 5.8. Principal block diagram of a hybrid receiver for turbo MUD, equal-

ization and UCCI suppression.

components. These degrees of freedom can, in turn, be used for suppression of
UCCI signals.

A general block diagram of the hybrid iterative receiver is presented in Fig. 5.8.
The receiver first associates the signals from transmit antennas of the kth user
to the NT /n0 sets of size n0, so that antennas indexed by n = 1, ..., n0 belong
to the first set, those indexed by n = n0 + 1, ..., 2n0 belong to the second set etc.
Thereby the number of transmit antennas NT is assumed to be an integer multiple
of n0. The receiver derivation for the more general cases of users having different
numbers of transmit antennas and/or different sets of transmit antennas having
different sizes is straightforward. Without loss of generality the receiver derivation
is presented for the first set of transmit antennas of the kth user. The derivation is
exactly the same for the rest of the transmit antenna groups and the rest of users,
with a difference only in indexing. It is assumed that l0 out of L symbols creating
ISI are detected jointly.

Soft cancellation of the part of ISI and CCI. Let us denote ũ(i) as the vectors
which are obtained by replacing the elements of u(i) by their soft estimates. The
soft estimates are, in general, obtained groupwise. For example the soft estimates
corresponding to the first antenna set are defined as

β̃
<1>

k (i) =
∑

α<1>
q ∈Qn0

α<1>
q P ext

2 (β<1>
k (i) = α<1>

q ), (5.34)

where β<1>
k (i) ∈ Cn0×1 is defined by

β<1>
k (i) = [b(1)k (i), ..., b(n0)

k (i)]T . (5.35)
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As before, P ext
2 (β<1>

k (i) = αq) denotes the extrinsic information obtained after
SfISfO decoding.

Let us denote with u<1>
k (i) the vector which contains soft estimates of the

signals that correspond to the n0 transmit antennas of the first antenna set and to
the first l0−1 out of L−1 symbols that create ISI to the symbols b(1)k (i), ..., b(n0)

k (i).
The vector u<1>

k (i) can be represented by

u<1>
k (i) = ũ(i)− ũ(i)� e<1>

k , (5.36)

where

e<1>
k = [ 0, ..., 0︸ ︷︷ ︸

(L−1)KNT

, e<1>
k1 , ..., e<1>

k1︸ ︷︷ ︸
l0times

0, ..., 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(L−l0)KNT

]T , (5.37)

and

e<1>
k1 = [ 0, ..., 0︸ ︷︷ ︸

(k−1)NT

, 1, ..., 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n0

, 0, ..., 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
NT−n0+

(K−k+1)NT︸ ︷︷ ︸
KNT

]T , (5.38)

with (·)<γ> denoting dependency on the γth antenna set index.
After performing soft cancellation one obtains

y<1>
k (i) = y(i)− Ĥu<1>

k (i), i = T + 1, ..., B + T, (5.39)

where Ĥ denotes the channel estimate obtained by using either only the pilot
sequence u(i), i = 1, ..., T (non-iterative channel estimation) or both the pilot
and soft estimates (iterative channel estimation). For more details about iterative
channel estimation see Appendix 3.

MMSE filtering to suppress UCCI and residual interference. The signals contained
in β<1>

k (i− l), l = 0, ..., l0 − 1, are jointly detected by filtering the signal y<1>
k (i)

using a linear MMSE filter whose weighting matrix W<1>
k (i) satisfies the following

criterion

[W<1>
k (i),A<1>

k (i)] = arg min
W∈CLNR×n0 ,

A∈Cl0n0×n0

||WHy<1>
k (i)−AHB<1>

k (i)||2, (5.40)

where B<1>
k (i) is defined as

B<1>
k (i) = [β<1>

k

T
(i), ...,β<1>

k

T
(i− l0 + 1)]T , (5.41)

and different constraints can be imposed on W<1>
k (i),A<1>

k (i) in order to avoid
the trivial solution [W<1>

k (i),A<1>
k (i)] = [0,0].

Basically any of the constraints from Appendix 4 can be used. As an illustration
we will restate the optimal filter weight for the second constraint of Appendix 4. Let
us denote with m(n)

k the nth row of the matrix [W<1>
k (i),A<1>

k (i)]. A solution for
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a matrix [W<1>
k (i),A<1>

k (i)] under the family of constraints m(n)
k

H
Γ(n)m(n)

k = 1,
for n = 1, ..., n0 is shown in Appendix 4 to be

[W<1>
k

H
(i),A<1>

k

H
(i)] = [gmax,1, ...,gmax,n0 ]

H
, (5.42)

where gmax,n is the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of the
matrix R−1

gg Γ(n), with Γ(n) being the nth constraint matrix and

Rgg =

[
ĤΛ<1>

k (i)ĤH + R̂ Π<1>
k

Π<1>
k

H
σ2I

]
∈ C(LNR+l0n0)×(LNR+l0n0),

with R̂ denoting an estimate of the covariance matrix of the interference-plus-noise
defined as

R = E{HIuI(i)uH
I (i)HH

I + n(i)nH(i)} = HIHH
I + σ2I, (5.43)

and

Π<1>
k = [h(1)

k (0), . . . ,h(1)
k (l0 − 1), . . . ,h(n0)

k (0), . . . ,h(n0)
k (l0 − 1)] (5.44)

where h(n)
k (l) is the [(L− 1)KNT + kNT + lKNT + n]th column of the matrix Ĥ.

The matrix Λ<1>
k (i) is defined as

Λ<1>
k (i) = E{[u<1>

k (i)− ũ<1>
k (i)][u<1>

k (i)− ũ<1>
k (i)]H} (5.45)

= E{u<1>
k (i)u<1>

k (i)
H} − E{ũ<1>

k (i)ũ<1>
k (i)}

= diag{∆<1>
1 (i+ L− 1), ...,∆<NT /n0>

1 (i+ L− 1),

... ∆<1>
K (i+ L− 1), ...,∆<NT /n0>

K (i+ L− 1),

... ∆<1>
1 (i− L+ 1), ...,∆<NT /n0>

1 (i− L+ 1),

... ∆<1>
K (i− L+ 1), ...,∆<NT /n0>

K (i− L+ 1)},

where

∆<1>
j (i− l) = E{β<1>

j (i− l)β<1>
j (i− l)

H}−̃β
<1>

j (i− l)β̃
<1>

j (i− l)
H

, (5.46)

with

E{β<1>
j (i− l)β<1>

j (i− l)
H} =

∑
α<1>

q ∈Qn0

α<1>
q α<1>

q
H
P ext

2 (β<1>
j (i− l) = α<1>

q ),(5.47)

for j 6= k and l = 1, ..., L− 1, l = −L+ 1, ...,−l0 and

∆<1>
k (i− l) = E{β<1>

k (i− l)β<1>
k (i− l)

H}, (5.48)

with

E{β<1>
k (i)β<1>

k (i)
H} =

∑
α<1>

q ∈Qn0

α<1>
q α<1>

q
H
. (5.49)
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for l = −l0 + 1, ..., 0.
Estimation of the covariance matrix of the UCCI plus noise. One possible way

to estimate the covariance matrix is to use a sample estimate by using a training
sequence, as follows

R̂ =
1
T

T∑
i=1

(y(i)− Ĥu(i))(y(i)− Ĥu(i))H . (5.50)

In the second and subsequent iterations soft feedback can be used for estimation
together with the training sequence, as follows

R̂ =
1
T

T∑
i=1

(y(i)− Ĥu(i))(y(i)− Ĥu(i))H (5.51)

+
1
B

T+B∑
i=T+1

(y(i)− Ĥu(i))(y(i)− Ĥu(i))H ,

where u(i) denotes the soft feedback vector. Its elements are obtained by replacing
the corresponding elements of u(i) by their soft estimates, which in general are
obtained groupwise. More precisely, the soft estimates corresponding to the first
group and time instant i are defined as

β̃
<1>

k (i) =
∑

α<1>
q ∈Qn0

α<1>
q P app

2 (β<1>
k (i) = α<1>

q ), (5.52)

where P app
2 denotes a posteriori information obtained after SfISfO decoding. These

estimates are used in (5.42) to obtain the MMSE filter weights.
Derivation of the equivalent Gaussian channel. Assuming that the MMSE filter

output z<1>
k (i) ∈ Cn0×1 can be viewed as the output of the equivalent Gaussian

channel [265] we can write

z<1>
k (i) = W<1>

k

H
(i)y<1>

k (i) (5.53)

=
l0−1∑
l=0

Ω<1>
k,l (i)β<1>

k (i+ l) + Ψ<1>
k (i),

where matrix Ω<1>
k,l (i) ∈ Cn0×n0 contains the gains of the equivalent channel

defined as

Ω<1>
k,l (i) = E{z<1>

k (i)β<1>
k

H
(i− l)} = W<1>

k

H
(i)Π<1>

k,l (5.54)

with Π<1>
k,l = [h(1)

k (l) . . .h(n0)
k (l)]. The vector Ψ<1>

k (i) ∈ Cn0×1 is the equivalent
additive Gaussian noise with covariance matrix

Θ<1>
k (i) = E{Ψ<1>

k (i)Ψ<1>
k

H
(i)} (5.55)

= W<1>
k

H
(i)RcovW<1>

k (i)−
l0−1∑
l=0

Ω<1>
k,l (i)Ω<1>

k,l

H
(i).
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The outputs of the equivalent channels z<γ>
k (i) and their parameters Ω<γ>

k,l (i) and
Θ<γ>

k (i) for γ = 1, ..., NT /n0 are passed to the MAP block that produces extrinsic
information necessary for SfISfO decoding.

MAP equalization and joint detection. The MAP block now performs equaliza-
tion and joint detection of transmit antennas within the first antenna set of the
kth user in a similar manner as described in Section 5.2.1. In addition to the
parameters of the equivalent Gaussian channels, the extrinsic information about
all vectors β<1>

k (i − l), for k = 1, ...,K and l = 0, ..., l0 − 1 are used in the MAP
equalization and detection processes. The a posteriori estimates of the transmitted
vector β<1>

k (i) are produced as follows

P app
1 (β<1>

k (i) = α<1>
q ) = p(β<1>

k = α<1>
q |z<γ>

k (i),Ω<γ>
k,l (i),Θ<γ>

k (i),(5.56)
i = T + 1, ..., T +B, γ = 1, ..., NT /n0,

P ext
2 (β<1>

k (j − l)), k = 1, ...,K, l = 0, ..., l0 − 1),

where P ext
2 (β<1>

k (j − l)) stands for P ext
2 (β<1>

k (j − l) = α<1>
q ), α<1>

q ∈ Qn0 ,
which are provided by the channel decoder in the previous iteration step. The
final extrinsic information to be delivered to the channel decoder is formed by

P ext
1 (βk(i) = αq) =

NT /n0∏
γ=1

P ext
1 (β<γ>

k (i) = α<γ>
q ),α<γ>

q ∈ Qn0 , (5.57)

αq = [α<1>
q

T
, ...,α<NT /n0>

q

T
].

In case that symbols within each group are assumed to be independent, the
MAP block can perform calculation of extrinsic information for each symbol based
on the extrinsic information produced for the whole group. Thereby the transmit
antennas’ signals are actually separated in the MAP block itself, and not in the
decoder. This special case is described in more detail in Section 5.3.1.1.

SfISfO channel decoding. The a posteriori information P app
2 (βk(i) = αq) is

obtained as described in Section 5.2.4. After that the a posteriori information
P app

2 (β<1>
k (i) = α<1>

q ) is obtained for every α<γ>
q ∈ Qn0 as

P app
2 (β<1>

k (i) = α<1>
q ) =

∑
αq=[α<1>

q
T

,...,α<NT /n0>
q

T
]

α<γ>
q ∈Qn0 ,γ 6=1

P ext
2 (βk(i) = αq), (5.58)

and finally the extrinsic information P app
2 (β<1>

k (i) = α<1>
q ) is obtained as

P ext
2 (β<1>

k (i) = α<1>
q ) =

P app
2 (β<1>

k (i) = α<1>
q ))[

P ext
1 (β<1>

k (i) = α<1>
q )

]Qext
. (5.59)

Computational complexity. Note that the complexity of the MMSE part of the
receiver remains constant and equal to O(L3M3) regardless of the used constraint.
The complexity of the MAP part of the receiver is O(Mn0l0). The overall compu-
tational complexity is, therefore, O(max{L3M3,Mn0l0}).
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5.3.1.1 Special case - joint detection in space

The case that the receiver performs joint detection only within the set of n0

antennas, but without joint detection of vector β<1>
k (i) and its ISI β<1>

k (i −
1), ...,β<1>

k (i − l0 + 1) is considered in this section. The receiver reduces to the
case of l0 = 1. The first constraint from Appendix 4 is used. Since all the ISI is
cancelled by the soft cancellation, the MAP part becomes essentially a one shot
MAP detector. Its complexity reduces to O(Mn0). Note that the number of pre-
served effective degrees of freedom is equal to n0 − 1. This solution is preferable
from the point of view of receiver complexity, especially in channels with a large
number of multipath components L. However,the number of preserved effective
degrees of freedom is limited by the number of transmit antennas. In the case of
n0 = 1 the receiver has lower complexity, but the performance is expected to be
worse than with n0 = 2. However, the complexity of the latter case is higher.

In case that the symbols belonging to the same antenna set are assumed to be
independent, the MAP block can calculate extrinsic information for each symbol.
In this special case and for l0 = 1 the calculation of the extrinsic information for
symbols b(n)

k belonging to the first antenna set is performed for every αq ∈ Q as
follows

P ext
1 (b(n)

k (i) = αq) =
∑
B(αq)

n

P ext
2 (β<1>

k (i) = α<1>
q )

P ext
2 (b(n)

k (i) = αq)
p(z<1>

k (i)|Ω<1>
k (i),Θ<1>

k (i)),(5.60)

where B(αq)
n denotes the set of all vectors α<1>

q ∈ Qn0 whose nth element is equal
to αq. The extrinsic information for the first antenna set that is to be directed into
the channel decoder is now produced by

P ext
1 (β<1>

k (i) = α<1>
q ) =

n0∏
n=1

P ext
1 (b(n)

k (i) = α<1>
qn ). (5.61)

For the convolutionally coded system a special case of n0 = NT = 1 is used. The
complexity of the MAP part grows only linearly with the number of constellation
symbols.

5.3.1.2 Special case - joint detection in time

In this special case the vector β<1>
k (i) and its ISI β<1>

k (i− 1), ...,β<1>
k (i− l0 +1)

components are detected jointly. The number of antennas within each antenna set
is equal to n0 = 1. The second constraint with the constraint matrix Γ = I is used
for this special case. The number of preserved degrees of freedom is now l0−1. The
complexity of the MAP part of the receiver now becomes O(M l0). This solution is
preferable from the performance point of view, especially in channels with a large
number of multipaths L. However, the complexity of this receiver is prohibitively
large for most of the applications.
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5.3.2 ML interference suppression

The ACGN model for interference is effective in a wide variety of situations. How-
ever, in some situations this model is no longer valid. By using the discrete alpha-
bet property of the interference, it can be modelled as multimodal Gaussian. The
linear receivers can no longer make use of its non-Gaussian nature.

The key part of the receiver based on non-Gaussian modelling is PDF esti-
mation, which can be either parametric or non-parametric. Parametric methods
are sensitive to the error in the parameter estimation. On the other hand, non-
parametric methods are not subject to such an impairment. In the sequel, we will
describe a kernel-smoothing based PDF estimation method and its application in
an ML receiver to cope with UCCI.

The receiver described in Section 5.3.1 uses linear MMSE detection after soft
cancellation. As such, it inherently makes the Gaussian assumption about the
interference and it can not make use of its actual non-Gaussian nature. On the
other hand, the ML receiver can make use of the non-Gaussian interference by
estimating its PDF.

The ML receiver is derived for the special case of a convolutionally coded system.
The extension to the STTr coded system is straightforward. The corresponding
MMSE hybrid receiver is the one with n0 = NT = 1 and l0 = 1, i.e., all the ISI
and CCI is cancelled by soft cancellation, and joint detection neither in space nor
in time is performed.

First iteration. Assuming that each user employs a single transmit antenna and
convolutional code and that the 1st user is of interest, let us rewrite (5.1) as

y(i) = h1b1(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired

+HCISI,1uCISI,1(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
CCI+ISI

+HIuI(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
UCCI

+ n(i)︸︷︷︸
noise

(5.62)

= h1b1(k) + x1,

where HCISI,1 = H − [0LNR×(L−1)Kh10LNR×LK−1], uCISI,1(i) = u(i) − b1(i)e1

and x1(i) denotes the total sum of the desired user’s ISI, known CCI, UCCI and
noise. Note that the dependence on the transmit antenna is omitted, for simplicity
of notation. Since the soft feedback is not available in the first iteration, the ISI
and CCI components cannot be cancelled. ML processing requires the PDF of the
signal x1(i), which is multimodal Gaussian, given by

px1(x1(i)) =
1

2Dtot

2Dtot∑
p=1

1

(πσ2)LM
e
−(x1(i)−tp,1)H (x1(i)−tp,1)

σ2 , (5.63)

where Dtot = logM [(2L − 1)(N + NI) − N ], and tp,1 depends on the entries of
HI and HCISI,1, and the signal constellation of the UCCI. The number of sum-
mation terms in (5.63) increases exponentially with the number of users K which
may be large in a practical system. In that case, the samples x1(i) will become less
structured and their PDF will become more Gaussian-like. To justify the Gaussian
approximation we calculate the Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance (relative entropy)
[2] between the true PDF given by (5.63) and the corresponding Gaussian approx-
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Table 5.2. KL distance between the true PDF of Eq. (5.63) and the Gaussian
approximation of Eq. (5.64), L = 2.

K + KI 1 3 5

KL distance 60 25 22.5

imation given by

pGapp,x1(x1(i)) =
1

πLNR det (Rx1x1)
e−x1(i)

HR−1
x1x1

x1(i), (5.64)

with

Rx1x1 = E{x1(i)x1(i)H} = HCISI,1HH
CISI,1 + Rxx, (5.65)

for several values of K + KI . It can be seen from Table 5.2 that the KL dis-
tance decreases as K +KI increases, which means that the true PDF approaches
Gaussian. Therefore, by adopting the Gaussian assumption for x1(i), the extrinsic
probability to be passed to the first user’s SfISfO decoder can be calculated as

P ext
1 (b1(i) = αq) = CMLe

−(y(i)−h1αj)
HR−1

x1x1
(y(i)−h1αj), αq ∈ Q, (5.66)

where CML = 1
πLNR det (Rx1x1 )

. It can be easily shown that the MMSE filter from
Section 5.3.1 for the case of n0 = NT = 1 and l0 = 1 under the path constraint
(see Appendix 4) becomes equal to

w1(i) =
R−1

x1x1
h1

1 + hH
1 R−1

x1x1h1

. (5.67)

After incorporating (5.67) into (5.54) and (5.55), the extrinsic probability at the
output of MMSE filter, given by (5.57), can be represented as

P ext
1 (b1(i) = αq) = CMMSEe

−(y(i)−h1αj)
HR−1

x1x1
(y(i)−h1αj), αq ∈ Q, (5.68)

where CMMSE =
(1+hH

1 R−1
x1x1

h1)
2

πhH
1 R−1

x1x1h1
. This, however, is just the scaled extrinsic infor-

mation of (5.67) obtained by using the ML detector. Since the constants CML and
CMMSE have no impact on the receiver performance5, in the first iteration the
proposed ML receiver is exactly the same as the first iteration of the conventional
MMSE receiver presented in Section 5.3.1.

Following iterations. Starting from the second iteration we make use of the soft
feedback. Soft cancellation is performed in the same way as described by (5.36)-
(5.39). Assuming that the soft cancellation is perfect, the ISI components of the

5It is known that the MMSE and ML criterion assuming ACGN interference result in filters
that differ only in the constant factor [268]
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desired user and the known CCI components are assumed to be perfectly cancelled,
the signal x1(i) reduces to

x1(i) = x(i) = HIuI(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
UCCI

+ n(i)︸︷︷︸
noise

, (5.69)

and the PDF of the signal x(i) can be given as

px(x(i)) ≈ 1
2D

2D−1∑
p=0

1

(πσ2)LNR
e
−(x(i)−tp)H (x(i)−tp)

σ2 , (5.70)

where D = (2L− 1)KI logM , and tp depends on the matrices HI and the signal
constellation of the UCCI. Assuming that the number KI of UCCIs is relatively
small, the structure of the UCCI can be exploited by estimating the PDF of UCCI-
plus-noise given by (5.70) and applying ML filtering. After the estimate p̂x(x(i))
of px(x(i)) is obtained, the extrinsic probability to be passed to the first user’s
SfISfO decoder can be calculated as the output of the single user ML detector, as

P ext
1 (b1(i) = αq) = p̂x(ŷ(i)− αqh1), i = T + 1, ..., T +B,αq ∈ Q. (5.71)

The PDF estimation procedure is described in the sequel. First, the channel is
re-estimated based on u1(i), i = 1, ..., B + T as in Section 5.3.1 and Appendix 3.
Then, the estimates of x(i) are obtained as follows

x̂(i) = y(i)−Hu(i), for i = 1, ..., T, and (5.72)
x̂(i) = y(i)−Hu(i), for i = T + 1, ..., T +B

where u(i) is the a posteriori soft feedback defined in Section 5.3.1. The estimates
are used to make the estimate of the UCCI-plus-noise PDF. Note that by using the
samples indexed by i = 1, ..., B + T we perform iterative PDF estimation. In non-
iterative PDF estimation only the first T samples, x̂(i), i = 1, ..., T , corresponding
to the training sequence, would be used. In order to perform the PDF estimation,
either parametric [168] or non-parametric [196] approaches can be used. The former
one estimates the parameters D and tp based on the samples x̂(i). These estimates
are then used in (5.70). On the other hand, the non-parametric approach estimates
the PDF directly, where each sample x̂(i) contributes to the total estimate through
a weighting function. For example, for an arbitrary a = [a1, ..., aLNR

]T ∈ CLNR×1

the non-parametric multidimensional kernel-based PDF estimator [196], estimates
the px̂(a) as

p̂x(a) =
1

T +B

T+B∑
i=1

K1

(
x̂(i)−a

σ0

)
σ2LNR

0

, (5.73)

where K1(a) = 1
(2π)LNR

e
−aHa

2 is a Gaussian kernel weighting function and σ0 is a
smoothing parameter. Although other kernel functions can be used [196], it will
be shown that this choice gives an asymptotically unbiased and consistent PDF
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Fig. 5.9. BER vs. k0 performance of the ML receiver, non-iterative PDF

estimation, convolutionally coded system, (K, KI , NR) = (3, 0, 3), (2, 1, 3) and

(1, 2, 3), (B, T ) = (900, 100), NT = 1, L = 1 and 2, Eb/N0 = 2 and 4dB, 4 iterations.
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estimator. The estimation accuracy is controlled by the smoothing parameter σ0.
A larger value of σ0 results in a smoother but less accurate PDF estimate, and
vice versa. In order to find the optimal value for σ0 one approach is to minimize
the mean-integrated squared error (MISE) [196] between the true PDF and its
estimate, as defined by

MISE(p̂x) =
∫

R2LNR

{px(a)− p̂x(a)}2da, (5.74)

where da = dRea1dIma1 · · · dReaLNR
dImaLNR

. It is shown in Appendix 3 that the
optimal smoothing parameter σ0,opt can be lower bounded as follows

σ0,opt ≥
(

2
(T +B)(LNR + 1)

) 1
2LNR+4

σ = γ(LNR). (5.75)

A similar result was obtained in [172] for the univariate case. It is a special case
of (5.75) for LNR = 1. Furthermore, the estimate

σ̂0 = k0γ(LNR), (5.76)

of σ0,opt satisfies the sufficient conditions for consistency and asymptotic unbi-
asedness. These conditions are given as lim(T+B)→∞ σ̂0 = 0 and lim(T+B)→∞(T +
B)σ̂0 = ∞ and they are satisfied if the parameter k0 ∈ R is chosen to be k0 ≥ 1
[172]. Thereby, the estimator dependence on D and ti reflects only through the
constant k0 since γ(LNR) is independent of these parameters. The bit-error-rate
performance versus the parameter k0 with different numbers of users and differ-
ent numbers of multipaths as parameters is shown in Fig. 5.9. Interestingly, the
optimal value of k0 that minimizes BER is shown to be rather insensitive to the
change of these parameters. Moreover, it is shown in [172] and Fig. 5.9 that for
LNR = 1 the optimal parameter k0 does not depend on the signal-to-noise ratio.
From Fig. 5.9 it can be seen that k0 ≈ 2 is a good choice for a wide range of
situations. This indicates that, in practice, the knowledge about the parameters
KI , L and, correspondingly, D is not needed. If these parameters are known in the
receiver, they could be used to access a look-up-table in which the optimal values
of k0 for different combinations of parameters can be stored a priori. The same
procedure is performed for the rest of the desired users to obtain the soft estimates
b̃k(i) and bk(i) for the next iteration.

Bit to symbol and symbol to bit conversions. The conversions are performed as
described in Sections 5.2 and 5.2.3 for the case of a convolutionally coded system.

Symmetrizing. If the UCCI signal constellation is known in the receiver, the
symmetry of the constellation set can be utilized to increase the number of samples
that can be used for PDF estimation. In the case of M-PSK modulation, an M-
fold increase of the number of samples can be achieved by using the fact that
p(a) = p(ae

−
√
−12πk
M ), k = 0, . . . ,M− 1.

Computational complexity. Since (5.71) contains the sums of exponentials, it can
be approximated using the Jacobian algorithm [269]. The complexity per symbol
of the proposed method is roughly O{(T + B)LNR} or O{TLNR}, depending
on whether we use soft feedback for PDF estimation or not, respectively. The
conventional SC-MMSE receiver’s complexity is O{L3N3

R}.
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Table 5.3. Simulation parameters for Section 5.3.3.

Encoder CC with GP (7, 5)8, code rate 1/3, trellis terminated;
STTrC with NT = 2, 2bps/Hz, trellis terminated

Decoder LogMap SfISfO bit-level decoder for CC;
LogMap SfISfO symbol-level decoder for STTrC

Modulation BPSK if CC used, and QPSK if STTr code used

Bit interleaver for CC random, user-specific;
for STTrC not used

Symbol interleaver for CC not used;
for STTrC random, user-specific

(B,T) CC coded system (900, 100);
STTrC coded system (150, 15) and (300, 30)

exponentially decaying power delay profile, decay factor τ
Channel quasi-static, Rayleigh i.i.d. between taps and antennas,

L=1,2 or 5, depending on the simulation scenario

Channel Estimation ideal or LS with re-estimation after
each iteration (see Appendix 2)

5.3.3 Numerical examples

The performance of the proposed hybrid SC-MMSE-MAP and ML receivers was
evaluated by means of computer simulations. The set of common parameters used
in simulations is given in Table. 5.3.

In Fig. 5.10 the BER performance vs. received per antenna Eb/N0 is presented
for the convolutionally coded system with (K,KI , NR) = (2, 1, 3). The hybrid
SC-MMSE-MAP receiver is considered for n0 = NT = 1 and l0 = 1. The BER
performance of the hybrid SC-MMSE-MAP receiver for (n0, l0) = (1, 1) is com-
pared with the SC-MMSE receiver of Section 5.2.2, which ignores the existence of
the UCCI6 (”UCCI ignored, 1 and 4 it.”). It can be seen that the receiver that esti-
mates the covariance matrix R performs significantly better than the receiver that

6Note that the SC-MMSE receiver of Section 5.2.2 for NT = 1 is a special case of the hybrid
SC-MMSE-MAP receiver for (n0, n0) = (1, 1) and R = σ2I.
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Fig. 5.10. BER vs. received per antenna Eb/N0, comparison of hard and soft

feedback-based hybrid SC-MMSE-MAP receivers in a convolutionally coded

system, (K, KI , NR) = (2, 1, 3) and (3, 0, 3), (B, T ) = (900, 100), NT = n0 = 1, l0 = 1,

L = 5, τ = 0, channel estimation either ideal or estimated using iterative

LS channel estimation, SIR=0 and 5dB, matrix R iteratively estimated, 4

iterations, threshold for hard feedback is 0.5.
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ignores the interference. The performance of the latter one plateaus at a certain
BER level, while this is not observed with the former one.

The performance of the hybrid receiver that performs both iterative channel
and covariance matrix estimation using soft feedback is compared to the receiver
from [224] that uses hard feedback instead. In case of the receiver from [224]
the soft feedback estimate of the symbol bk(i) is compared with a threshold to
determine its reliability. If the soft estimate exceeds the threshold then the soft
value is replaced by the constellation point that is closest to it. Otherwise, the soft
value is set to zero. It can be seen that the soft feedback perform slightly better
that the hard feedback at relatively low Eb/N0 values. This is due to the fact
that in the former case the feedback estimates are not discarded, resulting in more
samples that are used to estimate both the channel and the interference covariance
matrix. On the other hand the performance is practically the same as with hard
feedback for moderate and high Eb/N0 values, due to the increased reliability of
the a posteriori estimates of the decoders.

The performance for (K,KI , NR) = (2, 1, 3) with perfect channel estimation
(”CSI known”) is also presented in Fig. 5.10 for comparison. The performance of
the receiver with iterative channel estimation is about 1dB worse than the known
channel case. It can also be noted that the gain from soft feedback is smaller
when the channel is perfectly known than when LS channel estimation is used.
This indicates that the total gain from the soft feedback comes both from gains in
channel estimation [270] and covariance matrix estimation. It should be noted that
although the soft feedback gain is not very large, the complexity of the receiver
using soft feedback is lower than with hard feedback. This is due to the fact that all
the symbols in the frame are considered to be reliable when soft feedback is applied
and no search for reliable symbols is required as in the case of hard feedback.

Also presented in Fig. 5.10 is the curve for the case (K,KI , NR) = (3, 0, 3)
when the interference is known (”All known”), i.e., belonging to the signals of
interest. In that case the explicit cancellation of the interfering signal is possible
and the performance is obviously improved. Perfect channel estimate for all users
is assumed for that scenario. The improvement is approximately 1dB from the
perfect channel information case with unknown interference at a BER of 10−2.

In Figs. 5.11 and 5.12, the BER of the PDF estimation based receiver vs.
per-antenna Eb/N0 is presented for L = 1 and L = 2 cases, respectively. The
non-iterative PDF estimation is used in these examples, since a long overhead
(T = 100) was used. For comparison, the performance of the SC-MMSE-MAP re-
ceiver for (n0, l0) = (1, 1) and iterative channel and covariance matrix estimation
is presented. In both cases, the proposed receiver significantly outperforms the
conventional one in (K,KI , NR) = (1, 2, 3) and (K,KI , NR) = (2, 1, 3) scenarios.
This is the consequence of the linear processing of the conventional SC-MMSE-
MAP receiver that does not take into account the actual structure of the UCCI.
The performance curve for the (K,KI , NR) = (3, 0, 3) scenario, when all the users
are to be detected is shown for comparison (indicated by ”all known”).

The performance is closer to the ”all known” case for L = 1 (frequency flat
fading) than for L = 2, and for KI = 1 than KI = 2. This is because the PDF of
(5.70) becomes more scattered in the LNR dimensional space with increased L and
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Fig. 5.11. BER vs. Eb/N0 performance of the ML iterative receiver, non-

iterative PDF estimation, (K, KI , NR) = (1, 2, 3) and (2, 1, 3), (B, T ) = (900, 100),

NT = 1, L = 1, iterative LS channel estimation, SIR=0dB, 4 iterations.
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Fig. 5.12. BER vs. Eb/N0 performance of the ML iterative receiver, non-

iterative PDF estimation, (K, KI , NR) = (1, 2, 3) and (2, 1, 3), (B, T ) = (900, 100),

NT = 1, L = 2, iterative LS channel estimation, SIR=0dB, 4 iterations.
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Fig. 5.13. BER vs. Eb/N0 performance of the ML iterative receiver, iterative

(feed.) and non-iterative (no feed.) PDF estimation, (K, KI , NR) = (1, 2, 3),

(B, T ) = (900, 100), (900, 20) and (900, 10), NT = 1, L = 2, iterative LS chan-

nel estimation, SIR=0dB, 4 iterations. Parameters for SC-MMSE-MAP are

(K, KI) = (3, 3) and (n0, l0) = (1, 1).

KI . It means that fewer samples x̂ (out of T+B available) effectively contribute to
the estimate p̂x(a) of px(a) in (5.71), which decreases the PDF estimation accuracy.
The increasedNR with fixed T and B also reduces the estimation inaccuracy due to
the increased dimensionality of x [196]. Its impact can, however, be compensated
for in part by (5.75) with an appropriate choice of optimal k0.

In Fig. 5.13, the BER performance of the ML receiver with iterative and non-
iterative PDF estimation is presented vs. per antenna Eb/N0. The considered sce-
narios are (K,KI , NR) = (1, 2, 3) and (K,KI , NR) = (2, 1, 3) with L = 2. It can
be found from Fig. 5.13 that the iterative PDF estimation-based receiver with a
short (T = 10 and 20) training sequence can achieve almost the same performance
as the non-iterative receiver with a long (T = 100) training sequence. It should
be emphasized that the reduction in overhead due to training by iterative PDF
estimation is rather significant.

Fig. 5.14 presents the SER and FER performance of the hybrid SC-MMSE-
MAP iterative receiver in an STTr coded system vs. per antenna Es/N0. Each
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Fig. 5.14. Performance of receiver #1 and #2 vs. per antenna Es/N0,
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(a) SER performance, (b) FER performance.
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user is equipped with NT = 2 transmit antennas and only joint detection in space
is considered. That results in receivers with either (n0, l0) = (1, 1), denoted as rec.
#1 or (n0, l0) = (2, 1), denoted as rec. #2, that correspond to the special case
described in Section 5.3.1.1. The assumed simulation scenario is (K,KI ,K) =
(1, 0, 1) with L = 5. It can be seen from Fig. 5.14 that the latter receiver performs
better than the former one, due to the preserved effective degrees of freedom. The
performance of both receivers is within 1.5dB of the ML bound.

In Figs. 5.15 and 5.16 the SER and FER performance of receivers #1 and #2 vs.
per antenna Es/N0 is shown for (K,KI , NR) = (3, 0, 3) with L = 5, respectively.
By comparing the results of Figs. 5.15 and 5.16 it can be seen that a simultaneous
increase in the number of users and number of receiver antennas results in an
even smaller performance difference between the performance of receiver #1 and
#2. This is due to the increased number of DoF caused by the larger number
of receive antennas. The performance in a multiuser scenario is the same as the
corresponding single user bound for sufficiently large Es/N0 values. Due to the
increased number of degrees of freedom the single user bound itself is only within
0.5 dB of the ML receiver’s performance.

Fig. 5.17 shows SER and FER performances of receiver #1 and #2 vs. per-
antenna Es/N0 for (K,KI , NR) = (2, 1, 3). It was assumed in this scenario that
the UCCI uses only a single antenna. The simulation results for two values of SIR7

are presented. In the cases of SIR equal to 3dB and 0dB the power of the signal
transmitted from the UCCI’s antenna was assumed to be the same as the power of
the signal from the single and two antennas of any of the desired users, respectively.
For comparison, the single-user bound described by (K,KI , NR) = (1, 0, 3) is
presented. It can be seen that both receivers are rather robust against the presence
of unknown interference in a wide range of Es/N0 values, for both SIR values.
Moreover, with SIR= 3dB the receivers can perfectly suppress the UCCI if the
Es/N0 value becomes large. This is due to the fact that after convergence the
receivers have enough effective degrees of freedom to separate and detect two
desired users’ signals and suppress one UCCI. It can also be seen from Fig. 5.17
that receivers #1 and #2 show very similar performance. This is due to the fact
that the soft feedback is relatively reliable and preserving one additional DoF is
of less significance.

In Fig. 5.18, SER and FER performances of both receivers (#1 and #2) are
presented vs. per-antenna Es/N0 for (K,KI , NR) = (2, 1, 3). In this scenario the
UCCI uses two antennas in the same way as the desired users. The curves are
plotted with SIR, frame length B, and channel decay exponent τ as parameters.
For comparison the single-user bound described by (K,KI , NR) = (1, 0, 3) is also
presented. It can be seen again that both receivers are robust against interference
over a wide range of Es/N0 values. However, due to the lack of effective degrees
of freedom the performance curves tend to saturate to an error floor with high
Es/N0 values. This can be solved in a straightforward manner by adding more
receive antennas. However, it should be noted from Fig. 5.18 that the error floor
can be reduced by increasing frame length while keeping the ratio T/B constant.
This behavior can be explained by two reasons: first, increasing the frame length

7The definition of SIR is based on the signal-to-UCCI ratio.
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Fig. 5.18. Performance of receiver #1 and #2 vs. per antenna Es/N0,

(K, KI , NR) = (2, 1, 3), (B, T ) = (150, 15)(FRM1) and (300, 30)(FRM2), NT = 2,

(n0, l0) = (1, 1) and (2, 1), SIR=0 and 3dB (two antennas used by UCCI), τ = 0

and ∞ : (a) SER performance, (b) FER performance.
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results in more samples for R estimation; second, the feedback becomes more
accurate with the increased frame length.

It can also be seen by comparing the results for τ → 0 and τ → ∞ from Fig.
5.18 that the gain from using receiver #2 is larger if the number of significant
multipath components is smaller. This is due to the fact that in the rich multipath
environment (τ → 0) the number of effective degrees of freedom is much smaller
than the number needed to perfectly suppress the UCCI. Therefore, preserving one
DoF with receiver #2 does not have any significant impact on its performance. On
the other hand, in flat-fading (τ →∞) the number of effective degrees of freedom is
comparable to the number needed to suppress the UCCI, and preserving one DoF
improves performance. The performance of both receivers improves with increased
SIR and in the absence of UCCI they are expected to approach the corresponding
single user bounds.

It is well known that the correlation between transmit and receive antennas
in a MIMO configuration is not desirable both from the transmit antenna signal
separation and from the channel capacity point of view [115]. In order to separate
the signals the channels between each transmit antenna are required to be suffi-
ciently different from each other. This is in practice achievable with sufficiently
spaced antennas and a rich scattering environment at both the transmitter and
receiver side. The signal separation capability of the MMSE space-time equalizer
described in this chapter directly depends on the spatial correlation. The results
of performance evaluation with spatial correlation as a parameter is presented in
Fig. 5.19, where the SER and FER performance of both receivers (#1 and #2) is
presented vs. per-antenna Es/N0 for (K,KI , NR) = (2, 1, 3). The UCCI again uses
two antennas in the same way as the desired users. Two extreme values of correla-
tion between transmit antenna elements of each user have been considered. In the
first case, the transmit antennas are assumed to be totally uncorrelated, while in
the second case they are assumed to be fully correlated8. It can be seen that in the
totaly uncorrelated case both receivers perform almost the same. However, in case
of fully correlated transmit antennas receiver #2 significantly outperforms receiver
#1. This is due to the fact that receiver #1 separates different transmit antennas
using MMSE filtering. On the other hand, receiver #2 separates transmit anten-
nas in the MAP block in an optimal manner. That, in turn, results in much more
robust performance of receiver #2 with respect to the fading correlation between
different transmit antennas. It should be mentioned that the correlated transmit
antennas of the UCCI are beneficial for the receiver performance, since the rank
of the matrix R becomes smaller.

In Fig. 5.20 the performance of the hybrid SC-MMSE-MAP receiver that per-
forms joint detection in time is shown in the presence of UCCI for (K,KI , NR) =
(2, 1, 3) and L = 2. In Fig. 5.20 the result is presented when UCCI transmits using
only one antenna corresponding to the SIR=3dB. The performance of the receivers
with (n0, l0) = (1, 1), (no joint detection), denoted as rec. #1 and (n0, l0) = (1, 2)
(joint detection in time), denoted as rec. #2 are compared. It can be seen that
the hybrid receiver that performs joint detection in time has significantly better

8It means that h
(1)
k = ... = h

(NT )
k . Such a scenario is equivalent to a hypothetical case of

infinitely small distance between transmit antenna elements.
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Fig. 5.19. Performance of receiver #1 and #2 vs. per antenna Es/N0,

(K, KI , NR) = (2, 1, 3), (B, T ) = (150, 15), NT = 2, SIR=0dB (two antennas used

by UCCI), τ = 0, transmit antennas either uncorrelated or fully correlated,

channels totally uncorrelated between different taps : (a) SER performance,

(b) FER performance.
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interference suppression capability, due to the preserved degrees of freedom.

5.3.4 Asymptotic performance analysis for an STTr coded
system

In the asymptotic case of ideal feedback (5.17) becomes

yk(i) = Πkβk(i) + HIuI(i) + n(i), i = T + 1, ..., B + T, (5.77)

since all the ISI and known CCI are removed by the soft-cancellation. The matrix
Πk is defined as

Πk = [h(1)
k , ...,h(NT )

k ]. (5.78)

We will assume that the signal yk(i) is filtered using the MMSE filter defined
in (5.40) for the special case of (n0, l0) = (NT , 1). We will also assume that the
first constraint from Appendix 4 is used in MMSE optimization. With these as-
sumptions the weighting matrix Wk becomes

Wk = R−1
covΠ

MMSE
k , (5.79)

where

ΠMMSE
k =

 h(1)
k

1 + h(1)
k

H
R−1

covh
(1)
k

, ...,
h(NT )

k

1 + h(NT )
k

H
R−1

covh
(NT )
k

 , (5.80)

and Rcov = RI +σ2I. Note that dependency on i is omitted from (5.79) and (5.80).
The equivalent Gaussian channel obtained after filtering is given as

zk(i) = Wk
Hyk(i) (5.81)

= Ωkβk(i) + Ψk(i),

where

Ωk = Wk
HΠk (5.82)

and

Θk = E{Ψk(i)Ψk
H(i)} = Wk

HRcovWk. (5.83)

The equivalent channel output defined by (5.81) and its parameters defined by
(5.82) and (5.83) are supplied to the SfISfO decoder. Let C and E be two different
codeword matrices of size NT × B and let us assume that C is transmitted. For
the given channel realization Πk the probability of erroneously deciding in favor
of E can be upper bounded by

P (C 7→ E|Ωk,Θk) ≤ e−
Pk
4σ2 d2(C,E|Ωk,Θk), (5.84)
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MMSE-MAP receiver with (n0, l0) = (2, 1), B = 150, ideal knowledge of co-

variance matrix R, L = 2, τ = 0.
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where

d2(C,E|Ωk,Θk) =
T+B∑

i=T+1

(ci − ei)HΩH
k Θ−1

k Ωk(ci − ei), (5.85)

with ci and ei being ith columns of C and E, respectively. It can be shown that

ΩH
k Θ−1

k Ωk = ΠH
k R−1

covΠk, (5.86)

which means that

d2(C,E|Ωk,Θk) = d2(C,E|Πk,RI). (5.87)

After incorporating (5.88) and (5.86) in (5.85) we obtain

d2(C,E|Πk,R) =
T+B∑

i=T+1

(ci − ei)HΠH
k (

RI

σ2
+ I)−1Πk(ci − ei), (5.88)

By adopting a similar approach as in [237] we can examine the properties of the
vector

(
RI

σ2
+ I)−

1
2 Πk(ci − ei). (5.89)

Since it is assumed that the entries of matrix H (and thereby of Πk as well) are
i.i.d. it can be concluded from (5.89) that the matrix (RI

σ2 +I)−1 has a similar effect
as a matrix defining a spatial correlation at the receiver side, which was considered
in [237]. Therefore, using the result of [237] and by performing a similar analysis, it
can be concluded that the upper bound of the pairwise error probability, obtained
after averaging over realizations of Πk equals

P (C 7→ E|RI) ≤ (
Pk

4σ2
)−sr((

RI
σ2 +I)−1)

s−1∏
i=0

λ
−r((

RI
σ2 +I)−1)

i (C,E) (5.90)

r((
RI
σ2 +I)−1)−1∏

j=0

λ−s
j ((

RI

σ2
+ I)−1),

where s is the transmit diversity order of STTrC, λi is the ith eigenvalue of the
error matrix C − E, λj is the jth eigenvalue of the matrix (RI

σ2 + I)−1 and r(·)
denotes the rank of a matrix. Let us now determine the rank and eigenvalues of the
matrix (RI

σ2 + I)−1. If λRI ,i denotes the ith eigenvalue of the matrix RI then the
ith eigenvalue of the matrix (RI

σ2 +I)−1 is equal to σ2

σ2−λRI ,i
. In the asymptotic case

of large SNR9 these eigenvalues can be either 0 (for λRI ,i 6= 0) or 1 (for λRI ,i = 0).
This, in turn, means that

r((
RI

σ2
+ I)−1) = LNR − r(RI), (5.91)

9Note that in the high SNR region the assumption of perfect SC is also more likely to be valid
than in the low SNR region.
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which finally yields

P (C 7→ E|RI) ≤ (
Pk

4σ2
)−s(LNR−r(RI)) (5.92)

s−1∏
i=0

λ
−(LNR−r(RI))
i (C,E).

Note that the expression above is conditioned on the matrix RI . However, from
the calculations above it can be seen that in the asymptotic case of large SNR the
eigenvalues and rank of the matrix (RI

σ2 + I)−1 are independent of the particular
realization of the matrix RI and therefore it can be written that

P (C 7→ E) ≤ (
Pk

4σ2
)−s(LNR−r(RI)) (5.93)

s−1∏
i=0

λ
−(LNR−r(RI))
i (C,E).

It can be concluded from (5.93) that comparing to the ideal case of perfect feedback
and no UCCI, when the fully achievable diversity gain is sLNR, in the presence of
UCCI the achievable diversity and coding gains are decreased by the rank r(RI)
of the interference covariance matrix. The performance of a receiver for different
interference conditions is presented in Fig. 5.21.

5.4 Summary and conclusions

The subject of this chapter was iterative receivers for joint multiuser detection,
equalization, channel estimation and unknown interference suppression in SDMA.
An SC-MMSE based generic iterative receiver was derived for convolutional and
STTr codes. We capitalized on the knowledge of [29], [218], [241] and [223] to
derive a generalization of the iterative SC-MMSE receiver for both convolutional
and STTr codes in frequency selective channels. It was shown that in the absence
of UCCI the proposed receiver is capable of achieving the corresponding single-
user bound both in convolutionally and STTr coded systems. These results are
summarized in Figs. 5.4, 5.6 and 5.7. Thereby, the number of required receive
antennas is lower or equal to the number of users and not to the total number
of transmit antennas, as opposed to the result obtained in [241] for flat fading
channel. Moreover, it was shown that in an STTr coded system the performance
of the multiuser receiver becomes closer to the ML bound as the number of users
and number of receive antennas simultaneously increase. This result is consistent
to that of [153] where the performance of ML detection in MIMO scenario was
considered.

The performance of the SC-MMSE receiver with iterative channel estimation
is evaluated in the presence of UCCI. The hard feedback based UCCI suppres-
sion method proposed in [224] is extended to the case of soft feedback. From the
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result presented in Fig. 5.10 it can be concluded that the receiver that ignores
the existence of the UCCI performs remarkably worse than the one that performs
interference suppression. Moreover, iterative channel estimation shows only about
a 1 dB degradation in performance compared to the perfect CSI case. Finally, soft
decision feedback has been shown to perform slightly better than hard feedback.

In the presence of UCCI the performance of a conventional low-complexity SC-
MMSE receiver is compared to the hybrid SC-MMSE-MAP receiver and to the
ML receiver. It was shown that the hybrid SC-MMSE-MAP iterative receiver can
offer better performance than the low complexity SC-MMSE receiver by jointly
detecting signals both in space and in time. This trend can be observed from Figs.
5.14–5.20. Note that this is consistent with the results obtained by decoupled
schemes [150, 151, 152] and with group ML detection [158]. However, the schemes
considered there are non-iterative and they do not employ a channel code. Note
that the fact that the receivers are iterative allows for MAP instead of pure ML
detection, due to the presence of a priori information. Moreover, the scheme pro-
posed in this chapter offers more flexibility in the choice of transmit antennas and
multipath components to be detected by MAP detection. It should also be noted
that the hybrid scheme performs much better than the conventional SC-MMSE
scheme for highly spatially correlated transmit antennas, as seen from Fig. 5.19.
On the other hand, the two schemes have very similar performance for uncorre-
lated transmit antennas. We also mention that a similar iterative receiver scheme
was proposed independently in [271] for the decoding of a BICM single user sys-
tem. However, the hybrid scheme is compared only to the low complexity matched
filter approximation turbo receiver of [232].

As mentioned above, in channels with low frequency selectivity the ML iter-
ative receiver has a potential of preserving the receiver’s DoF in the presence of
UCCI. This can be achieved by more accurate modelling of UCCI and estimation
of its PDF, since the CSI of the interference is not available. This fact was used
in [170, 171] and [216] in CDMA and [168] and [172] for equalization in narrow-
band systems. A method for non-parametric PDF estimation proposed in [172] is
extended in this thesis for use with space-time turbo equalization and multiuser
detection. It was shown in Figs. 5.11–5.13 that the ML receiver outperforms the
low complexity SC-MMSE receiver if the channel does not suffer from severe fre-
quency selectivity, and if the number of interferers is not significantly large. This
is due to the preserved diversity order of the ML receiver.

By establishing a correspondence with the work of [237] we show by asymptotic
performance analysis of the iterative receiver in an STTr-coded system that the
impact of the UCCI on the performance is similar to that of the spatial correlation
at the receiver side. That is, the diversity and coding gains achievable in the UCCI-
free scenario are decreased by a factor that depends on the rank of the interference
covariance matrix. This result is summarized in Fig. 5.21.



6 Practical considerations

In this chapter issues related to receiver complexity and performance sensitivity
related to non-ideal receiver operation and propagation environment changes are
considered. For that purpose a realistic channel model obtained through multidi-
mensional channel measurement campaigns is considered. How the measurement
data can be used is described in Section 6.1. In reality, path energy is likely to
be concentrated in a certain period of the channel delay profile, and this part
makes the primary contributions to the performance. Therefore, the rest of the
delay profile may be cancelled by estimating the corresponding covariance matrix,
by which significant complexity reduction can be expected. A reduced complexity
receiver based on these assumptions is derived in Section 6.2. The performance de-
pendency of this receiver on imperfect timing estimation is studied in Section 6.3.
Finally, the performance dependency on spatial antenna correlation is considered
in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 concludes this chapter.

6.1 Performance evaluation using field measurement data

Understanding receiver behavior and evaluating its performance in realistic situ-
ations is of great importance. The receiver performance obtained using different
channel models [38, 272] is one possible way of evaluating receiver performance.
The drawback of these methods, however, is that it results in the average per-
formance over a set of channel realizations conditioned on the fixed parameters
of the model. Moreover, an inaccurate model results in a performance estimate
that does not reflect performance in a realistic environment. Another possibility
is to evaluate the performance using a realistic channel impulse response obtained
directly through measurement campaigns. The advantage of this approach com-
pared to the one based on models is that the results actually reflect a practical
situation. Therefore, the need for prototyping is set back to the only stage of im-
plementation where a system’s operability has to be verified in real field tests. The
drawback of this method, however, is that the performance result is specific only
for a considered measurement scenario and propagation environment.
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Table 6.1. Parameters of the measurement campaign for Section 6.

Measurement frequency 5GHz

Transmitter uniform circular array, 16 antennas, spacing of 0.5λ

Receiver uniform linear array, 8 antennas, spacing of 0.4λ

Transmitter height 2.1 m

Receiver height 1.67 m

Measurement bandwidth 120MHz

Transmit and receive root Nyquist raised cosine,
filter roll-off factor 0.25

Data rate 20 Msymb/sec

Number of multipath
components after L = 24
receive filtering

In this thesis field measurement data is used to evaluate receiver performance
dependency on practical channel impairments. The channel impulse response data
is obtained by using a multidimensional channel sounder, described in detail in
[273, 258] and Table 6.1.

The measurement campaign that was considered in this thesis took place at a
courtyard of the Ilmenau University of Technology, Germany. The measurement
route and positions of the transmitter and receiver are illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The
receiver was stationary during measurement, while the transmitter was moving at
a walking speed. Three different regions can be identified along the route. First,
the static non-line-of-sight (S-NLOS) region, where the transmitter was stationary
and the line-of-sight (LOS) was obstructed by a metal container. Second, the
dynamic NLOS (D-NLOS) region, where the transmitter was moving but LOS
was still obstructed. Third, the LOS region, where LOS between the transmitter
and receiver exists. Details about spatio-temporal structure of the channel in the
given measurement area can be found in [258].

The signal having a certain data rate to be transmitted was upsampled and
filtered using a transmitter filter to form a signal whose bandwidth is adjusted
to the measurement equipment bandwidth. The upsampled and filtered signal
was then convoluted with the measured channel impulse responses to produce the
received signal samples. The received signal was again convoluted with the receiver
filter and finally downsampled to the original data rate. Thereby, the equivalent
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Fig. 6.1. Map of the measurement area: transmitter (UCA) is moving along

the route, receiver (ULA) is fixed. In the first part of the measurement route

the LOS is obstructed by the metal container. Total number of measurement

snapshots is 108. Snapshots 1− 16 correspond to S-NLOS, 17− 51 to D-NLOS

and 52− 108 to LOS.

symbol-spaced channel impulse response coefficients are obtained as a convolution
of the transmit filter, measured channel impulse response and the receive filter. The
obtained symbol-spaced channel impulse response was then used to form channel
matrix H, defined in Section 5.1.

6.2 Reduced complexity turbo receiver based on dominant
components of the CIR

In this section, a low complexity receiver that takes into account only a part of
the channel impulse response will be derived. The justification for this approach
lies in the fact that in many practical situations only a part of the channel impulse
response carries most of the signal energy. For simplicity of notation, only a single
user system will be considered, resulting in K = 1 and KI = 0, and dependency
on the user index will be omitted. We will assume that Leff out of L multipath
components are taken into account while detecting the signals, and the choice of
these components is made a priori. Note that in general for different transmit-
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receive antenna pairs multipath components at different delays may be selected.
Let us rewrite (5.1) so as to take into account only a part of the channel impulse
response of length Leff

yeff (i) = Heffu(i) + neff (i), (6.1)

where yeff ∈ C(LNR)eff×1, Heff ∈ C(LNR)eff×NT (2L−1) and neff ∈ C(LNR)eff×1

are defined as follows:

• Heff is obtained by taking only those rows of the matrix H for which at
least one of the column elements indexed from NT (L − 1) to NT (L − 1) +
n0 − 1 belongs to the set of significant multipath components. Note that in
general the number of selected rows (LNR)eff will vary between Leff and
min{LNR, n0Leff}

• yeff (i) and neff (i) are obtained by taking only those elements of the vectors
y(i) and n(i), respectively, which correspond to the selected rows of the
matrix H.

Eq. (6.1) can now be rewritten as

yeff (i) = Hdu(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired

+ Huu(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference

+ neff (i), (6.2)

where Hd ∈ C(LNR)eff×NT (2L−1) denotes a matrix in which non-significant multi-
path components are equal to zero, and Hu ∈ C(LNR)eff×NT (2L−1) is the matrix
of interference, defined by

Hu = Heff −Hd. (6.3)

In a special case which will be considered in numerical results, the Leff con-
secutive multipath components will be regarded as significant, and their tim-
ing will be assumed to be the same for all transmit-receive antenna pairs. Then
Hd ∈ CLeff NR×NT (2L−1) and HI ∈ CLeff NR×NT (2L−1) become

Hd =

 0 . . . 0 H(P ) . . . H(L− E + 1) . . . 0 0 . . . 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...
...

0 . . . 0 0 . . . H(P ) . . . H(L− E + 1) 0 . . . 0


and

Hu =

 H(0). . .H(P − 1) 0 . . . 0H(L− E). . .H(L− 1) . . . 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...
...

0 . . . H(0) . . .H(P − 1)0 . . . 0 H(L− E). . .H(L− 1)


with the first P and last E paths not being taken into account, Leff paths taken
into account and L = P + Leff + E.

The hybrid SC-MMSE-MAP receiver from Section 5.3.1 will be derived under
the assumptions above and for the special case of joint detection only in space for
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which l0 = 1. Without loss of generality, derivation is shown for the first set of
transmit antennas. For simplicity of notation dependency on the user index k is
omitted.

Soft cancellation. Let us denote by ũ(i) the vectors that are obtained by re-
placing the elements of u(i) by their soft estimates. The soft estimates are, in
general, obtained groupwise. For example the soft estimates corresponding to the
first antenna set are defined as

β̃
<1>

(i) =
∑

α<1>
q ∈Qn0

α<1>
q P ext

2 (β<1>(i) = α<1>
q ), (6.4)

where β<1>(i) ∈ Cn0×1 is defined by

β<1>(i) = [b(1)(i), ..., b(n0)(i)]T . (6.5)

As before, P ext
2 (β<1>(i) = αq) denotes the extrinsic information obtained after

SfISfO decoding.
Let us denote with u<1>(i) the vector which contains soft estimates of the

signals that correspond to the n0 transmit antennas of the first antenna set. The
vector u<1>(i) can be represented by

u<1>(i) = ũ(i)− ũ(i)� e<1>, (6.6)

where

e<1> = [ 0, ..., 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(L−1)NT

, 1, ..., 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n0

0, ..., 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
LNT−n0

]T . (6.7)

After performing soft cancellation one obtains

y<1>(i) = yeff (i)− Ĥdu<1>(i), i = T + 1, ..., B + T, (6.8)

where Ĥd denotes the channel estimate obtained using either only pilot sequence
u(i), i = 1, ..., T or both the pilot and soft estimates (see Appendix 3).

MMSE filtering to suppress UCCI and residual interference. The signals contained
in β<1>(i), are jointly detected by filtering the signal y<1>(i) using a linear MMSE
filter whose weighting matrix W<1>(i) satisfies the following criterion

[W<1>(i),A<1>(i)] = arg min
W∈CLeff NR×n0 ,

A∈Cn0×n0

||WHy<1>(i)−AHβ<1>(i)||2. (6.9)

Under the first constraint described in Appendix 4 the vector W<1>(i) becomes
equal to

W<1>(i) =

[
M<1>(i)−1h(1)

1 + h(1)HM<1>(i)−1h(1)
...

M<1>(i)−1h(n0)

1 + h(n0)
HM<1>(i)−1h(n0)

]
, (6.10)

where

M<1>(i) = ĤdΛ<1>(i)ĤH
d + R̂︸ ︷︷ ︸

Rcov

−
n0∑

n=1

h(n)h(n)H
, (6.11)
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and h(n) is the [(L − 1)NT + n]th column of matrix Ĥd. Matrix R̂ denotes an
estimate of the covariance matrix of the interference-plus-noise defined as

R = E{Hd(ueff (i)− u<1>(i))uH
eff (i)HH

u (6.12)

+ Huueff (i)(ueff (i)− u<1>(i))HHH
d

+ Huueff (i)uH
eff (i)HH

u + neff (i)nH
eff (i)}

= HdΛ<1>(i)HH
u + HuΛ<1>(i)HH

d + HuHH
u + σ2I.

The matrix Λ<1>
k (i) is defined as

Λ<1>(i) = E{[ueff (i)− u<1>(i)][ueff (i)− u<1>(i)]H} (6.13)
= E{ueff (i)ueff

H(i)} − E{u<1>(i)u<1>(i)}
= diag{∆<1>(i+ L− 1), ...,∆<NT /n0>(i+ L− 1),
... ∆<1>(i− L+ 1), ...,∆<NT /n0>(i− L+ 1)}
= E{[ueff (i)− u<1>(i)]uH

eff (i)}
= E{ueff (i)[ueff (i)− u<1>(i)]H},

where

∆<1>(i− l) = E{β<1>(i− l)β<1>(i− l)
H}−̃β

<1>
(i− l)β̃

<1>
(i− l)

H

, (6.14)

with

E{β<1>(i− l)β<1>(i− l)
H} =

∑
α<1>

q ∈Qn0

α<1>
q α<1>

q
H
P ext

2 (β<1>(i− l) = α<1>
q ),(6.15)

for l 6= 0 and

∆<1>(i− l) = E{β<1>(i− l)β<1>(i− l)
H}, (6.16)

with

E{β<1>(i)β<1>(i)
H} =

∑
α<1>

q ∈Qn0

α<1>
q α<1>

q
H
, (6.17)

for l = 0.
Estimation of the covariance matrix of the UCCI plus noise. In order to exactly

calculate the covariance matrix R, the matrix HI (or its estimate) is needed. In
this thesis, instead for practical reasons, we use the time-average approximation
of the matrix, as follows

R̂ =
1
T

T∑
i=1

(yeff (i)− Ĥdu(i))(yeff (i)− Ĥdu(i))H . (6.18)
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In second and subsequent iterations soft feedback can be used for estimation to-
gether with the training sequence, as follows

R̂ =
1
T

T∑
i=1

(yeff (i)− Ĥdu(i))(yeff (i)− Ĥdu(i))H (6.19)

+
1
B

T+B∑
i=T+1

(yeff (i)− Ĥdu(i))(yeff (i)− Ĥdu(i))H ,

where u(i) denotes the soft feedback vector. Its elements are obtained by replacing
the corresponding elements of u(i) by their soft estimates, which in general are
obtained groupwise. More precisely, the soft estimates corresponding to the first
group and time instant i are defined as

β̃
<1>

k (i) =
∑

α<1>
q ∈Qn0

α<1>
q P app

2 (β<1>
k (i) = α<1>

q ), (6.20)

where P app
2 denotes a posteriori information obtained after SfISfO decoding.

Derivation of the equivalent Gaussian channel. Assuming that the MMSE filter
output z<1>(i) ∈ Cn0×1 can be viewed as the output of the equivalent Gaussian
channel [265] we can write

z<1>(i) = W<1>H
(i)y<1>(i) (6.21)

= Ω<1>(i)β<1>(i) + Ψ<1>(i),

where matrix Ω<1>(i) ∈ Cn0×n0 contains the gains of the equivalent channel
defined as

Ω<1>(i) = E{z<1>(i)β<1>H
(i− l)} = W<1>H

(i)Π<1>, (6.22)

with Π<1> = [h(1) . . .h(n0)]. The vector Ψ<1>(i) ∈ Cn0×1 is the equivalent addi-
tive Gaussian noise with covariance matrix

Θ<1>(i) = E{Ψ<1>(i)Ψ<1>H
(i)} (6.23)

= W<1>H
(i)RcovW<1>(i).

The same procedure is repeated for all NT /n0 sets of transmit antennas that
are jointly detected. The outputs of the equivalent channels z<γ>(i) and their
parameters Ω<γ>(i) and Θ<γ>(i) for γ = 1, ..., NT /n0 are passed to the MAP
block that produces extrinsic information necessary for SfISfO decoding. The MAP
block and symbol level SfISfO decoder are described in more detail in Sections 5.3.1
and 5.2.4.

6.3 Interference suppression to reduce sensitivity to timing
offset

One very important issue in broadband wireless access using single carrier commu-
nications is to determine the correct symbol timing and correspondingly correct
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equalizer coverage. In this section the sensitivity of the receivers proposed in Sec-
tion 6.2 to timing offset will be studied. For that purpose a single measurement
snapshot is selected from the measurement data set. Figs. 6.2 (a) and (b) present
the channel impulse responses from the transmit antenna elements #1 and #8
to each of the receive antenna elements #1, #4 and #7 for snapshot #50. This
scenario results in (NT , NR) = (2, 3). It is assumed that each transmit-receive an-
tenna pair is subject to power control so that the total received power per each
link is equal and normalized so that

P (n)
L−1∑
l=0

||h(n)
m (l)||2 = 1, n = 1, ..., NT ,m = 1, ..., NR. (6.24)

Fig. 6.3 presents the receiver’s BER performance vs. Es/N0, with the number
of significant multipath components Leff = 3, while equalizer window starting
position P is a parameter. Thereby, the received signal power totalled over all
L = 24 paths was used when defining Es/N0. Simulations were performed until 100
frame errors are collected. The receiver with n0 = 1 (antenna by antenna detection)
is denoted as rec. #1 and the receiver with n0 = 2 (joint antenna detection with
antenna separation using MAP block) is denoted as rec. #2. For comparison, the
performance of a receiver that ignores the existence of non-significant multipath
components is presented as well, and is referred to as rec. #3. This receiver makes
an assumption that the covariance matrix R of the interference-plus-noise reduces
to the covariance matrix of noise only, i.e., σ2I.

As can be seen from Fig. 6.3 the minimum BER value is obtained with the
parameter P = 3. It is also found in Fig. 6.3 that receivers #1 and #2 perform
very similarly, due to the fact that snapshot #50 belongs to the D-NLOS region,
where the spatial spread at the transmitter is relatively large. If the synchronism
is maintained perfectly (P= 3) the performance of rec. #1 and #2 is almost the
same as that of rec. #3, since most of the received signal power is concentrated
in the significant portion of the channel impulse response, and the energy from
the significant portion falls into the equalizer coverage. However, in cases where
P = 2 or P = 4 rec. #3’s performance is significantly degraded and it plateaus at
a certain BER level. However, the receivers which estimate the covariance matrix
(rec. #1 and rec. #2) can significantly reduce the remaining interference compo-
nents and they can achieve relatively low BER values for sufficiently large Es/N0.
Thereby, the performance sensitivity to the timing offset is significantly reduced.

6.4 Joint detection to reduce receiver sensitivity to spatial
correlation

The basic assumption made in SDMA is that the channels of different transmit an-
tenna elements are sufficiently different from each other. This, in turn, enables the
MMSE-based receivers defined in Section 5.3.1 and 6.2 to separate signals coming
from different transmit antennas of the SOI and suppress interference coming from
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Fig. 6.2. Symbol-spaced channel impulse responses observed after the receive

filter and downsampling, snapshot #50, normalized so as to satisfy (6.24): (a)

from transmit antenna #1 to the receive antennas #1, #4 and #7, (b) from

transmit antenna #2 to the receive antennas #1, #4 and #7.
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the unwanted users. The difference between the channels of different transmit an-
tennas depends on many factors describing the propagation environment. Some of
them are antenna separation, carrier frequency, number and positions of scatterers
in the vicinity of the transmitter and receiver, angles of departure, arrival of radio
waves etc. In order to assess the performance of receivers in realistic environments
different channel models can be used. While the common purpose of all the models
is to describe different propagation conditions with a finite set of parameters, the
fundamental difference between them is whether they are deterministic [274] or
stochastic [272] in nature. As mentioned above, the receiver’s performance in this
section is evaluated directly using measurement data. The measurement data is
also used to determine a spatial correlation at the transmitter, which is then used
as a parameter describing different propagation environments. Note that a special
correlation is specific for stochastic models. However, in this section the spatial
correlation is defined in a way that best suites the receiver structure, and it is
slightly different from the commonly adopted stochastic channel models based on
correlation [272].

Let us denote with Π a matrix containing channel impulse responses from every
transmit antenna to all receive antennas

Π = [h(1), ...,h(NT )] ∈ CLNR×NT . (6.25)

We define correlation matrix RMIMO as follows

RMIMO =

 ρ(1,1) . . . ρ(1,NT )

...
...

ρ(NT ,1) . . . ρ(NT ,NT )

 ∈ CNT×NT ,

where

ρ(n1,n2) =
E{h(n1)

H
h(n2)}

E{||h(n1)||2}E{||h(n2)||2}
(6.26)

denotes correlation between the vectors h(n1) and h(n2). An estimate of ρ(n1,n2) is
obtained by using measurement data as follows

ρ(n1,n2) =
1
S

S∑
s=1

h(n1)
s

H
h(n2)

s

||h(n1)
s ||2||h(n2)

s ||2
, (6.27)

where h(n1)
s and h(n2)

s denote the sth measurement snapshot which corresponds
to the vectors h(n1) and h(n2), with S being the number of available snapshots
corresponding to a certain propagation environment.

In Fig. 6.4 the estimate of the matrix RMIMO, obtained by replacing its el-
ements given by (6.26) with their estimates defined by (6.27), is presented for
three regions along the measurement route. The measurement route is described
in Section 6. It can be concluded that the correlations between different transmit
antenna elements are much higher in the LOS than in the D-NLOS and S-NLOS
regions. This can be explained by the fact that in the LOS region the angular
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spread at the transmitter is much lower than in the D-NLOS and S-NLOS regions,
which is known to have a direct impact on the antenna correlation [268].

Fig. 6.5 presents bit error rate performance vs. the measurement snapshot in-
dex. The effective number Leff of multipath components is kept constant for all
snapshots and chosen to be 11. The optimal timing P was determined for each
snapshot separately by sliding the timing window along the channel impulse re-
sponse vector and timing optimality P = Popt was defined such that the total
received power contained in a window of length Leff is maximized, as

Popt = arg max
P

P+Leff−1∑
l=P

NR∑
m=1

NT∑
n=1

||h(n)
m (l)||2. (6.28)

The signal power is then controlled so that the total received power for each
transmit-receive antenna pair is equal to unity for each snapshot. The antenna
elements #1 and #8 of the transmit uniform circular array (UCA) and element #1
of the receive uniform linear array (ULA) were used at the transmitter and receiver
sides, respectively, resulting in the radio network topology (NT , NR) = (2, 1).
Simulations for each snapshot were performed until 100 frame errors took place.

It is found in Fig. 6.5 that the performance of rec. #1 is far better in the NLOS
region than in the LOS region. On the contrary, rec. #2’s performance is almost
constant regardless of the propagation condition. This is due to the larger spa-
tial spread at the transmitter side in the NLOS region resulting in lower spatial
correlation among the transmit antenna elements. Since receiver #1 performs spa-
tial separation of transmit antenna elements’ streams using MMSE filtering, its
performance is better in the NLOS case. The superiority of receiver #2 is due
to the joint detection of signals transmitted using two transmit antenna elements.
Thereby, the separation of two transmit antennas’ signals is performed in the MAP
block itself instead of in the MMSE receiver. The improvement achieved by rec.
#2 over rec. #1 is larger in the LOS region. Therefore, preserving the degrees of
freedom of the MMSE receiver by joint detection is more beneficial in LOS than
in NLOS regions. Note that a similar effect was observed in the multiuser scenario
described in Fig. 5.19 of Section 5.3.3, where the antennas of a single user were
assumed to be either totally uncorrelated or fully correlated.

For comparison the performance of the receiver defined in Section 6.2 which uses
a MAP block in the same way as in Section 5.2.2 is also shown in Fig. 6.5. The
receiver is denoted as rec. #4. It is shown that receiver #4 outperforms both of
the previously mentioned receivers, showing very robust behavior regardless of the
environment. This is due to the fact that receiver #4 separates different transmit
antennas in the SfISfO decoder itself, and not in the MMSE or MAP block. The
STTr code, in turn is known to be rather robust against spatial correlation.

6.5 Summary and conclusions

The performance sensitivity of the turbo equalizer for an STTr-coded system to
channel impairments and receiver imperfections was studied in this chapter. First,
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sensitivity to spatial correlation at the transmitter side was studied. Second, sen-
sitivity to imperfect timing estimation was considered.

It was shown that the receiver that relies on antenna separation using MMSE
criterion performs relatively well in a rich scattering environment, as can be seen
from Fig. 6.5. However, in cases with relatively high antenna correlation it suffers
from performance degradation. This behavior is inherent for MMSE processing
which performs the separation of transmit antennas’ signals by linear combin-
ing [161]. On the other hand, the receiver that performs joint antenna detection
performs almost equally well in both environments and at least as good as the
antenna-by-antenna based receiver. The reason for this behavior is twofold. First,
ML detection is known to be robust to spatial correlation, which causes only SNR
loss but not diversity loss [275]. Second, the STTr code itself is known to be robust
against spatial correlation [239].

Low complexity turbo receivers that exploit only the significant portions of the
channel impulse response were proposed. They are shown to perform reasonably
well even with a very small portion of the CIR taken into account in the detection
process. In cases of imperfect timing the receivers that take into account the in-
terference originating from the remaining multipath components are shown to be
much less sensitive to the timing offset than the receiver that simply ignores the
existence of the interference. By suppressing interference the receiver can perform
reasonably well in the presence of a timing offset equal to even several symbol
durations, as can be seen from Fig. 6.3. This comes at the expense of an increased
SNR requirement, which can be handled by appropriate power control. On the
other hand, the receiver that ignores the existence of the interference becomes
useless even with a slight timing offset.



7 Conclusions and future work

7.1 Summary and conclusions

Iterative (turbo) receivers for interference suppression and cancellation in channel
coded CDMA and SDMA systems were studied in this thesis. The literature on
non-iterative and iterative interference suppression and cancellation algorithms
was reviewed in Chapter 2. A unified system model for both CDMA and SDMA
was given in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 focused on unknown interference suppression and cancellation al-
gorithms in CDMA overlay systems. In the first part of Chapter 4, a linear
interpolation-based iterative receiver for NBI and WBI interference cancellation
in overlay situations was proposed and analyzed. A self-reconfigurable scheme for
NBI and WBI cancellation is adjusted for use in an iterative (turbo) receiver with
turbo codes. Interference was assumed to be a digitally modulated tone, that may
have come from the same or a competing communication system. The worst case
scenario of the interference bandwidth being the same as that of the SOI was
considered. A single user scenario was used.

A simple theoretical performance analysis showed that the scheme has a great
potential for performance improvement over the non-iterative receiver. However, it
was shown that this improvement becomes significant only in large SINR regions.
Since the operating SINR point in an CDMA overlay situation is usually low, the
iteration gain is not significant. Moreover, a channel code’s operating point usually
lies in a low SINR region. Another important observation is that the iteration gain
is more significant if the processing gain is smaller.

In the second part of Chapter 4 the interference is assumed to come from many
interfering sources transmitting in an uncoordinated fashion. In this case a sta-
tistical model of the interference is more appropriate than the deterministic one.
Therefore, Middleton’s class A model was used. Worst case1 of interference be-
ing independent between different diversity branches is considered. A problem of
interference mitigation becomes equal to that of the estimation of the PDF of
the interference. A new detection-decoding scheme, based on type-based detection

1In terms of performance.
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and LogMap decoding, is proposed, which requires neither knowledge of the noise
distribution nor SNR estimation prior to decoding.

A comparative simulation study of a type-based detector and optimal receivers
was conducted in a turbo-coded DS-SS system with AWGN, and Middleton’s class
A interference. Close-to-optimal performance of the type-based detector was ob-
tained in all kinds of interference scenarios both in static and i.i.d Rayleigh fading
channels. The performance loss compared to the optimal case is within the span
of 0.5 dB in a static channel and 2 dB in a Rayleigh fading channel.

The iterative receiver that uses decoder outputs to improve the interference
PDF estimation was shown to outperform the non-iterative one, especially for
short training sequences, thereby improving the bandwidth efficiency of the sys-
tem. An important observation is that the type-based receiver was shown to be
relatively robust to the number of interference sources and to their distances from
the receiver.

The focus of Chapter 5 was on iterative receivers for joint multiuser detection,
equalization and unknown interference suppression in SDMA. In the first part
of Chapter 5 the iterative cancellation of known interference was studied, where
the term ’known’ denotes multiple access interference (or co-channel interference)
and inter-symbol interference. An SC-MMSE-based generic iterative receiver was
derived for convolutional and STTr codes. In the second part of Chapter 5 the
suppression of unknown interference was considered in more detail. The term ”un-
known” was used to describe digitally modulated interference coming either from
the neighboring cell or from the undetected users of the same cell.

It was shown that in the absence of UCCI the receivers are capable of achieving
the corresponding single-user bounds both in convolutionally and STTr-coded sys-
tems. Thereby, the number of required receive antennas is equal to the number of
users and not to the total number of transmit antennas. The iterative SC-MMSE
receiver with STTr codes was shown to be capable of handling overloaded situa-
tions where the number of users exceeds the number of receive antennas. This result
complements the results from the literature where similar findings were shown for
convolutional codes.

In the presence of UCCI the performance of a conventional low-complexity SC-
MMSE receiver was compared to the hybrid SC-MMSE-MAP receiver and to the
SC/ML receiver. It was shown that the hybrid SC-MMSE-MAP iterative receiver
can offer better performance than the low complexity SC-MMSE receiver. This can
be achieved by the joint detection of signals in space and time. In channels with
low frequency selectivity the SC/ML iterative receiver has a potential of preserving
the receiver’s DoF in the presence of UCCI. This can be achieved by more accurate
modelling of UCCI and estimation of its PDF. A method for non-parametric PDF
estimation was presented. It was shown that the SC/ML receiver outperforms the
low complexity SC-MMSE receiver if the channel does not suffer from too severe
frequency selectivity, and if the number of interferers is not too large.

Asymptotic performance analysis of the iterative receiver in an STTr-coded
system shows that the impact of the UCCI on the performance is similar to that
of the spatial correlation at the receiver side. That is, the diversity and coding
gains achievable in a UCCI-free scenario are decreased by a factor that depends
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on the rank of the interference covariance matrix.
In Chapter 6, a low complexity hybrid SC-MMSE-MAP receiver that takes into

account only the most dominant components of the CIR was proposed. The per-
formance sensitivity of a low complexity hybrid SC-MMSE-MAP turbo equalizer
for an STTr-coded system to receiver imperfections and propagation environment
changes was studied. In order to assess the receiver performance in a real field test,
channel measurement data was used. First, sensitivity to spatial correlation at the
transmitter side was studied. Second, sensitivity to imperfect timing estimation
was considered.

It was shown that the conventional iterative receiver that relies on antenna sep-
aration using SC and MMSE filtering performs relatively well in a rich scattering
environment. However, in cases with relatively high antenna correlation it suffers
from performance degradation. On the other hand, the hybrid SC-MMSE-MAP
receiver that performs joint antenna detection performs almost equally well in both
environments and at least as good as the conventional SC-MMSE receiver.

The low complexity hybrid receiver was shown to perform reasonably well even
with a rather small portion of the CIR taken into account in the detection process.
In cases of imperfect timing the receiver that suppresses the interference originating
from the remaining multipath components was shown to be much less sensitive
to the timing offset than the receiver that simply ignores the existence of the
interference. By suppressing interference the receiver can perform reasonably well
with a timing offset equal to even several symbol durations. This comes at the
expense of increased required SNR, which can be handled by appropriate power
control. On the other hand, the receiver that ignores existence of the interference
becomes useless even with a slight timing offset.

7.2 Future research directions

In the second part of Chapter 4, the interference model assumed independent noise
observations between different diversity branches (multipaths and receive anten-
nas). This assumption gives the worst performance in the error rate sense, and
non-linear receivers which can exploit spatio-temporal dependency are of great
interest. A type detection-based receiver might be capable of exploiting this ad-
ditional information, but the number of training samples needed might be pro-
hibitively large. This is due to the fact that the joint PDF of all interference
components has to be estimated. On the other hand, kernel-smoothing techniques
might offer a reasonable tradeoff between performance and complexity. The fact
that the PDF-estimation based receivers are robust to the number of interference
sources and their distances from the receiver can be used to handle different col-
lision situations in WLANs, thereby reducing the need for carrier sensing. This
topic deserves more study.

Further improvements of the hybrid SC-MMSE-MAP receiver would be possible
based on appropriate selection algorithms, which would select significant portions
of the channel impulse response in space and time based on certain optimization
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criteria. That would enable us to maximize error rate performance or to maximize
capacity with the available computational complexity. Another important issue
to be considered is the estimation of the amount of UCCI in order to be able to
predict the complexity increase due to the signal processing needed to mitigate
the estimated UCCI while keeping the performance at a certain level.

A further reduction of complexity in turbo receivers can be achieved by use of
adaptive filtering or FDE and it will certainly gain considerable attention in the
future. Hybrid receivers with FDE and joint MAP detection in space would be an
interesting future topic as well. Recent advances in the complexity reduction of ML
receivers in terms of sphere decoding or minimum error rate linear receivers could
be used to reduce complexity of the MAP part of the hybrid receiver and make it
even more attractive for practical applications. Similarly, complexity reduction of
the kernel-smoothing method presented in Chapter 5 would be possible by taking
only those samples that are in the vicinity of the point for which the PDF is
calculated.

Recent developments in the area of space-time coding may be used to achieve
more accurate soft cancellation, which would in turn result in a less complex re-
ceiver. Iterative receiver convergence properties with different channel coding and
decoding schemes as well as different channel realizations would give an important
insight into the receiver requirements in order to achieve the required level of ro-
bustness. Performance evaluation of the proposed receivers in a cellular scenario
is also required to determine their practical applicability. The proposed hybrid
receiver offers a significant design flexibility in terms of complexity and robust-
ness against both intra-cell and inter-cell interference. Performance evaluation in
a real field test and in a multi-cell environment would be a significant step forward
towards the long desired goal - a frequency reuse factor of one.
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Derivation of likelihoods for the type-based
iterative receiver

From the definition of P̂αq,yΞ(i) and for constant G it can easily be concluded that

lim
TG→∞

P̂αqyΞ(i)(q) = P̂αqne(q), (A1.1)

from where it can be concluded that

lim
TG→∞

D(P̂yΞ(i)||P̂αqyΞ(i)) = D(P̂yΞ(i)||P̂αqnd
). (A1.2)

Due to the noise independence it holds that

log P̂αqnd
(yΞ(i)) =

G−1∑
j=0

log P̂αqnd
(xj(i)) = (A1.3)

∑
q∈ΞLcNR

P̂yΞ(i)(q) log P̂αqnd
(q),

that after elementary calculations becomes

log P̂αqnd
(yΞ(i)) = G(H(P̂yΞ(i))−D(P̂yΞ(i)||P̂αqnd

(yΞ(i)))), (A1.4)

where H denotes entropy.
Now we prove that the second part on the right hand side of (A1.4) diminishes

for large T . According to the definition of the Kullback-Leibler distance, after
substituting the expression for P̂αqyΞ(i) and simple calculations we have

lim
T→∞

TD(P̂αq
||P̂αqyΞ(i)) =

lim
T→∞

∑
q∈ΞLcNR

P̂αq (q)T log
P̂αq

(q)
T

T+1 (P̂αq (q) + 1
T P̂yΞ(i)(q))

. (A1.5)

Applying l’Hopital’s rule to the expression above and assuming that for large T

there holds dP̂αq

dT = 0, it is easy to obtain

lim
T→∞

TD(P̂αq ||P̂αqyΞ(i)) = 0. (A1.6)
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Finally, for T →∞ and G = const we can write

log P̂αqnd
(yΞ(i)) = G(H(P̂yΞ(i))− Sαq

(i)). (A1.7)

In the special case of i.i.d noise between different diversity branches the estimate
of the log P̂αqnd

(yΞ(i)) can be obtained as

log P̂αqnd
(yΞ(i)) =

LNR∑
j=1

G(H(P̂
y

(j)
Ξ (i)

)− S(j)
αq

(i)), (A1.8)

where P̂
y

(j)
Ξ (i)

and S(j)
αq (i) are one dimensional types and decision variables, respec-

tively. They are obtained by repeating exactly the same procedure as described
above LcNR times for the special case of LcNR = 1.
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Iterative channel estimation

For the purpose of channel estimation we will introduce a different system model
notation than in the main body of the paper, following [270] for convenience of
notation. Starting from (5.1) we collect the received signal samples at the mth
receive antenna into the vector qm ∈ C(T+∆+L−1)×1 given by

qm = [rm(1), . . . , rm(T + ∆ + L− 1)]T (A2.1)
= Bgm + BIgm,I + νm,

B = [B1, . . . ,BN ],
BI = [BN+1, . . . ,BN+NI

], (A2.2)
gm = [gT

m,1, . . . ,g
T
m,N ]T , (A2.3)

gm,I = [gT
m,N+1, . . . ,g

T
m,N+NI

]T . (A2.4)

In the first iteration ∆ = 0 (no soft feedback is available), in the subsequent
iterations ∆ = B, and

Bn =


sn 0 . . . 0
0 sn . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . sn

 ∈ C(T+∆+L−1)×L,

sn = [bn(1), . . . , bn(T ), bn(T + 1), . . . , bn(T + ∆)]T ∈ C(T+∆)×1, (A2.5)

and gm,n ∈ CL×1 and νm ∈ C(T+∆+L−1)×1 are defined as

gm,n = [hm,n(0), . . . , hm,n(L− 1)]T (A2.6)
νm = [vm(1), . . . , vm(T + ∆ + L− 1)]T . (A2.7)

The channel estimate for the mth receive antenna is obtained using the least-
squares (LS) criterion, expressed by

ĝm = arg min
gm

||qm −Bgm||2, (A2.8)
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resulting in [276]

ĝm = (B
H
B)−1B

H
qm. (A2.9)

If the knowledge about the second order statistics of the UCCI and noise B
H

I BI +
σ2I is available, the MMSE channel estimation would result in the following esti-
mate [276]

ĝm = (B
H
B + B

H

I BI + σ2I)−1B
H
qm. (A2.10)

The elements of vectors ĝm are used to form the matrix Ĥ.
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Derivation of the upper bound on the optimal
kernel-smoothing factor for PDF estimation based

interference suppression

A reasonable approximation of (5.74) can be done by using its Taylor series ex-
pansion [196], with which

MISE(p̂x̂) ≈ σ4
0α

2Γ(px̂)
4

+

∫
R2LM K2

1 (a)da
Tσ2LM

0

, (A3.1)

where α =
∫

R2LM (Rea1)2K1(a)da = 1 and

Γ(px̂) =
∫

R2LM

[
LM∑
i=1

(
∂2px̂(a)
∂(Reai)2

+
∂2px̂(a)
∂(Imai)2

)]2

da. (A3.2)

From (A3.1) the optimal smoothing parameter σ0,opt is found to be

σ0,opt =
(

2LM
∫

R2LM K2
1 (a)da

(T +B)Γ(px̂)

) 1
2LM+4

. (A3.3)

with ∫
R2LM

K2
1 (a)da =

1
(2π)LM

∫
R2LM

e
−aHa

2 da =
1

(4π)LM
(A3.4)

In general, the function Γ(px̂) is dependent on D and ti, i = 1, ..., D. However, it
is shown in [172] for the univariate case that the upper bound on Γ(px̂) obtained
using Cauchy’s inequality is dependent neither on ti nor on D. Adopting the
same approach in the sequel, we generalize the upper bound derivation to the
multivariate case. Let us denote

pG(a) =
1

(σ22π)LM
e−

aHa
2σ2 . (A3.5)
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Eq. (5.70) denoting the exact PDF of the UCCI-plus-noise can be rewritten as

px̂(x(k)) =
1

2D

2D−1∑
i=0

pG(x(k)− ti). (A3.6)

With (A3.5) the expression for Γ(px̂) can be rewritten as

Γ(px̂) =
∫

R2LM

 1
2D

2D−1∑
k=0

Υk(pG)

2

da, (A3.7)

where

Υk(pG) =
LM∑
i=1

(
∂2pG(a− tk)
∂(Reai)2

+
∂2pG(a− tk)
∂(Imai)2

)
. (A3.8)

Applying Cauchy’s inequality[∑
v1v2

]2

≤
∑

v2
1

∑
v2
2 (A3.9)

to Eq. (A3.7) with v1 = 1 and v2 = Υk(pG) we obtain

Γ(px̂) ≤ 1
2D

2D−1∑
k=0

Γk(pG), (A3.10)

where

Γk(pG) =
∫

R2LM

[Υk(pG)]2 da. (A3.11)

It can be shown that

Γk(pG) = (A3.12)

=
1
σ4

∫
R2LM

[
LM∑
i=1

[
(Reai)2

σ2
+

(Imai)2

σ2

]
− 2LM

]2

p2
G(a)da,

which is independent of k. Furthermore it can be shown that

Γ(pG) = I1 + I2 + I3 + I4, (A3.13)

where

I1 =
1
σ4

∫ ∞

−∞

LM∑
i=1

[
(Reai)4

σ2
+

(Imai)4

σ2

]
p2

G(a)da (A3.14)

=
3LM

4
√
πσ5

(
1

2σ
√
π

)2LM−1

,
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I2 =
4(LM)2

σ4

∫ ∞

−∞
p2

G(a)da (A3.15)

=
4(LM)2

σ4

(
1

2σ
√
π

)2LM

,

I3 = −2LM
σ4

∫ ∞

−∞

LM∑
i=1

[
(Reai)2

σ2
+

(Imai)2

σ2

]
p2

G(a)da (A3.16)

= − (LM)2

σ5
√
π

(
1

2σ
√
π

)2LM−1

,

I4 =
1
σ4

∫ ∞

−∞

∑
qi,qj∈A

q2i q
2
j

σ2
p2

G(a)da (A3.17)

=
2LM(2LM − 1)

16σ6
√
π

(
1

2σ
√
π

)2LM−2

,

A = {Reai,Reaj , Imai, Imaj |i 6= j; i, j = 1, . . . , LM}.

From (A3.13)-(A3.17) it follows that

Γk(pG) =
LM(LM + 1)

(4π)LMσ2LM+4
. (A3.18)

Finally, by replacing (A3.18) in (A3.10) and (A3.10) in (A3.3) the lower bound of
(5.75) directly follows.
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Derivation of the MMSE filter output for
space-time transmission

Without loss of generality, derivation of the optimal pair [W<1>
k (i),A<1>

k (i)] of
matrices is presented only for the first group of n0 jointly detected antennas and
l0 jointly detected multipath components. The derivation is similar for the other
groups, with difference only in indexing. Let us denote the nth columns of the
matrices W<1>

k (i) and A<1>
k (i) as w(n) and a(n), respectively. For simplicity of

notation we omit the dependence of w(n) and a(n) on user index k, antenna group
index γ and time instant i. The cost function in (5.40) that is to be minimized can
be written as

J (W<1>
k (i),A<1>

k (i)) = E

{
n0∑

n=1

|m(n)H
g|2

}
, (A4.1)

where

m(n) = [w(n)H
,−a(n)H

]H (A4.2)

with

g = [y<1>
k (i)

H
,B<1>

k (i)
H

]H . (A4.3)

This is equivalent to minimizing each of the component cost functions defined as

J (n)(m(n)) = E
{
|m(n)H

g|2
}
. (A4.4)

To avoid the trivial solution m(n) = 0 different constraints can be imposed. We
will derive the MMSE for two different constraints in the sequel.

(1) Path constraint. A constraint on a(n) is imposed so that a(n)
nl0

is set to be equal
to 1. Introducing the Lagrange multiplier λ, the equivalent cost function to
be minimized becomes

J (n)
eq (m(n)) = E

{
|m(n)H

g|2
}
− λ(m(n)H

j(n) = 1), (A4.5)
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where

j(n) = [01×(n−1)l0 1 01×(n0−n)l0 ]
T . (A4.6)

Differentiating Eq. (A4.5) with respect to m(n) gives

∂J (n)
eq (m(n))
∂m(n)

= Rggm(n) − λj(n), (A4.7)

where

Rgg =
[

R<1>
cov Π<1>

k

Π<1>
k

H
I

]
∈ CLNR+n0l0×LNR+n0l0 .

From Eq. (A4.7) the optimal value of m(n) can be found as

m(n) =
R−1

gg jn

j(n)HR−1
gg j(n)

. (A4.8)

Applying the property of the inverse of the block-matrix [277][
A B
C D

]−1

=
[

Q−1 −Q−1BD−1

−D−1CQ−1 D−1(I + CQ−1BD−1)

]
,
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to the inverse of the matrix Rgg, where Q = A−BD−1C, we obtain

m(n) =



M<1>
k (i)−1h

(n)
k

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k

h
(n)
k (0)

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(1)
k (0)

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k

...
h

(n)
k (0)

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(1)
k (l0−1)

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k

...
h

(n)
k (0)

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n−1)
k (0)

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k

...
h

(n)
k (0)

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n−1)
k (l0−1)

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k

1
...

h
(n)
k (0)

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k (l0−1)

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k

h
(n)
k (0)

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n+1)
k (0)

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k

...
h

(n)
k (0)

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n+1)
k (l0−1)

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k

...
h

(n)
k (0)

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n0)
k (0)

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k

...
h

(n)
k (0)

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n0)
k (l0−1)

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k



,

from which it follows that

w(n) =
M<1>

k (i)−1h(n)
k

1 + h(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h(n)
k

(A4.9)
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and

a(n) =



h
(n)
k (0)

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(1)
k (0)

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k

...
h

(n)
k (0)

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(1)
k (l0−1)

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k

...
h

(n)
k (0)

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n−1)
k (0)

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k

...
h

(n)
k (0)

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n−1)
k (l0−1)

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k

1
...

h
(n)
k (0)

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k (l0−1)

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k

h
(n)
k (0)

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n+1)
k (0)

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k

...
h

(n)
k (0)

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n+1)
k (l0−1)

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k

...
h

(n)
k (0)

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n0)
k (0)

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k

...
h

(n)
k (0)

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n0)
k (l0−1)

1+h
(n)
k

H
M<1>

k (i)−1h
(n)
k



.

After repeating a similar procedure for all the n0 transmit antennas from the
1st group of the kth user, the optimal pair of matrices [W<1>

k (i),A<1>
k (i)]

is obtained as

W<1>
k (i) = [w(1), ...,w(n0)] and A<1>

k (i) = [a(1), ...,a(n0)]. (A4.10)

(2) Norm constraint. A family of constraints is imposed on the vector g so that
m(n)H

Γ(n)m(n) = 1. Introducing the Lagrange multiplier λ, the equivalent
cost function to be minimized becomes

J (n)
eq (m(n)) = E

{
|m(n)H

g|2
}
− λ(m(n)H

Γ(n)m(n)H
= 1). (A4.11)

Differentiating Eq. (A4.11) with respect to m(n) gives

∂J (n)
eq (m(n))
∂m(n)

= Rggm(n) − λΓ(n)m(n), (A4.12)
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where

Rgg =

[
ĤΛ<1>

k (i)ĤH + R̂ Π<1>
k

Π<1>
k

H
σ2I

]
∈ C(LNR+l0)×(LNR+l0).

From (A4.12) the optimal value of m(n) can be found as a solution to the
eigenvalue problem

R−1
ggΓ(n)m(n) = λ−1m(n). (A4.13)

Applying the property of the inverse of the block-matrix [277][
A B
C D

]−1

=
[

Q−1 −Q−1BD−1

−D−1CQ−1 D−1(I + CQ−1BD−1)

]
,

to the inverse of the matrix Rgg, where Q = A −BD−1C, we obtain that
the vector m(n) is equal to the eigenvector of the matrix R−1

ggΓ(n) that cor-
responds to its minimum eigenvalue.
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